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PREFACE

In tAo past decade, educatorS the world over have focussed their

attention on the importance of the early years of the deVelopment.of

children. Thi's increased awareness of the gruciaI role that edUcaion

can play in a childA development isone of the factors that led to

,the establishment of thc Science Education.Programme for Africa (SEPA).

SEPA, with its-Secretaiiat offices in Accra, Ghana, has as one of its

'primary responsibiilities, the_Stimulation and.support of a kange of

'efforts in the field of science education.

A variety of primary school materialsi mostly in the form

Teachers' Guides, hare been develaped and modified by various Aftican

countries. It has been recognised by :SEPA,however, that.any new ap-

proach to,working` with children in the'classroom can only became ef-

fective when teachers are both_awareof and enthusiastiC ahNt the

changes'being adVodated. TherefOre, at thistime', SEPA gives high

Ptiority to the development of.innovative, as well as mare effectivq,.

ways of trainincj teachers, initaljy. at the pre-service phase of
k.%

teacher education..

This Handbook for Teachers is apart of a set of materials which,

A_t i8 hoped, will Contribute tothe iMprovement f teacher education

jJ1 African dountries .0'S'ets of:the Handbook are couraged to_think

of the ideas presented as starting points, or:nuclei, around which

additional de.gelopments can take plade in ditections decided by the

.user according.to his ot,her circumstances. Furthermore, it is hOped'
.

that users of 'q.he Handbook will communicate, through their ioca-\



curriculum deelopment

of the Handbook. Such

future versions to the

teachers.

centre, witli :the colltrioutos-s to this wIrsion,

coMmunication nelp to ifiprove and expand

advantage (it 4]j1 pimAZy school science
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H4NDBOOK FOR TEACHERS-

SECTION

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1: The Philosophy of the-Activity Approach to Primary'

Science Education

Science and'its applications permeate every aspect of our liveg.

For this reason it has been said that we need "scientifically and

socially oriented policy makers, as well as sCientifically oriented

Citizens.'
1

TOwards the realization of this goal, AlOst African States,

have given a high priority tO science education. The.estabIlshment of

the Science Education Progtamme for Africa (SEPA) bears testimony to

this commitment.

SEpA's approach 'to science education takes-the view that science:

7

is a medium through which a Childmight develop his natural curiosity,

his powets of observation and enquiry, and constructive attitudes-to-

probiem-solving and decision-making. These are fundamdntal qualities:

,rsq

of an education,which has oartictlar relevance to the total African

environment and which foster's the child's understanding of'his world

and his own 1;3otentialities. As such, at the primary level, the SEPA

approach is In direct contrast to the_subject-oriented, academic view

of Science. Instead, it cuts acroSs Sufoject barriers and regects

Specialization in favour of anintegration o'f the many areas.of scien7

tificknowledge, as well as an-integration.of the scientific method
.

I- Keynote Address by.Professor A. Babs FafunWa, Uniyersity of-Ife,.
Nigeria,:delivered at the SEPA Teacher Training Materials Work- .

shop, Nairobi, KenYa,'August.1971:



with the process of human development.

The role of the teacher is central to the successful implemen-

tatiOn of the SEPA approach in primary school classroomt. The main

tasks of the teacher'are.to prepare materials, to coordinate the

actiVities of-the dhildren, and to ask.appropriate questions at the.

appropriate iiimes. Continuously, the teacher must diagnose and

-
appraise the thildren's efforts, their imagination, excitement,.and

frustrations Some_of the teachardecisions affect

,
children, while others affect the whole class. He/she must decid6

when to enter into, And when to withdraw froth the children's-enquiry

conversations without interfering 'with their own tempo or direction

Drawing upon all available resdurces -to enrich the children's eXper-
.

iences, the teacher can go beyond the normal curricUlar.requirements.

.The demands made on teachers.by this approach have far-reaching

r ,

.implications for their pre"serVice as well as ;or their Continuing

education: While imcorporating critical elements of scientific know-

ledge to build a broad competence base, the teachers education should

be experience-oriented. Jt shduld-Include-education in Community

develOPment,,the. many facets of education for. leadership and, as

.-
such4 would be characterized by a style compatible with the require-.

ments ofthe roles they will:play in their profession'.

, 0

As.a firstsstep in the long-term process of.effecting edu-

Cational change, SEPA has decided to devlop novel.strategies and -

materialS. which can improve the pre-service phase of teacher education.-
,

If,the process of effecting.change,by creating deslrable attitudes
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,

. takes place before-the teacher begins service, the--gains will be both

more professional for the teacher anod econemical for the socity

-*When young-teachers become'inore flexible i. their approach to educa-7

tion,they will be.bettee'able to deal With practical situations as

they.arise. SEPA has decide'd to make a modest contribuion to this

'phase of teacher,education by producing a Handbook for ieachers.

-

What this Handb6ok stands for can bes described.by para

2
phrasing wh7at-Haveloc-k--wrote-in.Guids,--to-frnovatizn in .r.:ducat3,on:.

it does"not tell what- actions should be followed not does.it recom-

mend a specific sequence of edutativeevents ("This is left to the
-

judgement,of those responsible for the condUet of practice in a given

situation"),. bUtit does provide infOrmgtionon how some teadbers-in

.training do sCience, how some children do Science, how soMe adults

relate to children, and how.some people prepare themselves for the

'task of.guiding children's learning,aswell as information on the

. nature of science.- It doe-S not tell you'all you need to know about

SEPA's approach to science education. Most of:all, i-t CannOt re lace

direct experience with the very.-1'sophisticated.understanding of the

.process whieh comes-from years of experience" with many educational

encounters in Many-situations.

The importance.of direct experience in .huMan;developmentscan be.

illustrated. The child goes-,to-school-with-some- knowledge- and some.

sklls already'learned. The-child has learned.to Walk by-walking; he

jraa-learned to sp6ak.by speaking and, by -listening to others He haS
j

2 . HaveloCk, R,G., The'Chgnge Agent's'duide to Innovation in Education.
Educational Technology. PUblications, mc., Englewood Cliffs,. N.J.,
U..S.A. 1973



taken a ce,rtr.dn period'of time :learn to do each of these satip-

factorily. The proess has been gradual, inVolving mistakes and set-

backs; it has been necessary to go through man1.7 stages in the7process.

But in the end the child has m.istened the s15.illS and the .knowledge.

At the primary, school levellhowever, the child begins to learn

formally in other. ways. Observation is fOrmalized as,a method of

_learning; sometimes, there is imitation and other times there is drill.

Learning-situatis-4nvolving-direct-experience are not .-&-Iiways so-

easy to create and the learning deriVed comes slowly. However, the
;

old saying that "exparience.is the best teacher" remains true and We

-
seek- to keep it alive by directing our efforts toward allowing child-

ren to learn sciehce through doing activities.

Children find thismO-de of- learning hatural interesting and

eVen exciting. They appreciate adult participation if that partici

"Dation is in the,fOrm of guidance and encouragement rather than pres-:_

criotion. For the guidance to be effective; the guide (teacher) must

be able to understand and to speak in the -chilldren'_s 4anguage,"

ISfie/h'eemust have an awareness of.how children view the:world around

them, of their capabilities at different stages of development an

of theiro'modeS cat thought.

Such knowledge is gained primarily through dirkctl experience
rp

with children et woik jand Forthis reasoT th9Se who would

be teachers of young children must spend time tallting v.itth and'Obser'-

vinq children in order to gain aWareness of the childre''S culture.

I IL
Children, then, must learn'about nature, .about their e Nironment,

I, 1

1



aboUt the universe, by asking their own,questions,
/ .

own'answers to their own questions, and, from day to day, build a

.finding their

foundation for their own future understanding of the world around

them.

Adults have goh e. through this process for centuries and have

worked olit definite vi'ccedures for'minimizing the ineVitable-wastage

in time and energy. Children cannot always appreciate the need for

saving.time and energy. It would appear that intuitively they reccig-
,

nize that there is some value in taking a wrong path Sc;metimes.- So
_.

,

.

. 1

they prefL L), carry obt their explorations and find out fdr them-

, selves the answers that adults,'in order.to save time and avoid Mis-

takes, are so eager to proVide.

When children are left to explore for themselves; it is possible

that,they quite often-oreate'.situations full of possibilities for.-f1 .

learning useful information,,techniques, skills and ideaS or cpncepts.

There should be guidance to help the child dxploit all such learning.

situationa to the fullest. It is not intended that the materials or
.

L.

topics be thrown,. at the children and -the teacher then leavelthem alone
_

, withoUt interest Or guidance. until the end of the lesson..

It is believed tnat through learning science by SEPA's app'roach

the child will,build the habsit of looking closely;at his environment:.

and askina questions of it. 'He will'also'ga,in the ability tO frame
O.

his questions in.ways tha't permit answers 'to be-found through Perform-
.,

ing some experiments or activities of his own design. 'Even-When some-

of the-answers at times are to be found in books. or papers in a. library',



it will be recognized as gOod practice to examine them for possible-

application to new or to special local..circumstances.. Most important,

- .

thehflw1llbe.iearning how-to learn. Tor the key to-..,the future

of science is in the:hands of today's children, as iS the

application of science in,technology within our society.



Chapter 2: How thk

The reasons

be used

this Handbook.are seVeral. .an

be summarized,'however, by stating the need for a text specifically

directed to student teachers in African teacher training colleges.

BecauS'e of mote than a decade of innovation in s-Cience.education,,

there'has been a strongly felt need to bring together and expand the

many ideas contributed by science and teacher educators over the Pest

few years.

, It is hoped that this Handbook will serve as a guide whenever..

you wish to carry obt activities, pr_to improve yobr experiments by

referring to-readings or procedures. You do not have tb begin at any

'particular pOint'in the Handbook. Nor is it intended that you follow,

linear progreSsion in going f!hrough the suggestecLexercises or ac-

tivities. YoU may even have several activities going on at any one '
. .

; --time, some taking lcinger than others to complete. For inStance, you

may have set some seeds tO 'germinate, and exposed some Samples of

metals to,the atmosphere to observe the rate at which theY rust, at

the same time you are studying the evaporation of liquids in differ--
a,

ent ccinditions. However, 'the various sections of the Handbook haVe

been put in a definiteL-sequence, asfollows:

Section I gives you the reasons that led to its production, the
..0

rationale and philosophy underlying the approach to science education

that SEPA advocates, and the Way the Handbook is intended to be used.

Section II gives you an idea of what it means to be engaged in

1 4



science activities. It deals with. Various activities performed by

training college students under the guidance of their tutors. The,-

responsibility for learning is left largely to the student. You will'

see that by,working in this way, in may,gain some of the competence

of a scientist and science teacher. This is important for your

feeling of secnrity and confidence in the classroom.

SeCtion III should be consnited for activities and related

readings with which you may isii to begin. The section offers a

variety of materials that may lead to truly integrated science acti.-

vities and situatiOns. It,is,intended to>getyou involved:in investi-

gations of your own - the first step tpwards developing coMpetence,

A

confidence in yourself, in your ability, andin the'validity of yOur

,own ideas.

Section 'IV gives illustrations of how this approach has worked

.and can work with children. It shows that doing science is well

within the caPabilities of even very,young.children, and proides you

with examples to cite in Support of this idea.

.Sectibn V explains why you mnst let children learn science in

:this way. It provides you with some of.the answers you willneed to

have ready for often' well-meaning conservative educators who try to

weaken your confidence. They do this by arguing the advantage of

speed that the lecture/demonstration method has as opposed to activity-

oriented learning

Section VI describes someOf he things yoU need when you

decide to give children the OppOrtnnity to learn some real science. ,

,



It ,94ves you the."How to.do it.", The section also 'deals with the'

knotty problem of how youassess childten's experiences, and how to

handle social pressures agaihst disdovery learning.

Many hers .seem tip-feel that children,cannot learn very much

.-that they are given matekials ahd left tb' work 'oh theirJse.
.

'own: Reao through:this handbook,,a teacher cannot help but
:/.

become aware of. examples o .work done by.children with minimum

assistance ftoimteadhers. The- role the teacher in assisting

children t 'learn science in this way is given. in Sections V and .

f the handbook. For a teacher to appreciate the excitemeht that

children 7perience in working this way, it' is necessary fot the

^4a2
teacher to do some of the suggested activities on his or her Own.

Thi h ndbook iS,not a conventional textbOok, and theideas

presented ate not arran4ed sequentially. .This.means-thatiin order

for the tUtor or teacher to maximize the usefulness of the handbook,

he-*Must first familiarize himself with -what .is contained in all the

.sections

In gUifling students, a teacher is advis0 to coMbine the scipnee

-activities-with the pedagogy:activities givon in.Sections Vand VI.

In essence,'there is a need to shift back.and-forth rather 'than'to

goih sequence chapterloy chapter. In this way, the spirit ef'the

approach is fully grasped. It gives you the "HoW to do it.t The

section also deals with-the. knotty problem of how you, assess children's

experiences, and how to handle'sodial pressures against discovery
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SECTION II

ILLUSTRATIONS

OF

STUDENTS

DOING

SCIENCE

BATTERIES AND BULBS.- Tutor Working
'With Pre-SerVide Students

" or-r

ATTRIBUTES - Child and Student
Working Together as Tutor Looks
On

LIGHT AND MIRRORS -Studenton
1Dractide Teaching with'Std. V.
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SECTIOU,.1Z

ILLUSTRATIONS OF STUUENTS DOINGSCIENCt.

. .

'Introducti6/1

:Why teach science at all?.

The anser-to this question req-e.S deeto tt.loughtg not only:aboUt

.the nature of science itself.'i-:bUt_aIse ab011t the teaching-71earning

prdcesS. Too often the Way that sCienc4 l'-talaght is misle4,ding,.be

.it during the_,early Ve.'ars-of primary Salod, oz at . econdary school

and Teachers College, The eMphaS_Is i learning about
1

giving thailer a rilistAken or distorted:-

viterof tiv,_-,natuf0,of science: in 'the f1rOcesS Of lerning,- -person.

the discoveries of Others,

whp may become a pximary:school leaVeZy Often has noopporttinity to,
4-

,

aCquire the problem solving skills Whicrl can Pellel9Zu1 in da'y-to-:.day
e

:life. Nok,--if he-.is.tO become a-pri-Odzy bohOO1., teaCh, dO:e.:he:ijakn

neceSsary to provide a-slat,We environment 41 which. others

can acquire-these skills,_

AS one scientist has put it ". trle discovery cannot very,often

'be a iTew one; it is too harda. task tO OxvOct"the schoolroom to re-

. .

capitulate the history of science ,(put). Any study fscience that

'does not allow the possibility of d'r iastt1ltifying.. ene, above

all at introdUctory levels."

The excerpts that fbliow are exAllIpi-oes of Wok:,Written )0Y StUdents

who were given thpoppOrtunity to cEt'ly ouI trieix- cwn sciende investi

:gation in:an atmosphere condubiVe to xsee Ololoration. and:diScovery,
1:

19
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Chapter 1: Investigations. With '.he polt sion

Using the activity approael:to learning science, the sathe -materials

-
Lan be-used at-many.dIfferent AlthOugh the.Situatidn Maybe.

the same the question asked .131/the investigator:wil1 depend,on his or

her experience and stage'of intellectual. deveiopitent. What tollows.
.

eXCerpt from the report of dn associates p studis an

a one year Diplbma Course at the UniyersitY of-Ibadan. She' had never

studied science.

Investigationith_lthe FIntLiPn

Mrs. Andeike.yankogbe

Associateship Studenc,': Universit
, .Y

,IntrodUctiTont_
,

: The Ant Lion is a :COMMon_iPsect larva found in loose dry Sand.
.

,

'YO*1Jba children enjoy playing a 44me to 'the'T-Song-7- _tithe ant lion.
_

,
the children sing, ''Kuloso(ent 1j.oh) abiyarTio fohin so,"they ben-ave-

like an aht libn by- jumping bacKw4rds.

The:ant lion of no econOmic:iMportanca.to the farmer.; hence

no detailed study of this inSec-, And of:,hoW to. control.dt, has been

done. HoweVer, the ant lion'is ar exathple of a source material which
, .

can be collected on Vigerian Ofpaerving it, gives.the primary :

school teacher.an insight into IfatiouS activities that can be suggested,

and carried out, by childreh.

:Working with ah antlion be interesting and exciting, and

many stientific ideas and pric-Ples can be gained Such work trains

2 0
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the 'student to be curious, observant and vigilant when trying to find

a solttion to a problem. Perseverance,.patience, and'alertness are.

'aecessary for working withthe antlion, plus interest to want to Work'_ .

on 'one's ownafter the school hours:

This study was- starte0 Or during.class activity

under the directibnof,Pr. - Ycloye, my Science tutor: His, ap-

.

proach to sciencestudy is the open-ended approach and it generated in
:

s 1.1dY7t-Ife ant:T-LiOn_beyond anstudy undertaken 13-17
-

others in the class, andifinally, perhaps to lead me to Some.contri7
_ .

8utiCn in the study of nature in.my;'iMmediate environment at the

University of Ibadan.

This.study was based onobservation and experiment With envircn-

mental phenomena unknbtral to tne ant lion. At the sametime questions

Were-poged to,direct the investigations neCessary to arriVe at conclu-
,,-

sions.

Science has taUght us-the lesson that there is no absolute truth.;

truth.about a thing may change acddrding to the-prevaiIng circumstances.'

The findings in this study can be taken as reliable to sothe extent ,

because they were based 'On actual observations. Classroom discussion
,

with other associateship_students gaVe opportunities for comparing

and Sharing knoWledge in, relation to the findings. In studying any

phenomenon in.Science, I have: learned that there is not always onp

correct answer or solution to a problem, or alwaysons method,t

fingof a solution. And finally, in an, attempt to find an answer

to a prOblem other diScoverieS are made which mightnothave been!



anticipated. ThiS is an incentive to puraue

knOwledge.

I am very gr..711' my science.tutA

he'neW discovery to gain

Iicourag-

ing me to collect my tindings and,subinit them A his forM. I:hope
It:

this paper,wiil, 146 others to the desire-to orkHaith-.this open-ended

approaoh to science study, an aliproach used in. the Afridan Primary

.Science Programme Unit "Ask the AhttiOn."-H
.

PART I

. t

this and subsequent sections the diScuiOn.will, 0 general
. -

follow this order:-

Question asked;

Study.carried.outl

Findincia'or'discoveries made.

1. Canan ant lion. make .its.funnel trap in

and still prey on a victim?

materialS:other than soil

I preparedan observational .plate with a heap of gari (casSava:,'

:fried to look like 4±1i soil) and dropped three apt lions onto the,plate

at 9.:3.0 p.m. At about 9:35 .p,m. one .entered the heap of gari.

moment later, the sedond alsO,entered the,gari:and -started'to make a.

but later stopped. The thira, which was On its back, fiiiped'
7 .

to normal pOSition at'9A5 p.m: and stayed on the heaP as if Pondering:

environmen.something - perhaps a sensation of being: on'a diff.rent

Howelier, at 9.:51 p. m it made an -inward, backward-Movement-fend entered
.

. ,

the gari-at 9:52 p.m., throwing the gari upwards.until:a small funnel..

forMed. These observations show that this envirbnmentis conduciye.

f
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ii.ngs t:.students in my class

at an ant lion can make funnel" in

-

tassavapowder. This is-an adaptation to a new environment. In our

,

experimets there was.no -clear evidencethat the ant lion has a pref-

erence hetweekgravel and loose dry sand; I think, however that an,

ant lion would Prefer the sand to gv.vel, since gravel would be, heavier

fOr it to threw When making a funnel:. ,Pkevious obserVations suPport-
t,,, ,

ant'lions were found Mostly in loose dry zand,. this deduction since

PART II

Whenani prey iscaught, what happenS.

.The-ant,lion draWs the prey insid the sand and covers it with

_

-,sand. Later obServations showed_that the carCaSs of its:prey (an ant)

Was thrown out- ofthe funneL This-;M'ade ma dedUce that the ant lion

does.not eat its Prey but sucks the juiCe froM ittbody.'

3, Does the ant lion suck from dead insects?

I dropped, a.deadant into-the fUnnel to:see whether the ant lion

would seizevit. It did TIcit touCh thjae I ,repeated.this with a

-small red worm whiCh Was':dead b t the ant LiOn-also thret4-that-outT

after some time. Perhaps the Ant Lion
,

does not suck from dead

4. Does the ant lion catch Prey on,a flat surface?

prey..

A.Study Carried'out 0,n:a table,'a plate,.a.tray, and a piece 2f

paper showed,that tdid notcatch prey\on flat-surfaces, The p'rey

:;

walked' over the ant lion. I repeated tbe tests, but the ant lion a

-
did not tOuch the prey. T then returned the`ant lion to.'tli'e Sand tray



to see what it would do with the same preY'. When Jae ant lion Was. left
f

to make.afUnnel and I:dropped,in a'redWorm, ibe ant-lion seized it

immediately. -the ant lion preferred its natural'abode for catching prey:.

-

. An experiment to. test the lectutervs shggastion that an antlion'

eats tertite wings'and body or,other insecta!in an.enclosed perforated

The aame ant lion that preyed on the Smaller one Was removed from
G'

'the.gari and p t in a! glass tumblat'overnight with small moths and two

termites. There Was

piece of netting.

. .

no sand the tumbler whichfwas covered with.

the'torning:the Moths and tertites were founa .

dead, as if life had been s4ked!from them. -The ánt liOn aid not eat

the aody or wings To prove this further, Ileft the larva with the

dead insects for'twb days. The dead insects remained as they Were.

1,

'Closer obssrvatiohdid not 'reveal that the ant lion had a mouth fOr

eating. Anant lion does 'not ebt the WingP or bodies of moths and

_termites. However, it seams as if it can catch its prey on flat Pur,
, I

faces jf it is enclosed with the Prey so tlYgE the
!

_pzipT III

lDhYsical.":Features ahd Movement',

latter dannotescape.

6: What are the-physical features of the ant lion?

Its body is hairy with black spots. It has a segmented abdomen

which is.Of'a light broWnicolour It is diamond shaped with three

pairs of legs; two!fOldedoh itF abdomen, two (longest ohes) outstretched

from tha chest and'two .(tiny ones)-stretchedtbward_the, head. Ita_
. 4604r

,

body ip divided; head, Chest/thorax and abdomen ..pn its head are twd

2 4
ft
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P

curVed pincers and on either i.cle'df die pincersaretwo black spots,

appearing to be eyes, and two black oUtStretChed, very slender,feelers.
,

Observations of Smaller ant lions did .not show the feelers and this

suggests that the larva matures in Stages of development.

'PAR IV

Reactions of Ant Lions to a Variety of Situations

.71. What is the ant lion's-reaction to. exposure?

Observation showed that.,ant lions; can walk a long distancebefore,:

,finding.shelter In the soil:: The four ant libns kept.under observation

A

in the plate leftthe plate on several-occasiOns,-droPped doWn frdM

the high.laboratory-table, and_walked away-to dark areas. They were
_

recovered and-L_putAoack in the plate.

-
8: what=positi:o tides. the ant _lion occupy in the funnel tre-11.-- _

--Some students in my:--class suggested that the ant lion Stayed at,'_ _ _- _ -

the upper part-2,,Of:the-_funfiel While i and others-;. said that it stayed A',

=_
_ .

at the bottom df:the'..--furinel-trap. To discover the answer, I went on
1

a tour of the=.7:CoMp6und toobServe many traps ancound the upper posi-

tion tobe'trueIs wSIL as the bottom:position.. n my observations,

I dug out one in .the upper position.and found it td,..be developing-into

the next(pupa) stage:- Anotherdiscoyery to Suppo2t the upPer position-
,

. ;,

waSthe cOcoon.1-dug.dut unknowingiy-at-the top- of another funnel-.

Iconcluded that.at the beginning of the third-Stage of develdp-.

ment to pupa, no-food is-needed, So the.ant libn moves from the origi_
.

nal position to the top-.-..-of-the funnel
,

2 5
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PART V

Research to 'Determine Different' Species of-7-the Ant Lion

,-
HOw,many 'tpeties Can be found on the,UniverSity of Ibadan Campus?.

collected 45 from Various pattS of Ole campus to learn whether

differences-in environment would determine the SpeCieS, or whether

'those same differences wbuld influence body colour.

- The collection ranged in Size ftom tiny to very'largew The.ant

i'lions were scooppd intb an eriamelqup and taken, to the*ience labora--
. tory where. 'they Were spread out on a flat plywood sutfaceabout -two

,

-feet..:Square. I obserVed-the ant: liOns one-by Pri0-:'with:the'hand
. . _

Findings:
,

Only one_lockeddifferent:troM the others

_..._ ._
and its hodyWaS _oniger and thinner than-those of itg same size.v

- .

-- -

called-th---laboratory assistant'S tattention. this FiesUggested
-4-

Itlooked more hairY

that-the different one might be a male:;,;but lydismisSed-that,idea be--
c-was---triqre-would be

Conclusions:

mote than one male in a -collection of 45 specimenS.

'Only twa,species o

campus.'

-ant lion's are found on the UniverSity of

10., Is there other evidence to SuppOrt two species?

.The firSt evidende was shown in the sizes (5.fthecocoon's brought,

,
.,

tb.class. The, cocoons formed by the,ant lions I had reared were sMaller
- ,,

-
than thoseiprought by another Student.'

Cocbbns also vary in build. Every part

wascOvered,;with:Sand, while

26'

of the cócoon brought by

only part of:my cocoon
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!.

was dcovere.
.

The bottom hf the cocbon revealed_a whitiah looking
.

cellophane-like membrane.Iout of which I presumed the adult would crawl.

1 /571 '
.

ill. Howdoes the inside of the cocoon look?

On,opening one, I found black and grey carcass of the ant lion-,

and lookinq'into the cOcoOn As-elf, I was amazed by theTheauty of the
- J

. .

hoMe the4antlion had built..

Frofil'another cocoon I pulled a carcass which was white and differ-
. ,

----ent ffom the atst.

specieS--1 o. be fOtind'on the'campuS.

Thia-was more evidence to sUppiort-My idea of two

more

_ .

evidence from-Other sourbes to aupport tlje number.of

To answer this question I went to the. University Library to fir.d

informatiOn.about the ant lion. .From the Encyclopaedia Britannica

,I'found that.mnay speeies hayebeen discovered in many parts sof 'the-

_Wovld (65 species have-been identified in the UnitedStates alone).

To find'out how Many spegiea have been identified in Nigeria,

went to,the EntgmologicalTepartment of the PacUlty-Of.Agricuiture.:

Vas shoWn fispecies already identified'and arranged'in boxes for

at.udy: The.fiVe fOund in parts of Nigeria Were classified as' follOWs::

. Order' -Neuroptera'

'.Family MyremeliOntidae
,Spebies Marbelon vaiidis (ant lion) '

palparis, furfureua )

,(10) palparia.tl!gris dalm 'patbhes

(c): Stenares-hyeenay dalmgreyish)

(d) tomatares clavibornis latr

.(e) .Mclachlen,(specie fOund at Ibadan)
,

YeaMbur have yelloWish
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PART VI

The Adult Ant Lion, Sex and Its Food for Survival

13. What can be done to keep the ant lion in its adult stage alive

for more than three days?

Various,experimentS with rearing had failed to keep an adult alive.

On my second visit to the Entomoldgical Department,.it was suggested

that I prepare sucrOse in a specimen tube, using cotton wool as the

lid of the tube so that the adult ant lion might suck the sUcroSe.from

the cotton wool..

The next ant lion that emerged..from ts cocoon failed to settle

-on the cotton wool soaked'in sucrose. It did not satisfy its need for

food and it died on the third day.

Hope came to me when,.-on 10 April, I discovered from F.S. Taylor's

book, Science Past ,and Present (Page 63) arstorY that suggests that

the ant lion does not take food. The imagingtive story goes:

nd this animal when, _born, _swiftly perishes because
it cannot avail itself Of food and so dies of hunger.',
For being of two appetites, when he wishes to take
,meat,;the nature of the ant has an_appetite for seed,

.

and refuses meat. But when he wishe6 to be nourished
6n seeds, thehature.of the lion resists him. 'So
being 'unable to eat either meat or seed, he perisheS"

then decided.to try tcyeed arCadult ant lion on water; since

many inGects feed on sweet things such as nectar.

I fed the next adult ant-lion that hatched in the following way:

(PuPation of-the adult was from,18 March to



Time of
Date Feeding 011,,, Used Food Given Quantity.

April s

11-15 Did not feed
°'1 t\a cotton wool Sugar water

16 3.00 p.m. knife sugar water minute. amount

18 2.30'p..m. '0/ of knife Glucose .Refused

20 3.00 p.m., ,/yP of knife Sugar water Minute amount
. a

2 67 3.18 p.m. . -1-&it drink Comparable with

WN conteiner SUgar Water. previous OccaSions

May 2 7.15 a.m., Wci a teaspoori Sugar water Negligible, adult
,

looked rather dis-,

1

2s
abdomen.

1

urbed and .flapped

On 16 May I was'sori ku see that tn0 ,rit lion ad
G;

I had been

studying was trapped b, yder's W id Was.hanging in space in the

rearing cage. Though kpider curtailed the'life span of My ant lion,

&.I had been.successful wing an aciult ant lion alive for three \

. whole weeks, fikan achieveV hich has

I have so far read.

.PART Vil

been redorded in any book

,Though this 1 of this ID/Dar, belie not finiShed my'

assignment. on the ant 14e 4,pd its way..s I started to rear others

that would lead me to 14/ ),9th:Iliale arid firiales 50 that I could atudy
.

PI\the process of reproduotp.
. .

pity, hbwever.,', trk

such a research, my

to see Wh the egg8

oluch as. I would. have

of ant lions are like;

Jjkedto coPtinue

ro1 AA
.

holiseWita I have left

oare.of chilarPn.nd,* , Ilowever, I"the campus for home and 110

shall keeP.MTASsignment .%fiincl.and. hope

to life's knowledge by fk
kler 1171-ve

et' tion

2 9

an make a contributiOn,
'

of tbe.ant lion's-ways.



This represents only a portion of Mrs. Ayankogbe's report. Some

of the many bther question's she investigated were:

Do ant lions prey on one another?

How long does it take an ant lion to kill a prey?

How does the ant lion Move?
_

Are ant lions found in wet Funnels?

How long does it take a larvae tochange into-the pupa Stage?

What does-the-adult-ant lion-Teed upon?

To conclude, we quote from the comments of PrOfessOr E. A. Yoloye

whO, as stated in the excerpt,.was the supervisor on this project:

Many educators would agree that if,a teacher is to generate.
'exciement in a particular way of learning-in his stUdent,
'he should himself first experience such excitement. It'has
ilot.always been clear however if the same units prepared%
For children.couldform.the basis of the curriculum for the,
teacher. The paperpresented by Mrs.,Ayankogbe summarizing
her own. investigation iS a striking example of how a mature
adult teacher could get hooked on the Same unit that-was
written for children and carry out meaningful and challenging
investigations.

Scienceeducators may find the paper a useful:additional
(DO]. for teacher training. There are.several cOnclusions
n it which.other teachers may want to challenge. THare are
a\ number of unanswered questions which other teachers may-
want\to pursue.

\
I\should mention that Mrs, Ayankogbe had practically no

. .

..
s ienee instruction:before coming on:the course. This

.

.

. s ould be an encouragement-to teachers who fear that their
1

I 7-7-1 ck Of training in Science may-be a great handicap'in
arning to be a Science teacher.

. .-

3 0



Chaptet.2: Solat Eclipse .

ThiS' report of observations of the,Solat-Eclipse in 1973 by

class in a Teacher Training College in Kenia was written by. a second

year.s udent. The class had done science at secondary school before

enteking college.

SOLAR ECLIPSE 30.6.1973

As observed by members Of P1
4and Condensed by Calestblis Jutla

OVSERVATION 1 (TgE SU14)

2:45 P. : This was the time when-the firstLcontaCt occurred: This

was clearly'seen by means f Exposed Nega-tiveS and.Pin-

hole Oameras. Clouds partially covered the sky:thus

allowing some people to use naked eyes. According to

those using negative, 'the first contact appeared as shown-

below.

Using Negative(s) Usin Pinhole 'Camera

In."B" above, tne missing patat is where it is because

Of the ekplanation given in the figure on the following

page.



Irnagq,s ore Inverted
in Rnhole Cameros.
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Hole (Pinhol)

.The f011oving is'from film negative observation.

.: 3:05 p.m.:,.About 1/8 of'the:sun was:missing and a big cloUd came and

.covered the sun thUs allowing people to usejiaked eyes.

3:1 p.m..: There appeared-abig-beautiful star near the sun and there

was a greatdifference between the light in the north and

that to the south. This time there, was a sparkling,light

from the suri.It looked like thiS:

3:37 -p.m,: At this time the light from the Sun looked rzzre yellow

than colOurless.. Within a'few minutes:, the:sun was.in-

vaded by a pink-like matter.; irregularin ..,hane, and'
.

before:a further observation,could be made, a big c.loud
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covered everything. The scene was this way:.

,....-'

4:00 p.m.: There remained a small part which gaVe a little light /put

:the nOrth was very dark With afew distant stars visibl

near the horizon.

From
:1:00-1,7m.: There was constant.amount.of light for. 5 ,minutes When the

dresCentlike sun was now drifting downwards Which suggests'

tha 400-1Dm. was the ClimaX'of the Eclipse in Egoji'

(Centre of Observation). I would call this time "State

ot Stability" becausethere was. pra:c----'caily no increase

or decrease:of light.
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4:10 p.m.: ,,The light increased gradually so the shapes changed as

shown here and the glittering star disappeared.

1 :20 9:50

And finally.ati5:10 the Solar Eclipse becams'history

or current affairs bedause,.,the sun waS 11.ke this
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FroM the firSt contactthere were many clouds and.,heavy wind bUt

. aS light continued to fade away, the wind cooled glowly-in comparison
--_

---;
with the---fading waS yellowish and clouds had

different colours. .To the north'clouds were darker than to the soUth..

The temperature droppedand it looked like theatmosphere at 6:30

after a short buttorrential rain. People's skina.looked as if they

flashed with artificial light from, a.neon laMp.

The shadows were not regular, i.e. they looked like shadows formed

by two faint lights.

SkICKIOW

Fl

The sneexl of the wind was 0 km. per second at 4:10 as obsarved

from, the college anemometer':
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Collected from Various Places and Condensed into
-

FIRST CONTACT

This was not observed by people who had no apparatus to use such
?

_

as film negatives and pinhole cameras.

As the light-faded away slowlY, pedpie became.more aware and Saw

the following,events opening-up:

BEHAVIOUR OF ANIMALS

An observation on birds showed that.

-a) Birds were flying to theirTnests and producing What we h4ve

decided to dall 'Evening Songs" or "Prep for Nests Songt."

Hens which-rWere also observed in three different place's were

moving around sleeping places and producing "Open for Me

Sounds."

d) Cows were observed in five

called "Climax of-Eclipse" .cmme,. they gathereL_together in a

sense of "Let us get sleepin7." After the d-i-,.7ax, these

scattered.again mnd behaved as iz was in ,the
A

morning, i è shaking the muszles-and licking7the grass as if

rfferent places en What I

there were dewn. In another Observation-Centre, cows gathered

near the gate to their shed and produced a hewling noise

'if it was "Please oper for us but before long they found it

aS in the morning. When laght came more, birdS agaih gave

differmnt sdunds similar tc 'those sounds heard in the morning

.about 6:,00.a.m. or so, Cocks were crowing/

\\
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BEHAVIOUR OF PEOPLEFROM DIFFERENT OBSERVATION CENTRES

Children

observationcentres, children fell under various

observatory conditions,

,-a)- Some children were .shouting,.delighted and made 'fun*ofevery-
.

thing as they drove cows home. Scme Children in a Shamba

were. called hoMe by their parents and theywent to stay in
: r

their houses (lOcked)..

b) Some children ran hc7.:Ile crying aftt :laving been told that thib

was doomsday.

WOmenk

Women :Fai l. intwo cazegorias the old anz:4,, historical, and the

young. The old wrImen said thf:s was natural an- it had no.effect on.eyes

ber7.71se they had ,a-er it du/-tng their,youth a therefore continued

to gaze with nalz-n.leves -..nlenever there 'was:a -,5floud. The young .wOmen

Were running wit:I.their zhildren and putting 7fnem in:houses While,they

'came out to glanta and go.back in. .In a:mark:L.7n someomen were.packing

Up their things to go home-

Men

Men were obsvved from different angles. From a:barv there was'.

a group of d--nkards who observed with nailaad e,yes. Many men were.,

using 'film negatives tooLsrveTAmadmws observed and he had

film,negative.in.his ponket ('ll.e!yas inf=rmed) whe:f he saw_the lighe

fading away, he said, nlo girl go to sleaoLand waitfor-the'dawn,".

but when he saw people obe.e±virg through negatives, he took outhis and

37
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instead of looking at.Ahe sun-, he looked at the earth and7WheR he was.

-di±ected.tO 166k7.to the west, he'saw the crescent-shape and he started

shouting-in a monner which Could be better described by a psychiatry,,-

specialist. A man looking after"cows was observed. When it became

dark,(climax) the cows gathered together and he was.excited and ran

rr
home leaving the obstinate cows. A fewmen were scared to observe be-

cause of the propaganda against it and fear of blindness, and so'were.

theirfamflies.

OBSERVORS

Some of the "never-mind-anything" observors'had eye_complaints°

as a result of straini g through the negatives which could not regulate-V

the'light becawse th power-of light was changing from tiMe-ftO-time.

In some the pain, continued up tb the night, maybe
=7.

it 'came-because of

psychological worry.that they would'be'blinded if they looked, leiho

knows?

GENgRAL COMMENTS

Those who used Pinhole cameras may disagree with me because this
1.

obser ation is based on Film Negative's and-therefore whatever is drawn

here, especially,the changing shapes of the sun would'appearactly

.the oppOsite of what is recorded because."A Pinhole Camera .invertS

the image, which is amelementaryschoOl fact and''there is no arguMent.-

abbut it.

.What is.recorded here is based on the Observation made by. members

of P1'.2C and not theory fro.:11P1 2C.
- .
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'The obse2Iv'ation was done from .different points within a kadius of

15 miles although there arefidentical events which confirm our observe-.

tions. 'some PinhOle Cameras proved liseless and-none of the,observors

was in collaboration with any itadiO Proadcast, and so everything it

purely-Qriginal.

******************.**********************************

The next two teports were writ en by second c7ear students

in Training.Colleges All students had sPent two years

previously at secondary school where their studies included

science.. The.class had been given a variety of,areas for
0

irveStigation. -The reports indicate the areas.within,which

the students chose to work.

******************4*************4*********************
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: Chapter : A Draft of a Teachin9 Unit Written by a Training

--College Student

Thisreport waSwritten at a workshop where University Lectur-

Training College tecturers, Inspectorst:Teacher TnainingCollegpl

Students and school childken worked togethet to try to fil,d :come

>.-

0.nbwers to the-pressing problems Of science education. At this work'--

shop, participants were not present in theit capacities of T3ACHRS
-

orhSTUDENTS. Everyon6 worked together on an equal footing.
,

The report-was written by a second year Training College student-

who chose to work with-the APSP/SEPA unit PendulumS.and himself inves-

',.:

tigated the behaviout of pendulums.. In the Course of the workshop he

:.,also worked with Small grOups 'of children to find out mote About how

%they:thOl'ight about pendulums. His findings are- written up in theforM

a teaching unit to help himself!'and his colleague§ work better:with

children in the classroom.

Introduction:

A Draft of a Teaching Unit

by

S.K. Ray-Palmer

Te'achers College, Sierra Leone

..The unit, Pendulums, is written particularir for the teacher.

It dbes not intend to tell the'teacher hpw to go about teaching the

children-abput pendulums. I expect he will-wholeheartedly allow the

pendulum to do this.

4 1
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This pamphlet aims:at helping the teaoher to involve his class

of children.in the study ofthe movement of pendulums. By doing,

watdhing, and thlnking through these proceSses, they will c9me to

discover answers to the many.problems they 'will encounter during the

course.of their explorations.

_There are.many, many -ways of studying pendulums and there are

!

problems of many kinds: Problems of the type of apparatus and.mater-

ials that will be appropriate, problems of areas of study, problema

getting.the needed accurate regultp which at the end will deter-

mine your conclusions. The-children and their teacher will do the

asking, and.'-the pendulum will do the.answering. Although this pam-

phlet raises some questions.for initial explorations, there are many

other questions that could be asked for further study of pendulums.

The teacher should realise -that the questions asked by the children

are far more important in the field of learning. They Clearly give

)

a picture'of the children's interests and the direction in whidn the
.

teacher should guide them.

Not all children are interested in all the questions that are

asked.in this pamphlet: .Some of the activities described mayappeal

to a certain group of children, but not to all the children in the

class. Never force the children to follow the pamphlet. Allow the

pendulums to set the patterns for their investigations.

I feel that the unit, Pendulums, is intended primarily for chil-

dren in Middle and Upper Primary classes, but soMe of the activities

could also be uSed with children in the lower classes of your choice.
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1.

HAVE YOU EyER TRiED TO OQT FOR YougSLp TH POINT AT wiiICH THAT
MYS7RY PENDULUM,MOVES

EXPLORATION A

,Materials: String aboklt, 0 feet long;
empty tin; ; a. hail1 oe;..0..

,Piece of ,F1-0/-1;, ruler; p14,ti-
c,ine;. water stic o Paper'
drinking st*

Stage 1

Using the hq IN and a ndil, Punch
ll fa hole throkl tne hotta o the tin,

placing it Nuch as pc%iple in the
centre. 144,Jwc othex- holeS Up at
the sides. 08:',ch a string to :the
rafter of yr4 1.00m' or vQtallaah
where you w4 to cezry ont your,
eXploration 4t the othr end.of
the °string / k,cll the t&r elrough
the twbho ihe

,

Push a drin4IYstraw thrptigh the
'centre hole, that'one Q06,of
.the straw tit leyel,witil the
base.of thQ .a cut the straw
so that thQ.1-Nr end 50.,§k. out'
'the bdttom tii 10. or,i.e

Hold it in .0 .1,7ith..pldti,cine.

Yp ..-What else thlnk
the,plastie doing?'
Put ln wate 4601Atest.
What do yo1.1 oo

you need jiistMent?
Why?

Fill the tin with water,

Plastic St rav`;

t you pull'ule tin to 0e

let it go, it should swill, ver0-Y fJ0 5ide to side.

tions
.

of the ,cirops on tiv 100r. mak it swing once

path and catch it jupt cOrnpletQs the circle.(s

.the, next page) .

4 3

side and then

.Mark the posi-

in

ee
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2
3 4-a--.7--v 7.vo t... L. N..

V
I

I (.,
Start

.,

6
Fi hish

Count-the drops in tens (say) end measure the distances .between the .

,

drOps.using the etring and, the ruler. 'Whatare your various measure-

.ments? Repeat the experiment three or four more times. Compare the

measurements. What conclusion can you make?

Stage II,

This time ,let the_tin move along &straight path dropping the water

,
as it swings along.1 \Catch it at the Completion of one swing. Using

the piece of chalk, quickly mark spots of the drops of water, and

_meapure in tens (say). Why do you think it is-good to mark_the spots?

,You need to do this three'or four more tiMes, and compare t...he varioue'

measurements. What patterns are the measureMents Making? Do they
. .

0 .

show any. sign 9f a relationship? What oter Observations haye you
, .

,. made?

M.(PLORATION B

Materials: Drinking-straWs; sand '(dry); a strong papek sheet(vanguard);
three pieces ofwood, one with the measurements of about
10" x .4" x 1/2" and tWo of about 6" x-3 1/2" x 1" small
funnels; plasticine..,-17.

Make your apparatus as shown in the diagram on the, next page. A tray,

made of the strong paper, can be used to hOld a row of small'-funnels

over the row of straws. Use the plesticine to lioldthe straws firmly

in their places. Put a quantity 'of sand i,nto the pendulum tin.

4,1
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Put the pendulum tin to one side and-1 t it go.. You must make sure

that \ the-hole in the tin serving as an outlet moves dire6tlyover the
,(

1

opening of the funnels,which lead the sand into the drinkincLstraws.

Let the pendulum swing a number of times (six to ten times, say),

dropping sand into the drinking straws through theMall funnels.

Measure the sand deposited into the straws using a graduated cylin-'

der. you can do this thr:ee or four more times. Each'time, make re-.

;

cordings. Later compare'the various measurements. What patterns do
./

your readings make? How can you explain what you observe?

EXPLORATION C

Materials: The pendulum used in Exploration A; an extra.pendulum bobr.
a strip of strongpaper (vanguard) joined'end to.end to
make a continuous strip about two yards long and three
inches'wide; four rollers (coteon reels, large size);
nails; pieces of wood; and a hammer..

Construct your apparatus as shown ikthe diagram z.n the..following -page.

The paper strip on which the water drops will be recorded should move

4 5



freely between the.two sets of rollers. Avoid water inside the tin

.from dripping on the papet by holding a pTece Of cardboard Under.-

neath the tin..

Tin :cortainieig,Voter

Strip of Paper
PassInsBetwedn, RoUr

Rollecs
and

Wooden
Braces

Piece oF Wood-

Pendulum Bob
Attached to

String and Paper,'

Reaci of Cardboard fo Pre:/ent Writ r
from Fallins on Str_ip of,- Paper \

Ask.your partner.
\

move.the piece of cardboard as a signal

o hold the penaulum.bob, and watch

for him

for you'to'Te-

to release the pendu-

lum bobi' 'Quickly mark the watet dtop spots Made as- the pendulum bob

pulls the paper strip underneath theowatet droPping frOim the tin. Then

measure the distances made betweerk each drop.. What patterns have the

dtops ofWater made?- What do,our eadi'ncis tell You'about the motion
,

.

of the:pendulum? Repeat thtis three ffour More times. Compare the

different. measurements. Make a graph f your measurements. What can

you say,about the graphS? Why havetiyo used d .uble rollers instead

of single, rollers;? Why shOuld"you.use e Toilets?.

Cr: 46
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EXPLOP,ATION D

Materials:

,39 -

Several containets of'the pame size :(try Blue Brand mar-
gatine tins) sand; water; pendulUmAused in Exploration
a);.two_lopg'pleges ofwood_about 2 X 4" x.10")
syringe.

Arrange your tins in 4 line folloWing the path of the:pen-
dulum.when it is inmotion. See appa±atus below. (Though
the diagram does not shOw theaength of,,th,string, 'you know
that the stting should:be long enough so that the penduluM

_

tin cOuid be centered over the apparatus.)

Penduuni- Tin Th Water
Attached to Strin9

Reces of Viood
Serving as Bracket,

Let youridulum 'swing.overvthe tin for about ten' minutes. Use' the

syrin4e to measUre watet deposited in each of the 'tins. :What are your.

,measuremehts? Repeat this three or four more times' and ecord the

measurements each-time.

How do your measurements compare with'one another? Make'a graph of
1 .

Tour .measuremchts and see what patterh they mak . Now use Sandi_

stead Of water. 'Measure and compare. Is there any differenCe. If

so4 what is the cause? :can you think, of an way to eliMinate this

difference?
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EXPLORATION 0

Materials: The eame tins arid pendulum used in ExPloration D: a ibiece
of plywood about'two yards long by 4" wide (plywood is
recommended because'it is fleXible); a piece.,ofwood two'
yards long, 5" wide and. 2" thick nails; hamMer; bolt;

.thin piedes ,df-metal (used in binding, cases)4 wire.

Construct'your apparatUs es shown beloW. (NOte that pen-
,

dulum tin strin4 is not.ehown at its fullAength.),' By
pulling,downatf.thecenter Of the plywo 'he line of
collectinins.can be drawn.into a

Tin Containins Water -Pendulum

ns

P y u.)00d -

Bolt- -For
A di A st m t
Nileta.1

Wires

,
\

rPul1 the tin.to one side and then let it. go. It should:swing evenly

side to side over the tins,. drbppjng water in each tin as it swings.

Allow it to swing four, five, ;or seven more'times. Measure the water

\ ., -' , . ',.

colledted in each tin. What.pattern are they making?: What is your

dO the resultt compare with,those.from ExploratiOn
,

obeervation? How

What explanation can you offer for any differences you observe?

1



Chapter Stretching of a Rubber Band

The investigation described .beioW was tatried.out by.

Mr.. J. Njeru and Mx. I. Ibrahim, two secbnd year students

: at a Teathers College in Kenya. Thetopic'waS chosen from,

Several possible ttpicsoffered for investigation,bYtheir
tutc.=_.

The study WaS notfinished,%bUt rather left these

sttEr.mnt with several questions to investigate after.they

.leerzpe the College.' .Jqight.this eXperience not furnisb.,

ItheFr.--e students with Starting points for in7eStIgatione

the7, can do with iheit pupils when they becoMe:teachers?

It is suggestedthat the reader examine-this work

ar,T.fully.. How bould the work of these Students be dm.'

proved? Have they obtained the maximum inforMation frot

their.-data? Are their conclusibns logical:and complete?

The reader may want to repeat some Of the eXperimente..

,desCribed belowlm'otder tO ansWerthese questibnp.to his

cpr het own satisfaction.

.THE STRETCHING OF A RUBBER BAND

by Joseck J. Njera.
and Joseph I. Ibrahim

Problems: We all know tubber bands and how we use theM in our daily

life. But have you:ever sat down to think deeply about them? Thete

are so many interesting problems dealing with rubber. bands. We have
-

dealt-with only-a few of. theM. Some bf.the investigations we wished'

to
u carry out are as folloWs.

1. -What is the efect of a load When it is hung on a tubber band?
,

Suppose more weight is added,. what Will happen tO the rubber

4 9
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band?

Do rubberbands of different sizes:hold the sameveight?'

3. After the rUbber band stretches dueto the weight of the load,

\

will it resume its Original length after the load is removed?

-

4. What other factors might affect the rubber band while holding

a Constant"weight?

5. If a rubber-band breaks when it is loaded with 43- cups of

water, what, will happen if it istloaded with 42'curs andleft

for a day?

A =Tiber of experiments which werecarried'out to investigate these

problems are described below.

wire.to.suspend
the rubber band,

cups.of water
to put into the
bucket

Figure 1. APparatus used to ,measure the stretching of a.rubber band

5 0
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APparatus: rubbe= bands, ruler, wire,:zaper cups,:bucket, strong

water and graph pal-

These materia_is were used fOr -all. =he inve.:F.tigations. Thè

methods uSed for each ,experiment were fdient because theprbblems

ihvestigated were not the aame.. 'Thereft=e, we shell 'take each

problem at a time.

Problem 1. What-1s the' effect of a, lcad.on a rubber band if it is

Method:

. increased continuously?.

Three different rubber bands were 'used. An-emPty' bucket was

hung at the end Of the rubber band by tying: it.With a wire.

The rubber band hangs from a wire looped over a board,- or could hang
,

from a nail on the branch of a tree.

We measured the length of the rubber band when the bucket was,

eMptY. We-then continued to iiipur cups of water into the. ucket. Each'.

time a cup was added'we measUred and reCorded the length of the rubber

nd This WaS Continued until the rubberApands:broke. Then'lastly

we rew. the graphs of.the'results from three rubber bands and compared

their curves.

Results The-tables and graphs are,shown on the followingpages.

these tables one can s e that each rubber band
\

_.
.

.
\ ) . . . .

.

.

\-:,,,,/
f'farent load to break it. As one increasesthe weight,-

....
required

From

the rubber band stretch further until theY'break carrying the maxi-



Rubber Unstretched
band lenogth Width Thickness

'(cm) (cm) (cm)

NO. 1 4:0 U:7 0.1

No. 2 8.0 ''12 0.1

N . 3" 9.9 -b ;3 0.1

Table 1 ,Dimensions- of three rubber bands tested*.

PrOblem 2. What is the relationship between the breaking load -and

the orost-section cf the rubber:band?

We tried to answer the above prbblem)in thefollowing way.. Five

different rubber' bands had cross-sections and breaking ldads as shown-

in. Table 3. Looking at thg data collected, we drawithe conclusion
9

that the Smaller the cross-tection, the smaller thel breaking load'.

Rubber
Joann

e-

4 Breaking .loaa
Thitkness x Width = 'Cross-section i(cups ofwater)
(cM)

No., 1 0.1

No. 2 0.1

No. 3 0.1

No.-4 0.1

No: 5 0.1.

x

x

x

x

(Om}

0.7

(cm2)

1.2 0.12

0.3 0.03

0.6 0.06

0.2 2.62

1

H

44

,

4 28

4 34

Table' 3 Cross-sections and breaking loads for fiye

4

different rubber.bands

22.

.

1

*Please note, that Tab1e -2 on page 45, and Zigure Von page 46
are part Of-Problem' 1. Theseshould be referred to before going.

,
1on tO'Problem-2.

5 2



(No

Rubber band No:1' Rubber band.NO.2. aubber band Jlc .3.

Load Length
of cups) (cm-)

'''./ -Load Length
(No of curifr) (cm.)

1:ength:

of'.cups) .( cm.)

0 5.$ -0 0 ' 8.7 214
1

1
. ,

9.6 29.8
2 6------- 10.7 2 10.8 .2 34.8.
3 ' 12.4 3 12.2--- '3 , 37:4
4 14.0 4 14.0 4 40,0.

..4, 5 15.3 5 15.7 :5
6 16.4 6 17.5 '6 44.3:
7 17.1 7 19.0 7 :
8 17.3 8 20,5 47..5
9 17.9 9 21.3 9
10 18.0 10 '23.2 10 50.7
11 , 19.0 11 24.3 It 51.7
12 19.5 12 25.4 12 57.5.
13 19.9 - -13 26.5 13 58,5'
14 20.3 14 27.4 14 59,0
15 20.7 -15 28.2 15'
16 21.0 i6 ,N29.0 16 .60.4
17 21.4 17- 29.7 17
18 _21.7 1.8 ,31.0
19 21.8 19 31..5
20 223 20. 32.0 2!O 02 4
21 2275 21 32:4 21
.22 22.7

22.8
22

23.

33.0

33.5
22

23

63.2
63.8 ,

24 23.1 24 34.0 24 69.y.
25 23.2 - ,-25 34.5 '25
26 23.4 26 35.0 26 70,6'
27 -'3.5 27 35.7 '27 71.0
28 23.7 28 36.2
29

30

23.8
24.0

.

29

30

36.8

. 37.0

breaking,
load .

31 24.2 31, 37.5
32 24.3 32 37.8
33 24,5 33 38.2
34 24.7 34 38.5
35 24.8 35 39.0
6 25.0 36 39.4

37 25.2 37 39.7
38 25.3 38 40.0
39 25.4 39. 40.2
,40 25.5 40 40..4
.41 25.7 41 40.7
42 25.8 42 41.0
43 26.0 43 41.2

44 41.5breakino, --.

load breaking
load

Table 2.
.-

Lengths of rubbe/ r bands (cm.) yersus the 19ad carried
(cUps of Water in the bucket).
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problem 3. Does.the rubber band 'resume its original size When the

loadis removed?

An experiment was done to answer the abCive question.. The appar-

atuswas the same as for the previous lexperiment; a rubber band with 'a'
1

width of 0,3- cm. :Lid length of'9.0 cm. was used..

First the length of the rubber band was measured when 15 cups of

water were added to'the bUcket. Then tbe load was removed and the

Jength measured again.',This was repeated for loads of 20 and 25 cups

of water. The,results are shox'an in.Table 4. Thedaa Show that:the.

rubber band does not resume its original length after holdihg abeavy

load.

Load Length with load Length with load
.(cups of.Water) (cM.) removed, (cm.)

;

15 .59.6 10.0

20 62.4 .11.0

25 70.6 . 11.5

Table 4. Length of rUbber-.band before and after application
of differeht

Problem.4. .0ther factors which Affect the rubber.band carrying a
. _

-\
constant Ioad.

. -

'Method .The rubber 'band was-given a load of 5 Cups of water in the

bucket and.lefthangin% throughout the day. The length was'.

'measured at three different times':
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jt.'esults:

Time-of measurement ,Load (cups of water) Length (cm.)

1st day, 1:30 P.M. 5 42.9

1st day, 6:15 P.M. 5 53.3

2nd day, 7:30 A.M. 5 56.7

table 5. Stretch of rubber band at different times with
constant load

. ,

Conclusion:. Although we thoUght the amount of water was constant,

the rubber band stretched in'a way we never expected..

.We expected it to remain constant since the amount of water was also

constant. Perhaps the environment of our place affected/the stretch-

ing of- the rubber. Possible reasons for the change in length were:

1. change in temperature

2. change in moisture

3. Strain of the,rubber mol4cules

Problem 5. What would happen if a load near breaking load is

Laft hanging for a long time?

MethOd; We found a rubber band which broke when 43.cups of Water

were added to'the bucket'. .We put a load of 42'cups and left

, the rubber band hanging overnight.

:\N

,Rasults: When we returned in the morning we found that the, rub er

'N
band'/ hadbrokeri. We-believe that the possible reasonsfor

/

.this ae the same as those mentioned'in the previouS probleM.

, This is not the end of the investigations. There are so Many

/
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other problems on the stretching of rubber bands that one can inves-

tigate. So get along and AC 'whatever iriter6sts you further on this

, topic, "Stretching of Rubber Bands."

5 7
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SECTION II:

Summary

This section has illtistrated the approach to science investi-
,

gatiens described in Section I. It has shown examples of how teachers

in primary schools or studentt in teachers' colleges cam.develop an

understanding of .and familiarity with the scientific approach-to

solving problems.

It is clear from the.examples chosen that even a person wflo has

had little. Or no formal acquaintance with scientific procedures can

soon learn to adopt them effectively. The motivation to adopt these

gcocedures is all important. Such Metivation can be developed, or

provided, by means of the approach now being considered.

Such studies in science can be [challenging to adults as well- as

to-Children. Quite often a topic of .interest can stimUlate.investi-

gations from the lOwer classes of the primary school to the upper

reaches of_the University,- In each .case, the.learner will be doing

'science, not just learning about science: This is a difference that'

shOuld alwayt be-uppermost'in the mindt of science educators.

5 8
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1 SECTION III

OCIENCE ACTIVITIES.AND IRELATEL1 ADINGS

IntrOduction

In this section 'a Variety:Of activities are suggested which are

meant to -expose the rader to various aspects ofvthe proCess of carry-

ing'outa scientific investigation. The reader is encouraged-toocarry
-

out 'as- many of the activities as possibe not only to read about:them,

but actively to:explore neW' materials, design:experments, make the .

necessary measurements, and, analyse the results by PlOtting grat3hs,

establishing .relationsIdps, and -making predictions .that can be verified

by further experimentation.

Chapter 1 describes an approach to the expldration of a situation

,in which there is maximum freedom to explore a.Variety Ofways of in-

vestigating.a topic; in this instance, Liquids.

Chapter-2'focusset the readers' attention on an area of'study

which leads naturally to many practical applications. It also can
, "

.provide the reader with a better understanding of sOme of the proper-,

ties of comM'on MaterialS.

Chapter 3 shows how science investigations can be based on the

study of.: a particulat scientific 'concept, in this case the' idea of
,

changes and:how they.are brought about through the eXchange energy:

ChaPter 4 treAs another scientific ooncept, that of mOtion, and

shows examples of what can happen when the same concept is studied by

persons of different ages and- experiences.

6-1
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Finally, Chapter 5 is- addressed to .11.e development and use of

an important scientific tool, that,pf.idehtifying relationShips

between various kinds of natural phenomena.' The reader is encouraged

to use techniques such as .the graph'.cal presentation of data, to make

.predictions and build theories which caa be verified through further

.,studies.

s.

6 2



Chapter 1: Liquids

Introduction

Bricklaying is a human.activity. Bricklayers lay bricks; they

don't write abOut laying bricks, or read about laying bricks or lis-

ten'to people talk.about laying brieks. Similarly.science is a

human activity, it is SoMething people do. . Tn tilis first chapter

of:.Section. III yoU will be learning,some.of the more-important

skills used:by-scientists; identifying probleMs,"asking questions,

. . and recording, analysing and communicating results. No One will

tell you about these'skills. You must acquire these skills through
A

working.

;

'AS 'YOU BEGIN -TO WORK ON TkIS CHAPTER, READ ONLY AS FAR AS YOU

FEEL NECESSARY 1N ORDER TO GET STARTED ON YOUR OWN INVESTIGATIONS.

Part I. Identifyin9 A Problem

Examine the materials'aVailable on your Workbench. These,-

could include the following:

A variety of sOurces of colours (or pigments):

.leaVes and floWers of different colours
1

.inks of different colours

food dyes of different colours

felt t4pedpens of different colour's

.bic penS of differentcoloUrs
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2. A variety of liquids:

water

'oil

kerosene dry cleaning fluid

methylated spirits lime and other-fruit. juices

vinegar,. etc.
.

3. 'A variety Of.substances that may or may not:dissolve:

salt, sugar, starch, napthalene, soap, detergents.

4. Apparatus to help with the investigation'of iiouids:

. bottles, jars, tins and other containers of different

'shapes and sizes. A source of heat.

(N.B. Not all these materials are necessary. Try to

collect a sufficient variety.)

5. .You could include other materials that you think would be

uSeful for examining liquids.

One of the most iMportant step'S in science'is identifying a.
\

1
fruitful prOblem on Which to .work. To help, you to iclentify

V

a problem to investigate

- .

. .1. Write down as many questions as you can about the materials ,

you have collected'.

6
b.
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'7. Compare your list of questions with those of-your colleagues.

3. Write down further questions thatimay haVe emerged after ,

discussion of the questions with YoUr\colleagues.

(N.B. During this proces pay no attention to whether

you think The queStions are good or bad. Zimplywrite

down as many questions as. you v..tn think of.).,

Classify your questionS in a way.that_you think miaht.be

useful. Choose those questions that yoU think\oan be an-
\

sWered Using the materials aVailable to you'..

.Part IL Doing An InveStigation

Carry out an investigation which will answer One of your

questions.

carrying,out this investiptionv recOrd yOur data in,sUch

a way that.you.can prepare a report which will Show others clearly

what you' have done.

Also nOte the steps,Iyou take during the course of the inve-Sti-

gation. Other people who read yourreport should be abYe to carry out

your investigation and arrive at-'thesame restat.

NO.te'new questions and problems that come up as you are working.

TheSe new quesi-lons thatarise from your work:may form:the basis for_

your next series of investigations.

L/
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If youlhave not yet been able to begin an investigation on your

own, doing tIL following exerciseMay get you started.

-
Part III. Egamples cf How Other Students Solved Their Problems

The folllOwing five records were'presented by studentS who have .

investigated ilroblemS posed after.an egamination of materialis similar

to those with which you have been working. Study the records carefully.

Note wh ther the investigator:

\

1. 'Made any errors in the techniques used during his or her

1

investigation,

1

\ . 2- DreJ incorrect conclusions. ,Are the conclusions based on
,

cia

expe imental eVidence?

3. tdte1 fjarther'queStions or problems raised by his Or her

investigation.

.7

. 4., Desc \ibed his or her 6xperiment in sufficient detail for
,

-
others to repeat-it.

Choose one of the experiments deecribed in the reports,. and

;

repeat it\to find out. if you obtain comparable reSUlts.

6

-Analyse end check your oWn report and.those of your.colleagues

in a similr way;

6 6



Student Record I: DISSOLVING AND MIXING

Frolic Methyl

soap sjEL.rit , Turpentine Oil Ink Water

1. Starch 1, Starch, 1, Plasticene 1. Frolic 1. Starch .1. Starch

'2. Salt 2, Water. 2. Salt
,P

2. Sugar

3.' Sugar : 3. Sugar
3. Sugar . 3. Ink

4. Water
4, Water 4. Ink

5. Oil
, 5. Meths 5, tsteths

3

1

0
...L..."01111W11Part.r.r.

U
.1-I ta th

CO H 4 Cli

4) 4 0 li
a)

.1-1 4-I

Substances dissolved

rf

0

Substances mixed'
.

68



Student Record II:, STAIN REMOVING '

.This Chart shows the best 'movers. Only; the blanks cannot remove.

OWMOMWWWWeilIMM60 VO

Lux Frolic Soap Kerosene

Grass

Ink

*Wray&

Fruit

^

Ru5t

Dryclean Meths . 'Turps Milk

Removes

a bit

Lemon Bleach

Removes

a bit

Removeo

a bit

Magit Pe :

69

°

Best

Remover
Removes Removes

Removes

easily

Removes

easily

Best

owerrold Iftioftw

Removes

a bit

e,
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Student Record III: EXTRACTION OF PIGMENTS FROM PLANTS

Do only 'green leaves make their'own foodby photosynthesiSing

the material from the. ground? Do purple coloured leaves have gteen

in'them?

A. Different colourfl leaves were rubbed on paper: Dxops of dif-

ferent liquids-were :31aced on the marks left. As the liquids

spread, colours were noticed. Tomato juice, lemon juice, oil

and detergent-were the liquids used. No result was observed

with oil. Detergent destroyed all colours. Greenish circles

were observed using totato and.lemon.juice.

Ilestion: Maybe this greenish colour is from tomato and

lemon and not from theleaves?
;

Answer: Tryil,g the jUices alone, no green was shown.

.\

B. Purple leaves w6re rubbed on strips of blotting paper and left

to.stand overnight in different.liquids. Liquids used were

water,.t=pentine,methylated spirits and dry' cleaning fluid.

The last,three liquids gave a' qui.cktesult but water spread out

the colours tore.. All experiments showed green separating out.

-Many different leaves were tried With'the same result.

Therefore purple coloured.leaves have green. Q.E.D.

C. Do flowers contain hidden colours.
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Student Record IV: HOW TO MAKE AN INDICATOR

Procedure:

Btep 1 Take Hibuscus flowers and crush them in such-a way

that there won't be eny whole leaves left,

\

Step 2. Add a few drops of water to crushed petalS. Tut a.

little water intO insert your petal container

and heat gently.

Step 3. Remove the tin and by:Using a clean piece of cloth

or cotton wool filter the substance.

Step 4. Get some blotting paper strips and dip theM into

the filtered liquid and dry fhem.

Conclusion:

Test the strips of paper with spap, vinegar; a(OH)2 or lime

water, lemon, lichen, observe what happens.

Tests with Indicator

Lemon
,

Lime Water Tomato Soda Vinegar Soap

Orange Blue Orange Blue ,Orange . Blue

7 2

1
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Student Record V: CHROMATOGRAPHY.

Colour placed .on, Solvent paper

blotting paper strip ,is standing in

1: Black Ink

-2. Green'Ink

3. BrOwn Ink

4. Hlack ink

5. Green Ink

0 6.: Brown Ink

. Blue Ink

8. Apple green)

foOd
9. .Yellow

dyes
'.10. Apple green)

11. Red Ink

12. Red biro

13. Blue biro

14. Blue felt pen

15. Red Ink

m/spirit

CC1
4

IV

TUrpentine

M/Spirit

Water ,

IV

Result

Purple colour

Dark brown-

Purple and light red.

..No change

Light blue

Light red

No change

Yellow, green, purple

No.change

Light blUe with .yellow
rim

All the red carried
to the rim

M/Spirit Red ring and a bit Of
-

Water

16. Red biLn

17. Green,;black,ed M/Spirit, water

18.. Brown, yellow,
blue

Purple from meth

Faint blue

Faint'red

No change

very little.seen

very little seen
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Part IV. ,Problems Raised by Other Students

Below i a .list of some of the lquestiOns other stddentS.have

raised. These questions are intended to be Useful ifyou'have not

found,your Own project to.work on. If.you are,working on your-own

investigatibn, think about these question8. Perhaps later when you

have completedyour own work you could return again to this list.

If yoU have not found'your oWn problem to investigate, choose

question and perform. investigations that coUld lead to an answer.

Again make a note of the steps yo6 take.in answering the question. ,

1. Do purple leaves have green?

:2. What sUbstances dissolve in water and What substances do hot?

3. What different coloured paintS can be made from.plant materials?

. Can we make our own dyes?

5: Do substanbes_disSollje_difi!erently in different

.Can I make My own indicator paper?

7. How can stains be removed?

What-happens when different liquids are mixed together?

Part M6re Student Records

As in part III, carefully studyrthese reports (and those of your
. .

.

. .
.

colleagues) and note any comments, critfcisms and questions that you

have,of their techniqUes or conclusion.
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Student Record 6

Blue Always comes to the top of a-strip f blotting paper...

standing in water. Why?

My theories to explain this are:

1. Blue :Ls the least heavy liquid.

2. There is. more blue in the Mixture of colour.

Bluedissolves easier.

The-experiments I did showed that my last theory is correct.

, Student Record 7: HIBISCUS INDICATOR*

The experiment described below is the result of working with

flowe7s and seme common substances. While working with flowers and

,common substances, it was discovered that certain substances such as,

vinegar, lemon.juice,. lime juice, etc., turned the violet colour of'\

hibiscus.= paPer to:a pink colotir,- while ,cthers such as wood ash,

banana ash, paper ash, bicarbonate,-ete.,.turned the violet colour.

a greenish one. 'The prLblem which Ied rto the experiment below was

how can you deterMine the relative strength othe.two grobps, those

that turn hibiscus colour'Pink ar1 those that turn it greenish.
\: /,

/
Investigation carried out by a participant at a 6-month SEPA
course held in Ghana, Ar4ril to Octoher,'1972..

r.i 5

\
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The method used'was to.measure (by counting the number dropS)

the amountof a member Of each group that was needed to 'completely

cancel the effect of a member in the opposite,group which waS used

as the standard. One cap tell the point at which this happens only
, ,

by using Something that cap change colour and so hibiScus sOlutiOn

was used as the indicato:-.. With a careful-reading of the.proceduree

and results., you will get a better.understanding of Lhis paragraph.

To estlMate-the Telative strength of the members in the bicar-

bonate group (those which turn the violet colour to a greenish ope)..,

.vi _gar T!ras used as the standard. Two drops of vinegar, two diops of

the indicator (hibiscus solution) were added to prodube a'pink solu-

tion. .Bica4bonate:solution"Was addedArCp by dron to the,mixture

'counting the. drops and noting the colour of the mixture after each.

drop. It was foundthat after the secOnd drop.the.pink colour van-

ished which shoWed thatthe vinegar effect hadbeen cancelled. The.

addition of the third drop made the whole mixture greenish which

showed that the effect of the bicarbonate was.stronger in the solution.

Using the Above procedure r_everal Aembers ih the bicarbOnate

group were tried. Wood ash.was tried and it Was, found that five drops

.of the solution were needed to cancel out the effebt of two drops of

vinegar. Therefore, the bicarbonate must be stronger than.the Wood

ash. Banana.ash waS also tried ancThitwas found that 25 drops were.
)

r:ecie0.to cancel the effect bf twO d;Ops of vinegar. Therefore, the

wood ash is .stronger than the banana ash.

76
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To determine the relative strength of the members in the vinegar

group we used the same procedure using any one member in the opposite-

group (bicarbonate-group) as the standard.

N.B. The'various ash solutions must be.filtered so that you

.can'better.determine the colour changes.

The standard Must have a definite volume-and Concentration,.

#

. Student Record 8i TO TEST THE,SENSITIVITY OF AN INDICATOR
..z

'(Investigation
. .. .

carried out by a teacher attending an in-service courSe

in Nairobi, December 1973)..

procedure: 1. Put'one drop Of vinegar in a.test tube.

2. 'Add and count drops-of water.to the vinegar,

shake and test with theAndicator:under investi-

4ation.

Result:

3. Continue adding water until no colour change is

Hibiscuindicator paper is sensitive to one drbp of .

vinegar in between 150 and 200 drioPs of water.

Question: 1. Is hibiscus the most sensitive paper?
: 41?

'Flow can Hibiscus be used to compare the strength.

fdifferent acids and ases?
.

7 7
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Part VI, New Questions

A. If ybur own investigation has led to more problems continue to

'inves,tigate those problems rather that stActing to answer any

of questions 1-10 which follow,

or

B. Examine the questions and problems, that.,you notc7, on reading:
-

the reports on the previous' pages Find ways to investigate

theSe questions and make careful noteS of your .experiments.

or

If yoU Were unable:to raise new questióris. and problems.the

f011owing are some questions that .have been raised by other

students:

I. Do flowers contain hidden colOurs?

2. Are drops of different .liquids the same size?

Are some iiquidS heavier,than others?

4. What other plantjuicgs can'be-used as an indidator?

5. What Other.natural acids,and bases'are there?
0,

6. How sensitive t-s a home-madeindicator?

Oil takes' longer to empty out:of a tin with:a hole in the

bottom than water. Is<ttiis because oif is 1j4hter than'

water? Or because it- is thicker than water?

7 8



8. Ca:h a home-made, indicator be used to.find out which acids

a.re stronger than others?

9: Why do some colours always spread out farthest or rise
,

higher on strips of blotting paper standing in liquids?

10. Which liqUids dry most quickly?

Part VII. Reporting.
_

. ',,.Y..:.

Write e ,final-report:of-yourwork Wit -liquids

/Related.. Readings :

':-POr.a. deeper iinderStahding of the problams you have been working,
. .

,

list. 9f recOthmended reading .

rte.,
z.9

("7
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. I

Chapter 2: Strength of Materials

\Introduction

_There are
_

manyrthings which we use in our-daily life without.:
!

thinking about.where they ,come..froM; how rey are made., or hnvi we

ght iMprove them, We cook in:metal potS; we transport grain in

heavy clOth.bags;. We live in houses builtiwith a variety of materials..

In somecases the moSt efficient.design has been reached throngh years
.

1
,'1

:of xperience. Often, however, there are.,improvements that:Can and

-are being made. In thinking about.making"suCh improvemente one must

think-about Various Aspects such as.

What is the best s4e (neither tobcc .Jig nor too small)?
,

How mch should1 the piece weigh?.

How strong must the material be?
1

.
,

AnsWere to guestions.suchlas these are needed when choosing the

jproper material_to use for any Particular purpose. The'f011owing'.

activities, are Concerned with says ofinvestigating -te. suitability

, of different kinds of materials for various purpose-s. The. reader_

..should consider_these-d-.11ve-8-tTjatiOns as stertingipoints from which

7he ,)x. might go on to more thorough studies-of related probleme.

Activity 1. The Strength o Metals

'Although.m.stals are stronger than most other materials, their

Properties mustTbe investigated before they can ttg used in the itiOt

ekifcent waY. .As an eicaMple of such an inveptigation, consider the
, .

. following test fOr the strength of a piece of wire.

8 0
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/
.Bend a straight pidce of Wire through-a certain angle, a,-

shown in the following drawing.

\ \
'

"

I Figure 1 Piece of wire bent throu7h the angle

.Then bid the wire back to its original position add.through
a

the same angle, a, to the opposite sale.

Repeat ti.e bending'back and forth,- andcount the numlnr.of times
.

.the wire/can be bent beford it breaks.

.Carry' but this test-several times for each of several different'

anglesof bending. For each'angle of ,bending -used, calctlate the

ayerage number of tiMes the wire was,bent before
. .

it broke..

Now several questions Cdn be: answered from a 'look at your measure-
\
\mente. For example, hOw'does\. the resistance to breaking by heriding

.depend on_the angle through whjach the wire is bent? It mightlpe use-.

fits to show your,results by means o

may Oc' r -toiJ you are the folloWing,.

I

'How-does the thickness of the wire affect the-results?

aPh. Othei'-questiOns which

Wha.t would happen if a di.fferent kind of.wire were Used?,
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Does it makeanY differehce if'the'bendingds done-Slowly

or rapidly?

Suppose w6' could limit the angle 6,f bending to a very small-

,angle4 say.,two degreep. How many bends.dO you think it would take to
./

v.bend the Wire? How can a,graph of your results'help to ansWer,this

:question?

!
What other questions have occurred to you as a resuitbf Your

initial experiments? Such questions pan often'be ansrered by more:
e ,

thorough investigation, in'the classroom.

Activity 2. Measuring the Strength of MaterialZ/

In Activity 1, we saw one way inwhich we may speakof a metal
-

as being strong; namely, the ability t.P withatand breaking:by bendin

Cpllect several pieces of metalTwhose strength You might test,'

clude:in your Collection pieces,of metals of different kinds And Of

different shapes and sizes..

.,
Can you think of óther waya.in which we might think of metal,a

',.. .:. .,.

. 1 .
-A .'

-being strong? For example, we know,that it is easier .-to.-mould-a,Riece

of clay than to mould a piece of metal.

Write dol.,)n all'the ways you can think bf pieCe of
'f

metal can be thought of as having strength. Ypur list should cohtain

.five or more ways which we have not yientioned.

1. -Resistance to breaking by bending,

2.:

3. etc.

Contide. now a piece of string.

8 L

0

(Collect 'several pdeces of
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string of different kinds.) If someone asks you for a Strong piece

of string,- what kind of string do you look-for? Again, write doWn

the ways you can think of in which a piece of.string can be strong.

Are the ways iniwhich a string can be strong the same as! the

waysLin which-a pieceiof metal can be strong?

Once we have defined the way in which a plece bf material can

be strong', we must then look for wan of Measuring that strength.

For-each of the definitions of strength you have,given above,-design

a way of testing that stNength. iTry out the method you have designed

by testing the strenT01- of the pieces of 'metal and,String you have

collected.

After you have tried your method of testing your materials can :

you think of ways of improving your tests? For example, do you get

the same reSults when yourepeat-your.measurements for the same meter-

undet_the_same conditions? If.your results are.not repeatable,
.

you should:look for better ways of measuring the etrength of the'

Imaterials being-tested.

How will you describe

you express your results in

your measurements to other people? Can

a numerical fbrM? That :is, Jntead of

saying that your material is very strong, strongor weak, can,y.0

describe :the strength by means of a number which comes out of your

measurements? This nurnerica1.descritiohof the,strength will be of
.

particular importance ,tihen you want to compare your meaturementa with

Tthose-rnadeby others in,different plades.
_L



t \Activity 3. Comparing Stren%ths of Materials

We have se, that the way we define the\strength of a material.
I \

tiepende on which material we are considering. \Before we look at ways
. \

,of comparing the strength of materials, let us try t 'think of several
\ .

different materials.whose strength we might measure.
i

\

Make a list of at least ten different materi\als whose strengths
t

,

,

yoU m thight investigate: Of ose Winitijons of the
\

\
etrength of mater-

ials,which you outlined in Activity 2, wiliCh ones can, be used for each ,

. .P A

7-'-'of the materials you have just listed. Ou might mak1e a chart which

. ,

'Jlows the kinds of materials in one direCtion and the kinds of tests

in.the other direction.

Kinds of
aterials
'\.

Tests
Iron Wood: Cloth

',Sending yes no no

Pulling yes y'es ?

.

? ° .
-

-,

,

,

I

I

?
.

12'

,

ICan you think of other tests ofstren th Whiqh :would be appro-

priate for the different materials yOu haVeLlisted?
..

Suppose now that-yOu wanted to-compare the strengths of different

Proceed to measure the sirengths of the ?piekces of
1-,

, .-
I1 metals you have collected according to the tests you deSignedin

I.e.Activity 2:: What factors must S'ou consider if you want to coMpare the
1

pieces of metal
t

strengths of these pieces of metal?

9

8
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Can you obtain a numerical strength of your samplc which is

independent of the size of the sample?
_

Does the shape of the Sampp,affect-the measurement of the

strength?

Is the same metal always the strongest piece in different kinds

cf tests?

'Trom .the.results of your ,tests, Can you:think of. examples of how_ .

different kihds-of metals might be better for different kinds of jobs?

IYou willsee that some tests can be used for some kinds of mate,-

rieds aha, notfor othes;(.. Choose a 'test.that is applitable to as many
;

kiride of'rrpte'riaia POSS.iblef.' Perform this test on those materials

and compare.thereSults.1 tan you think,Of reasons why some materials
-

are stronger than' otheYS for_ this',test? Do some materials have pro-

-,'_
0

pertiea in commonwhigh make them have-simiiar strengths?
. ._

,'

,Activit 4. Changing.:S,trengths of Materials
,

When.a.sked to-teaSUr Ithe wei9ht of a piece Of woOd,.a boy in a

riCemlas responded that he did not likeGrade V brimary,school sci
.

o report that Illeasurement efiasked why not, he, said,."Iif .1 wei

it today, and then'Weigh.i.. tomorrow, it might nt.t weigh the same."

I

This boy was,already well aware of the act that measuretents

of:the physical Propert-ieS ofJnaterials depend on_the 'dondit'ion in

which the materialis fbund. Thus, the strength of a matprial,

hówever it might be defined, can often be chahged by al.,:ering the

conditions under which.the material is tested:, and the's:tate:in which:

the material is found. 8 5
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Make a list of as manY ways as poible that you can think of'

in which the condition or state of the material can be changed. Again,

a chart can be made which shows the kinds of raterials in one direction

'and the changes in condition in another directI

Choose one of the materials you have colletted, and one of the

. ;teSts appropriate for that material. Perform this test of the mater-

ial you pave chosen several times, changinga sin4le condition of the

Material for path test. For example if you are measUring the' strength

of a piece of metal, you might make the saMe measurement after the

metal has been heated to different temperatures. Or,.you might mea-,

sure the strength of a certain kind of string after it has been.'seaked

4,
in a chemical for'different lenaths of time.

Can you show your results in the'form of a7-graph? How does your

graph help you to draw conclusions about=the material.whose strength

you axe measuring?

How does the same change in condition affect the strength- of
-

differ nt.materials? Which materials can bestretain their stre gth
;

at high temperAU4es?

How are changes in cohditi n.connetted with the passage of time?
I

Under what conditions might a piece of material lose.some of its

strength Over a period of time?

As yoU continue your -investigations concerni the strengths of

.

materials, you, Will gain-experiende which Will allow you to make some

predictionsabout thiS area of science. When possible,,.try to use

your past experience to make a judgement about the results of your
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a

experiment before:you carry it out. Of 6ouse,.your.prediction must

be 'verified by actually performing the tests You have, des i4ned

Tf your prediction was not fulfilled, what

you may hav:,, neglected to take into account? The ability to estimate

what is going o happen-even before it happePs is one of the moot_pow-

factors d yoU think

erful toOls which result from the application of the scientific.method

to solving problems.

Activity 5. 13racti-4_Applications

Questions such'as'thOse investigated,ir. the previous aetiVities

\are.some of the questions which must-be answered by designes of new

things. For each test you have performedin the; previous activities,

Can you think of a way in which the reulta et your test would-be

useful in a practical application?'

'Hardening tool* Perhaps during your investigations Yell have dis-:

covered that the hardness 'of a pieae of.metal is affected by, the'kind'

of heating and .cooling.the piece 'has 'experienced. ,Throgh the Toroces's

f "heat treatmet,'! the hardneof metal0 can be increased consiaer-

I

a°
Put two pieces'of iron into la chatcoal tire.'.- ln a shot whil.e--

the pieces will'get red hot. Afte±: the pieces have reached a red
_

rem6Ve them ,from:the.fire, .letting one piececool in the ai,r,, and

plUnging the other piece into a. bucket of cold Water,

n'harde s t? .

*See the Teacher's Guide, "Tools for the C1a5srobm.."

8 i

1.)

which piece is
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Other questions that might be considered are the following.

Is the hardness influenced. by the length of time the metal is

kept in the fire?

--
,

.

Bow would the hardness be affected if the piece were cooled i:n

a bath of oil?

Will.the hardness , increased if the piece is heated and

cooled a second :time?

Now take a piece of iron and pound itsdveral times with

heavy hammer. Does-the pounding change.the hardness of.the area

pounded? Now put this piece of iron throughthe process of heat

treatment. Has the previous pounding affeCted the response of the

piece to the process of,heat treatment?

Many of the treatments can now be applied to metals other than

iron. Do all Metals'respondin the sme Way-to eachind of heat

treatment?

Makin science ment for'the classroom. When workifig With child-

1

ren in the classroom, there will be many times when you gwi3.l need

pleces of equipm4nt with whict7, to carry out sqiencd inv stigationS.

Sabc such pieces T/thich are often needed-are the followi g:'

e ui

,s

,Ana..lai cages

Aquarium

:HalanCes

PendulumcloCk

What are the best.,matexials to use foL making sudh.1,Leces

sciebce equipment? .What are ,--Re-factors'yoq.must consider when'
:

of

88,
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choosing the Material for this wor0. Can you use locally available.

materials? Can you discover substitute materials for those which

\
,are ideal but expensive or not available.

Building a bridge. Suppose a bridge is needO over a stream 3 metres

in How many different ways can you think of to build a bridge

over such a streat? Can you give examples Of suc bridges from

different areas ofthe country"?.) Some questions must, be an-
.

swered are the following:', \

What kinds of materials are needed?

'What kind's of materials are available?

What Will be the'dimensions of the bridge?

How strOng must the material be?-

Now suppose- a bridge is needed acrbss a stream 6 metres in width.

What Changes in design must be made? Can all dimensions of thebridge
_

Le doubled?

.hese are some,of the considerations made by.people.who.have

been building bridges' fOr hundreds of-years i tO the 6aSt.-Which

these colvAderatio7e do.you think! akceMost
. .

ortant for the-desigh-
..

0
. ,

er s. large modern bridges, used:by-trains, orries and cars?

0,ther_4pp1rcations-of testing. Materials. .1317 naw you will no doubt

have thought of'many- ways_in Which testing-the. strengtivof materials

can ID'of practical uSe. Some further pitUations you- might_investi-

gate are, the foll6Wing

of

/-
Construon of houses

Making furniture

8 9



Transporting goods

These and other tasks You can think of are being carried out

every day aii around us. HOW do people.near you solve such'problems?

Disbuss some Of your dnvestigations with local craftsMen. Important

improvements can arise through strch discussions and exchange of ideas.

RUF,ILS'TESTING STRENGTH *OF THEIR GRASS.
STRUCTURE,

PUPIL TESTING STRENGTH OF,
SMALL 13R7CKS SHE.HAS mApt

9 0
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Chapter : Changing Systems

Introduction

No matter which aspect of the environment we look at, there are

always changes taking place - changes in time,. id position, in different

'forms of energy, to name.a few. There is the daily change from day,to

night, or the longer term changeS of the seasons. Temperatures change,

the climate changes, the behaviour.of plants and animals change. All of

,-these changes affeCt both-the physical and the biologiCal environment.

Through our own intervention, we can induce-some of-these-changes
-

and we often do. Examples of.man's intervention in changing the environ-

ment are clearing .the bush to establish' farms and living areas, villages?,

townsv and cities; damming streaMs and rivers.to-cre4e reservoirs', and -
r

.lakeS; and draining of swamps and marshes. .

Looking.for chdnges

s . ,

Many changes take place-around us that we hardly notice. Many

changes take place on J scale-small enOUgh sO that they can be r producd

in the laboratory pr classroom. *On& way to ..study such-chAnges s tO

i bring to
- ___....

the lassroom'aS many of the .following -i-tems as posisible. (

. I

..-.iS often an advantage tO work together wlth ome of your colleagues.)
. .

fruit. wire
Pieces of bread...,. nails

. ,

pieces of meat bUttons (bone and plastic)'
seeds-'., soUrce ofheat.

-. -
containers - beakers, jars', 'litmus paper -, 1

etc'.:. torch batteriesand bulbs .

9 1
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Also set up 1-1\the.laboratory:

a swinging pendulum
2 or 3 sets of bottles with water
2 or 3 sets of bottles of water from a pond

Examine these materials and look for as many changes as possible

which might take place. Many .of the changes will be familiar to you.
. .

For eXample, you might expect that nails will rust if left exposed to

the atMoSphere for a Nal:lila. But what changes do you expect to take

place in the meat, in the bread, in ae pieces oftdastio,.or in the
. .

seeds? Under wh..t conAitions would you expect such changes to take

place?

You may wih to extend your obervations outside th0 classroom

for changes taking plac'e in the garden,. in the college grounds, or in

a nearby stream or river

Record in-yOur- notebook all the changes you observe. This. is

particularly important because some changes xeguire many days before they

become noticeable. 'Additional changes tO observe are given in Part,l of'

the related .rerlding 'that follows.
'7

,

I .

.ClasSifications of.changea
t

, - I
,

When you begir to reoord 'the changes you .observei you may'filmd.,.,

that it is better tb list the Changes in some'organied wa. How are
i ,

1"

these kinds/ of changrs related tb one another? As you.attempt toaneWer
7
,

questionsisuch,as these', yoU willbegin to develop systeM Of classi,-.
. . .

fication of the changeS:You have pbServed.

a

Additional aCtivities which will helpyou to explore the problem.

of Classifying ohanges are described in.Part 2 of -Elle related readings.

9.2
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Several categories ofohanges are suggested.. How do the categories com-:-,

pare with the, .-!tegories you.have used when cias ifying the changes you.

obsrved?

Investigating one changins system

Choose one particular changing system for further investigation.

FOr example, you t be interested in the flask of pond weier, or in

a banana or smiie meat exposed tO the atmosphere. Perhaps you have a

piece of banana on which organisms of many colours are. growing. What

°questions Can you atk about
. this.changilIg system? For example, is there

only.one kind of organism growing, dr does. each 'colour re resent a

different organism?.

In tuch a situation, you may wish s find ott mor.:-.about the growth

of Iungi. Can yoU grow the fungus of each colour in a separate dish?

Does each fungus:breed only on certain.materials? Try manY different

. .
materials, under several different conditions..

yThis kind of investigatiori could lead you int a whole new fiel

11

of biology - micro-biology in:WI:ch yoU Would in eStigate the nature
\

,fungi i general. You could investigat organiSms

: 1 "
east, and vitamin B extracted from palm wine. .ThisifiglAhas endless

postibilitiesIor investigation. (See Part a in the related readings.)

Instead, your inEereS.t may%haye centered on. YoU might'

inves'tigate the best conditions for breeding theM, or you.might look for
t

which"toOd is the most attractive to theM., (Bee Part 1lo in related

. .

readings.)
-

0
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Or yo. may try growing planarians - any of an order of Oquatic

.flaorms. (See Part 3 in related readings.) I

Once you begin to sk questions that can beanswerea bf carrying'

mit your own investigatiOns,.you.have entered anlexpanding world of
,

actiyitis.Sand questions, hypotheses.and predictions, measurementsend

data.processing 7' a world which can sustain Your interest fabeyond\

the time you sRend.in-the classroom.

1 .1
On the. LSI:lowing page is a flow-chart showing some ot the ideas -

- we have just discussed. Trace the 4nks between'the different parts/1(

and then construct a simil,ar chart to show the connections between the-

topics you haye been investigating concerning-the theme of changes. ,

Example, 1. You may wish to investigarEe some procedures of your own

for growipg fungi. Can a productuch as cornstarCh be use4..as a sub-

_ _

Stitute for the "agar" used i/i- laboratories? What other sUbs.tances

\

encourage the growth\of fungi? Can you design a method of.measuring
,

\
the rate Of growth- of:Folonies of fungi?What factors affect,the rate

4.

j
,

!; of growth?
--._ factors affect the developtent of,fungus sppres? Y.

1

i

)Example 2. you ma h\ thave\become interested. in e changqs/taking place/

,.'iniMetals, in'Tec Ise You.wOuld have noted diffekent ty'Pe4 of ,

1
1 '

\
, , 4:

changes.. ,FOrexa.7t le, yotOmight, have noticed rusting, or the oxidatiorr-

(..
,

: *of metals. This might make ne'think of how metals are obtailled,from

!,..

/

.
,

. J
. . .

ores. This, in trn, could lead to_studies of' the Production and Uses
'i t

- `;
. -

of charCoa4and then:naturalW\t .the problem of so4rces. o, f en6rgy in .,
,

general. (See Pert 4 ±n.the. related readings.)

\91 4
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What k.,inds oi changes?

Ara any of these,

changes related?,

, if so, in what way?

Classification

of Changes

11

FLOW CHART FOR CHANGING SYSTEMS

Prelimanaty

Activities

't'

Wha happens to,

pergy.whev-

aty.:, stops?

Fate of Enet

Wien.

Change St ps

Changes MUst

have'c.Uses,

ke some of these

, changeS Energy hang

How Can we

measure

changes in

energy?

Electrici

V

f'

You
H

draW somsflow:diagram.t6 show,where your own illuscrations might]. ad.
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Example 3. 'You may have looked at the foimation of rust t-r9m the point

.of view of the type of change it represents. How can.you.prevent rust?

Can the proceSs pf rust formation be reversed? How is the formation of-

rust ,similar to, or.different frOm,- dissolving salt in water, the evap-

'oration and condensing of water., the germination of a seed, or the boiling

of an egg?

Some changes bring about other changes. For example':

a fire makes firewood burn and changes water into steam

cause effect

\11'

cause effect

In Chapter 5, Relations and Functiona, you will see ways which

will help you to study cause and effec'-E relationships concerned.with
;

'changes..

Som:, changes you can explore through claSs discussion are the

following.

Putting tea into boiling water What changes do you

obserVe?

Put milk into tea - what kind of change do you observe?

Put eugar into' cold water..

Heat 'sugar Water to boiling.- what .happens?

Cool Water by .putting into the freeter - what do you:i

observe?

Try thie While using a graduated beaker. - what changes

do you obserVe? (-

,Changes do not ()Cour without reason. Changing systems are maintained
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fi

by a supply of energY. Likewise, energy is detected Only because it is

involved in brinaing about changes. For example, when you put a flaMe

under a'beaker of water andl.eaVe it there for some time, you notice a

change in the temperature of-the wateT that is, in the degree of warmth

of the water. This change in temperature is caused by the transfer of

energy from the flame to the water.
_ .

Can you design a method for
,

determining the aMOunt of energy gained

by the water? How will your method'depend on the amount of water involved?

How does your method depend on the change in the temperature of the water?

Try to apply the method you have designed to the measurement of the trans-

fer of enagy to variousamples of materials under, different conditions.

RELATED READINGS ON CHANGING SYSTEMS

I'art 1: ,LoOking for, Changes

While carrying out the following activities, look for ways in which

things change. Try to bring about dhanges in as many different ways as

possible. Keep a 'record in your notehook of what you do and See. You

will mant to refer to these records from.time to time. You may also
a.

wish to lrake measurements of Some of the,changes you observe. Such

measureMents will be part, f your records.

A. Do one or more of the activities suggested below, using the

following materials.

may-also be:used.)

(Similar materials whiCh are available
,

,9 8
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rubber bands, various sizes
thin strips of bamboo

_bicycle pump
t.wo buttons, or dried, 'flat seeds
string
stones, various sizes
pieces of cardboard
paper
blocks of wood
cgndles

thin strips'of metal
rubber balls; various sizes
shallow cup
.potton reel
wire
rubber balloons
matches
magnifyihg lenses

.-tins

1. Use as many ways as possible to make an object move

without pushing it With your hand.

2; tFind as many ways as possible of getting a ball, a button,

or a seed into a cup without lifting it with yoUr hand:

. 3. Drop a rubber ball onto a hard surface froM different

heights.

ShOcit-a stone into the

you use stones of different weights?' How many: Oifferent'ways

can yOumake the stone.go higher?-

5. Find as many ways as potsible to make a blodk,of-wood hotter...,

, Find as Many ways as possible to make changes in a piece of

- paper. Whidh changes can you undo; that is, for which

air with a catapult.- What happens if
,

changes-can you bting the paper-back-to-its-original state?
. .

How many%.ways can you find to make water in a small tin.

hotter?

8. Make. as many changes as you-can with a rubber band.,..

9. Make as many changes

Instructions for testing one-possible change

as you can with sunlight.

are as follows:

In the-early morning of a sunny day, choose a.green plant near

b

your school. Cover-One leaf with aluminium foil or black paper,, and

9 9
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leave the plant exposed to the sunlight for about four hours. Pick the-

covered leaf, and another leaf from the same plant, and test them both

for the presence of"starch. Compare.the appearance of the two leaves

before and after. testing.for.starch.

Directions for testing-for starch:

(1), Boil the leaf in water for at,least fiVe minutes to kill it.

(ii) Put the leaf in hot alcohol for a.minute or two to remoVe

the colour. . (Caution: Do pot heat the alcohol direc:tlY

with .a flame as it may catch fire. -Put the container with

-the alcOhol into a large container filled with very hot

water.)

(iii) D'ip the leaf in hotwater to soften it.

(iv) S ak"the leaf in iodine solution. (The solution can be made

for-the whole clas by.grinding together,egual amounts of

iodine and potassium iodide crystals, about a pinch.of each,

and dissolving the mixture in about a pint of waeer.)

(v). ifiash the leaf again and hold it.up against the sunlight.

\

Make as many different changes aS you can using the"materials

prOvidedin the following .sets:

Cotton reels, milk tins, wire, string,rubber bands,

cardboard.

2. Ball, bamboo splj.nts, string', bicycle pump.

3. . 'Paper,-matches, magnifying lens,metal Strips, alcohol'. do..

.4. Sugar, water, matches, tift,paper.

.5. Candle, rubber band, paper clip,;,Magnifying lens, rubber ball.
,

10 0



C. Go outside and make a list of áll the changes that you can find.

around your classroom.

Part 2: Classification of Changes

In all of the activities that vou and other members of,the class

have done, you have seen a large number of changes:

A. Try to arrange all the .ihanges you have seen into groups, so

_

that all the changes in one group have sOmething in'common.

Compare your groups of changes with thoseobtained by other

Students. Do all their-changes

all your changes fit ihto,other

fit into your,groups? Do-

groups? You may need to make'

up'a different scheme of classification.

You have probably seen that it i,possible to classify your

,changes in different ways.,- 5s7e7do-noto'ften worry.about.

e
whether a classiIication system is right or wrong, but

whether or not it.A_s .useful for a particular purpose.

The following'i's a list-of types of-dhanges which many

.scientists have found useful:

,changes in

changes in

changes in

changes in

Changes in,

changes

height

movement

coMpression or stretch

temperature.

light

in the coMposition of Material

Try to plit the changes. you;have observed int& these

categories. IDiscuss your classifi'cations with others.

Are there sOme-changeS that. 8o hot fit into these.groups?

101
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Can you make 1 other groups%for them tb fit into?

D. Think of some of the things which might have caused each of

the changes ybu have observed. Niake a list "Of all th

things that can cause these changes, and classify them.

E. Can y,.-)u fit most of these causes into the classification

you made Up in-A or B aboVe? Can you fit them into the

classification in C ,that scientists use?

Part 3: Change and Energy

You have seen that every change is caused by something. -A ball

cannot undergo a change unless,it-i dropped, pushed, squeezed, thrown,

or in some way acted upon. This same relation of cause and effect

operates in all situations, although-often the cause is not as obvious
-

as.;the result of the cause. This'is particularly trUe-of changes you

May have noticed in living systems. For expmple, people move aboUt,

zgrow and have thought These changes do

we want them-to, but are made possible' as

not take place only becP.use

a 'nesUlt of the changes that

take place when a human being eats and digests fOod..

You may have noticed that mally changes can alSo causeother changes,

and that both of these changes, whether cause or result, can be put intd

a simple system of classification,

Another aspeCt of .change.which may not-have occurred to-you

L that energy is involved in allchanges. A change requires the transfer

lof energy in some fOrm. -Energy.can appear in-different

cletectiit only beCause it iS involVed in 'changes.
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Following is a table which gdves the forin of, energy which-is,

associated with each of the types of changes which we have discussed.

Type of Change

Height.

Energy Change Involved

-Potential energy

Movement kinetic energy-
_ .

Compression br stretch Elastic energy

Composition Chemical energy

Temperature Thermal energy

Light Light energy

. Energy is also found in other-forms which are less common or less

.important. Some of these are discussed in related readings.

A. Cc:insider some of.the changes involved in your activities.

In each case, work Out what changes in energy took place

:during the process. Discuss these with the rest of the class

to see if they agree. E.g., when paper i:burned, water is

heated. Sometiffes energy changes frOm one.type to ariother.

One. example is, if paper'is burned to'heat-water, chemical .

energy has been changed to theal energy:

an you think- of other examples?

In Sbme .cases, the energy change May° not involve a change of

form.. For example; ball'A hits ball B (at rest): Ball A slows'

down or stops, while.Ball B is set in motion.

Energy change; KinetiC >Kinetic

In some.cases,, one form of energy. may)pe converted into two forms::

Example: burning wood'

Energy change: CheMiCal --3,thermal t:light
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In other cases, the overall change may involve a series, of other

en'argy changes.

'Example: A boy kicks a-football into the air.

Energy changes: Kinetic --.L>elastic. ---,potential .

B. Think of some changes that occur in everyday life, such as

a car rolling down a hill, a firefly flashing in the dark,

movement of a .bteaM-poweredlocomotive, or an athlete jumping

over a bar. 'Think out the energy changes involved in some of

these processes, and see if_other members of the class agree

with your explanations.

C. Diagrams and,instructions for making some games or toys.

are given on the following pages. All'involve energy

.Ohanges: Make one or more pf the games and think ott the,

energy Changes which areinvolved when it works. If yoU know

of.any other toys or games which involVe energy changes, bring

them.to class and haVe your classmates discuss the energy

changes which fake plaCe.

101
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GAMES OR TOYS INVOLVING-ENERGy-CHANGES

a.. Yam Gun

Cut a long, thin tube.from a bahboo or reed. Cut-4 pj4ce of yam

or similar material to fitsnugly-as a plug.in one end

plunger from a green stick, jusi: slightly smaller than
-

diameter of the tube., but with one end feashed out like

.,- stick so that-it fits into the tube As shown. If the

.pushed sharply into the tube the--=plug will fly out.

44

-

Piece. of Yarn_ 'robe, (Cross Sectiori) \

b. Come-back Roller

Make a

the inside

a pounding

plunger is

Plunger

Rubber Band Heavy Weight on Wire

.You can use either arjuice,tin or a round tin with a push-in top.

Assumingit is a juice tin, cut two holes.as.shown in each end of

the tin And remove the contents.

1

CUt a section from the side of
. y,



the tin Cif a jui'qe tinYin ordet to inse2.:t tHe tubber h'and and

weight. (If you are using A tin with a removable top; you can

insert the apparatus before putting the top back on.) Cut a :

large, heavy rubber band at one end and'thread it throiiigh the

holes as shown.. Tie the rubber hand outEide the tin at-one end.

Hang a weight from one strand of the band so that the Vend twists

as the tin rolls'in one direction.

c. Co ton-reel tank

Pass a heavy rubber band around two nails attachedto the end

a cotton reel and run the band thtough.the central hole of the

reel so,that the loop just appears at the other end. Put a rod.
T

of smooth wood.or metal threjugh the ldop, The rdd-should be-

longer than the diameter of the end of the reel, the length ex-

tending beyond-one side of the-reel. Use he rod to twist the
-

tUbbet band. The tank should move when placed on a flat surface,

so long as there is ndt tod- much friction between the rod and the'

reel. To teduce this'ftiction, put a Elice.of candle between'the

rod and the reel with the tubber band passing through the centre

f the candle slice. Alternatively, two met41 washers .could be

used, .Taith a dtop of light oiltO-lubticate them,

Reel

77.4wiliarlfrii/r/r/Arnaffh4Winfianktriled.
fz.rtgrajaiglitari.1476127747011474717/Gra

- are wm year

0 6

Candle Slice
Or Washers



d. Bow and Arrow

011.
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You can make a bow from a strip of bamboo and a string. Any

f

straight piece of wood Can be.used for the arrOw. Notch bme end

of the arrow so that the string will fit into the notch.: The

other end-Of the atrow should not be sharp. Nor should:it eVer

be pointed at-anvone.

29..L.2..t2.22.1-2&d Boat

Punch two holes--side-by-side in the bottom-of a sardi e tin..

. Heat a pieterof braSs tubing until it 'is red h t and part-of it

can be pads into a coii as shown in the diagram. 'Fit the tubd:ii

_
into.the tin with the two ends going through the two holes you

-
have made. Fill the coil with water, and Put it:in a pond or

a large container of water. Put a piece of cotton wool soaked

in .Inethylated spirit inside the boat.under the tubing, d set

fire to it. After a minute or sO, the boat should move through

Itisert Conon Insi& Under Tubin



f Paddle-wheel Boat

g.

Thin St;i-p
cyF Wood

7ENTisTiid Rulber
Band.

\ Nod
1

Wood
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i4angonel

gonstruct-the model
4

pin (small nail) is

as shown On the following page,

insetted linto

Note that a

one,en&of theflat stick and

lichs pin is held by the clothespeg.. .221 holder or retainer for'the.

iYaddle..can be-made from a light piece.of metal Or of heavy paper

and attached to the flat stick. See diagrams below..
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Harmer in Nail A. Loop rubber band qound-Nail A. Put Nail B

in other end of rubber band and use to twist the:banff. Then' -.

hammer in Nail B. The .stick can be 'slid through the center of:L,Ehe

twidted rubber.baud.

Rubber Band Stop

'Retainer to
Hold Pebble

Nhen the flat.stick is released by the
' 6

; wial be shot through the.air.-This is

ivad'used.Many years ago .Ropes, rather than tubber b-ands, wete

tWisted'So'that heavY rocks could be thrown high into the air:

the pebble

a madeL.of a weapon that
...

fot great-distances. This was used to break down walls protect-

109



Part Growing Fungi

a. ,Simplified procedures you r

Obtain moist and fresh cows, or othet grass

eating

w,fungi are'as folloWs:

animals. (Do not touch.i, your own hands. Use a piece

wood, long forceps,. 'or thongs.) Moisten a belljar by SPrinkling

a little water.on its inner SurfaCe. .Place the dung under the moist-

ened belljat..and leave in a warm Plade. In place of the belljar you'

may"use any midermouthed glass bowl or bottle: After a few days (2

,3).a. white 'web dSvel.1431os on the dung. This is.the 'web (myOelium) Of the

white mould (Mucor) .

b. Use:a piece ol bread or any other starchy or sugary food (garri,

maize preparations, rice paste,.etd.). Eitheeleave'themdist--
.,

pned bread exposed for a few hours or wipe it over the 'floor. Moisten

a belljar (or other large-mouthed bottle) and place it Over the .bread;
1

then leave in. a warM place for a,few days. Many Moulds
,

'will develop',

one of which will be the mould Mdcor, or Rhizopus. Black dots that'

appear on the web are bodies 'that contain spores. They are called

Sporangia. Because of these black Sporangia', these wo MoUlds are

usually referred to as !black mouldS.'

c. Keep various fruit juices in uncovered bottles.; or just loosely ,

s'topper with a.loose ball of cotton-wool Or cloth. If the juice

starts to froth; it means that it'is fermenting:e.:This shows that a

yeast is.present. Any such fermenting juice may be used, therefdre,

as a source of yeast. Alt.ternatively, palm wine that ,is actively

bubbling:may be used as a source of yeast.

11.0
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To,Make a culture of a yeast,- add a feW drops of the fermenting juice

to a 5% solution-of sugar. You can make the sugar solution as follows:

dissolve 5 grams of sugar in a very small amount of water and then add

more water to make 100 cc.

Nutrient jelly (useful for-cultut bacteria): Make a.starch

pasteby. first mixing.caSsava or corn pr potato starch in. a little

cold water and then pour boiling water on gently while stirring, until

you.get a light paste- Pour.into sterilized dishes while still hot and
:

allow it to set. If ybu.do not haVe ready-tade starch, you can use

cassaVa, yam or potato'. .Then.you should scrape the cassava (Or yam, or

potato) into a. pan, Covet it with a little water, and boil gently for.

abOUE three.hours, adding water as needed. Strain the fluid through.

. muslin into sterilized vessels (disheS', bottles; watch-glasses;:or

tubes) and allow it to set into a jelly on coOling,

:If7you PoUi any into tubes, place them in a slantint position,for. jelly

4to set. When you have poured the jelly, immediately, cover the dishes

'with similar.oneb ,(if you have used flat dishes). or plug the mouths of

the tubeS-or bottles with ginged-potton-wool.

Subh iellies may be used to culture bacteria or moulds. To pick bac-

.teria:or mould uSe a brush thathas been Sterilized in boiling wat6r,-

ior a needle or long:pin that has'been-heated in a flame and. allowed to

cool Without touching anthing.

iii
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Part 3b: Growing Fuitflies, also called Banana Fly, or Vinegar Fly

,If you wish to grow fruitflies You will need to collect them,

from the surfaces of fruits like oranges, bananas, plums and sO on. Yo

-should prepare the cultur medium'as.f011ows:

i) use cooked T. meal -

trear-1

)r 9f over-ripe banana
sever, ,sof equal sizes and having wide mouths

.

half-Pint milk bOttles,- vaselinebtetes,_babY
/food bottles,..or jam iarSY

etherfor anaesthetising the:flies before'youexamine them
-

ii) -Alternatively, you can use:

Mashed oVer-ripe banana or other sUgary fruit like
orange (although thi s. may not be as satisfactoryH
as the banana)

the set of bOttles and the ether

,T7place the-bottles in a deep pan with water,bring, them to the boil

and allow to boil for half an hour, in order to sterilize them. Alter-
.

natively,'you MaY use a:steam oven for One hour.

Prepare the food by adding together equal quantities.of the 'coOked
.

.

t . -,
maize meal and.treacle, with some yeast'or a.piece of over-ripe banana;

Place in the culture bottle enough food to cover the bottom evenly to'a

depth of 1 cm (about ohe third of an inch) .

-Make a platform for the flies by standing long pieces .(strips) of

paperoh the food.

-

With scissors or forceps, pass a fairly large piece of cbtton-
T

wool over a flame to singe it. 'This %ill be the plug for the bottle.

When you have introdubed the flies into the bottle, plugits

mouth with the cotton-wool. Then cover it,over with,grease-proof paper;

and hold this in place with a rubber band or'thread..
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Leave in a safe place. New flies are produced within a fortnight

(tWo weeks).

-In Order to examine the flies, anaesthetiSe them With . ether first..:
,

not allowing the.flies'to get in contaCt withUse only the'ether vapour,

-the liquid. -They remain anaesthetised for about_fi.ve .minutes.:

.tran s from bn.bottIe into , ther, place the bottles

Mouth-Le-mouth and let the bottom of.the new bottle point towards the

light.. The flies will moVe towards th.e light and hence will move.into

the new h.ottle..

Part 3c: Growing Plaharians

Find a dead.frog or tOad

Split it opeh:end.leaye it;in:e-streamzor ppnd.

Alternatively, you may use a bottle containing boiled

earthworm in place of the deadfrog.'

lExamine the nekt daY to see if"yoU have attracted planarians'on

pieces df

or near your material..

You can keep the planarians in an aqUatium ahd feed-theMwith

bits of meat.

See APSP'unit "Tilapia" for instructibn6 on how to set up an

aquarium.

ADart,4: Size, of EnergyChanges

A. You found in Your preliminary:activities on changes, that it

..ueually took achange- to caUse a. change. WaHmight Say now.that

it usUally takeS an energy change to produce,an-energy change.

113
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beck to one or more of your preliminary activities ahd try to get some .

qUantitative information about haw 'Much energy is'needed to produce a

certain Change% Try to get information which.would allow you to decide

which of the following statements is most likely to be correct,

1. The greater the initial energy change, the smaller'
thefinal energy change.

,The greater tIle initial energy,dhange, the greater
the fin energy change.

3. There is,no refation between the
epargy changes,

initial and final

. _

_Try to get evidence which is,as persuasiveas possible u can aSsume
_

that a larger-change requires more enO'gy than a smaller-4nge does.

B. Find:out,f the?rast of_the class agrees with ybur answers to

the follCwing queSti.ons:.

1. In your'Prelimiary actiVaies6did yOil find that it
possible to make any-ohange without usingenergy
form?

Did you.find.thatir4t was possible to use energy,"but to
-get no 'change at all?

Part 5: EIctricity.

A. -ElectricitY iS not 4-form of energy, but something

energy'bhange4 in .dhe place toCauSe 'chanes in:energy a

which allows

distant place. There are wo main ways which are uSed by African

cOuntries to:generata, electricity:

Hydro-electric power

Mater behind a' dam floA downward into a turbine.-_

flow of water Causes the turbine to rotate like a fan.
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.This turns.a set of wires between magnets which causes,

electricity to:flow:in the wires.: This flow df electritity
. .

40'
canApe transmitted over.great-distahces throUgh wires and

can make changes at it8 destination .Analyse the change

in forM- r_energy in the above process', starting with-_

water behind the dam.

Burnn9 Fuel

Oil"(sometiMeS coal) is burned and heats Water to'steam.
. ,

The steaM turns A turbine, and the rest of-the processeS.

follow as above.

Think,of ChangesWhich inyolve electribitY, and-,ask other members

of the' C1.ass to ,analyse the energy changes taking place. For .

example,'electricity may be used to.,run a fan or to light a hodse:.

-,Part 6: . When Chen5e'Stopsf What Happens to Energy?

TUrn'a biCycle wheel:rapidly,.then stop jeWith your hand or-

the hand brake. What-has.happened to- the kinetic-energy of

the wheel?

1/4

.43. 'What hakpens to the original form 'Of ener4y.in each of the

follOwing situations? If you'don't knoW, do it.to'find put.

A heavy blobk of Metal slides dbwn a ramp.

A.heavyTiece of rubber is stretched and released a
number of time8.

-A:screw-is screwed into a block ofTwOod.-

4 qrass decays.

.Light. froff theTsun'strikes an object':
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6. A battery is short-circuited.

The above examples were chosen- so that the change mav be detected.

In many,other situatiOns, the final form maybe produded slowly or. lost

so rapidly tb the air2that it may.hcit be detected easily.-

Rart 7:' Ehergy Changes in Living SystemS

A.' Plants.grow, This chahge must require energy. Consider the

following questions concerning the _source ofenergy. for the 'growth

of pIantsand what plants need for growth. You May already khow the
.

anyquastionS for:which:-,answers to illany of the,questions. .1f there

you are not:ertain of the answer; or'if th disagreementdesign

-and. carry out'an experiment to q4. theanswe You should remember.to

. , \. .

=use a "coptrol." lor eachexperiment.This meahs\that if You,want to, ,--
.

.-\, \
, ,-..

, .

..

.-
test thaaffect of cohditibh on a plame.,yot. must-haye a`t-Jeast,two,

plants,:or preferbly tWo It-pups of. planthe-af W.hich.is treated'
.,

. .

with conditidhA, while the'fother ig"not. .1he to ssts'of plahtS-MUst,_

be treated exactlythe same, except for the p esence or absence o

condition N.

Experiments can conveniently be carried out 1-bean seedlings; Which-)-
.

-4erminate and grow-readily after the beans.have eema-oaked-overnight

-in water. GrOundnuts alSo,wOrk well, but take longdx to germinate..

-
Which'of the following are nécessAry fot plant growth?

Heat,

Sunli4ht

Mind

I 1 6
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Jkir (Are certain-gaeee found in airsuch as
parbon dioxide or Oxygen, needed?)

'Soil (Is soil iteelk neceseary; orAuet certairr
things in.the soil? ,Anything-which might be:,
present in sand, for_exOplejcan be remove& bY
boiling"it several times with-water, and..pouring
ioff the :hot liquid each time.).

2. Some thinge may be necen i plant. .,),.vwth beCauee they'
provide energy:. Other things maTbe,ndeded forOther
reasons. Which of the.things.that ypu found neceeeary do'
you think::provide energy? Can you get any evidence to
support yourconcluSidn?

Animals grow,' and therefore reguireeneigy. FrOm.your oWn

knowledge, which of:the. following are needed fOr growth? aive'

examples to.supportyour conclusiOns Ibr each case.

a. Water

Sunlight

c. Heat

d. Air (certain

6. Food.-

gaees?)

Which.of the. above.provide.energy? What:differences are there between

plants and animals in.their eciurces of en6rgY for growth?
,

'How do' 0.ants andinimals uSe energy? FrOm your:Own experiments

,and observatians, state whic of the forms of'energY.we have

.discussed are involvpd in the lif and growth of eith'er-.plants or-

animals or both. ,Give at least onekaxamplepf..th use of each form_of

energy. For example,, the movement of animal invOlves,kinetic energy.

iplante also move?

nvestigate one or:more of the following sYstemS:i

oiling Water

ing an'egg or some :starch
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3. Tides

A web .being spun.by:a spider

5. A,termite moUnd being.bUilt

6. A seed germinating

7. Larva pupa - imayu

8, ROcks. 7:ebbles - sand

Try tbget:evidence.from each sysem which would allow you. to

answer the following questions:

What changesoccurZ.

Is the changing: systeM liVing or non-living?

What things'influence4how fast the changes occur?

Do the changes require enetgy?

e. .A.low do the.Changés you observed differ from growth?

8; Questions for Teachers

.j)iscusS the following.questions:with others-in'your: class:,

it easy"todefine "energy"? How Can you define it?

.What wOUld yoU dO f A child asks, !Ighat6is energy"H

3. What do.you think thata class 3 pUpil Understands loy

"energy!"? What.does a class 6:pupil understand?

Is it useful fora teacher to know about energy?: Why?

What Should he know?

5. What_should an.elementary schoOl Pupil know,about energy?

/What will he find useful to know.about energy after he

haSleft school?
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Chapter 4: mot

Introductior

Motion can be a rich, varied arid interesting area of science.to

inveStigate. It doesn!t matter at What point you Start,.the study can

lead from one point to ahpther in a Complex and interconnected way.
. .

The_big problem is where and lowto begin.
_. _ -

Instead of telling you:where or.how to begin, an acCount of hOw-

one
, .

group.of:siudentS tackled the tppic :could serve as a.guidelind.

. .

HOw they got Started.

The'first time the group Met to consider this topic the tutor in

. .

charge had nothing specific in mind He,simplY asked the students
-

.
, ,

whatjdese thehad about what could be studied'under the general title,:

4

"Motion." .To begin with Lhe .students were rather surprised'. BUt after

a while theyslOwlv started tO come forth'with. ideas, As each idea was

mentioned the tutor wrote it on the:blackboard.- For example,

Animal motion, - fish dogs, insects, snakes, leeches, etc:'

IMotion by.machines, ,i'cranes,_boats, catapults, tops, swings, etc.
, . .

Soon there was a long list ofjdeAS on the blaCkboardAhat could

When the flow of ideas stopped/the group was-left with

the problem'Of what todo next. They decided to spehd some of their

free time before the next 'class collecting materials-that could be1'

Usedto study some Of.their ideas, They then spent the'rest'of the
.

lesson organising.themselves into groups basedon what people-wanted

stud. They distuseed-where various materials\could becollected.

119
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---
How the group. continue&

The group that had-decided to study motion in animals went to

a local river,. They returned with:jars containing'fiSh, leeches and
.

a varidty of water beetles, They.spent the rest Of.the period Setting

up aquariums an6 observing.their animals as they. moved.-

-Others collected materiaks, for making catapults and slings'and

spent the lesson making a varietyrOf these objeCtS lor fUrther

gation.

One*.group started to make model boats,. another group model'Cranes,

a third group.mado topS, while a_fourth group began.to investigate

pendulums.

As-each gr0Up started to work w*-th their materialS;.they began

to meet unexpected problems and,to ask questions. Work continued for

some 8,to 10 hours. F',9r example, the grow working v7ith animals be-
.

. came deeply in-Volved withr'trying to Show that when animals moVe they

,

.push backwards.- They spent hours,unsuccessfully putting clay, paint

and e variety of dyes in water to See if they cOuldobserve any trace

of'the patterns fisi-Cleave as they swim '2hey watched:the tracks

beetles made as theyWa1ked'on the Powdered clay. Together with a

small group pf.chiidren thdy played,games walking on sand and Watching

dcgs walk on sandto find-out7-whet-Lcauld_h_eLlearned from this activity

Eventually-they built, an enormous-balance made '. of bamboo that. measured

how much people pushed back on the ground as theyran, jumped, hopped,

etc.

To giVe a betteridea of how each group worked, some of the work
.

.

of two groups.of students is described belOw the grouPtItt worked
\
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a

--with pendulums and the group that wonked with 'tops.

A. ExPloration With Pendulums

Excerptsfrom report of Group A Despite the simplicity with

which it can be constructed, the pendulum is an unusually fasdinating

and complex gadget. Many standard explorations of the penduluM exist

in physics text books, and these would form interesting,eXercises.

These include:

1) The:effect of length on the perio4 of swing.

2):, The effect Of amplitude:on the pt,riod of swing:

3) 'The effect of thereight pf the bob on the:period

4),. The:Use of the pendulum as a timing devige:

-A more cOmPlex investigation is, "Hdw'does the Speed of the. Pen-

of swing.

a

dulum change from,one end of the.swing to'the other?".,

The baSic problem is, hOw can one'gpt visual evidence of any

change ih speed?-- ..

One thing can be established:on a logical-basis; namely, since

the penduluthistarts from a position of rest, and Moves to another

position' of rest, it is reasonable to say that the speed 'first

creases to a/maximum.and then deCreases'to

It also seeins reasonable to ekpect that the yafiation Lm the

speed of the pehdulum will be Symmetrical about the.mid-point. However;

.the tendency. f our-results not to be Symmetrical about the mdd7point

\\

\.

\,Tha-atteMpt tp get visual evidence of the variation in speed\-\
.

,

using easily available materials can lead to a large number of inter-

esting problems as the furl rePort of the group that.worked on this

provided the central problem of our,investigations.
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1

problem.showa.. A reportwritten

included_ln-Ghapter-3, Section

by one ofthe_students in'this_croup

Consider noW the four problems (mentioned in the report of these-
. ,

- r.ptudents) cOncerning pendulums. For eaCh probleth.ciesIgn.suitable

experj..me"nts which will give Conclusive ariswers'td the problem:

When,thesestAadents-deSIgned an experiMent and dollected',data4

to tirid:out how the speed of the pendultm changeb from One.end _of the

swing to theotherithey discoveredthattheir'retults were riot. syrn-

..,

-Metrical about the midpdint. Why:do you think this wa7s So? DeSign
c -

.

1

s.yoUebwri experiment to inVestigatethiS-:ProbleM.Y-HoW do_your resUlts.:
. .

.,-

compare with the results obtainedby these students?

_What other problems

::,ItIbtidn of the'pendUluM?

,Figure,Lwould move when

havelOccurredtki you whileAnvestigating the.

For ekample, hOw do yOu think_the Pendulum in,
,.

released"?

7:

FigUre CompOund. pbndulpin .

z

,:-
Vany'of the quetiOns, asked'about the simi4e pendulum C'an nOw .

be investigatedwith iegard co this comPOund pendultm. What new--

questiOns caii-youthink of-concerning the compOund pendulum..

122'
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What do children.think ,labOut penduluMs?

$tudies of Children's ideas abqut pehdulums have shown that
).,

childrenin the age range of 9 to 14 years often have a. >.2..ery complex

system of concepts about motiorgl Many children,haye a great deal of, -

direct experience Of periodic motion through swinging:On_ ropes and

various Xinds of swings.

.Bring a group of children.to the classroom and prov,ide them

with the chance to play for a While with a variety of pendulums.

After they, have had ample tite to become familiar with the pendulum,

show them a pendulum behind which yOu have placed a paper backgroUnd

(mounted on a cardboard or blackboard) as a.6 Figure 2.

Figure

Let the children watch-:the penduluM bob trace out a,path through

an arc of at least 45' on either side of the vertical position.

You can eifher ti.abe the pendulum path ahead of time, then

;,releaSe the,penduluM through.the same path, or,'.perhaps you can think

a method:to make the pendulum mark its.path as the children watch

.

NOw pull the:bob to one side and ask the-children 'what will-

happen when yOu release it What kinds Of ideaS do the.children talk.

I 2 3
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about? Do they talk about the speed of the pendulums? Do they

mention the weight? Do children of different ages talk about dif-

ferent things? Let the'children make a bar graph of some of the

quantities /they. mention. During this kind of exercise you will learn

not only something about pendulums, but also about how children of

different ages.See the world around theM.

B. . Explorations with Spinning Tops

Materials for making tops are commonplace. The activity of

:

designing anIW-Mdking beautiail and efficient tops provides many

Opportunities far,developing.skillS in:

i) determining what are the relevant variables,

quantifying, recording, and interpreting data,

iii) developing experimental techniques..

In addition, while working with tops, experiences can be gained
-1

that furnish a mare secure basis for fu'rther rpading and discussian
,

--_

of contepts such as centre Of mass, symmetry, precession, inertia,

etc.

.0ne group of students also explored some of these areas with

children. The experienbe indicated that the tOpic wourd also be-a

worthwhile area for younger people.ta explore.

Excerpt Trom an Account of Investigations on the Construction of Tops.

From the data we, collected-on the aboVe topic, it appears that

the following types of materials are suitable for making taps: soft

wood, hard wood, plasticine, wooden spindle, candle wax, bee Wax,

seeds, palm kernels/nuts, hard seeds, small nails.
1

1-2
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Observations:

1. . Soft wood was easy to work with but the pith, being very

soft, could not suppoi"--. metal points inserted to facili-

tate smooth spinning.

ii) Hard Wood required a longer time to Work with, but was

more solid in foim and cOuld support metal points inserted

at the base.

illy Palm kernels were the most difficult .materials to work

with because they required a lot more time and skill to

shape and drill in order to make a well-balanced top.

iv) Plasticine was the most simple material to work with

because it was easy to handle, to shape' re-shape,'fix a

spindle in and a spinning baSe.

'The amount of wieght placed on a top.has a definite effect on

its performance:-

3. The position of the weight on the top affects its.performance.

4. The shape Of a top affects its performance.

5. The kinds of surface on which a top spins affects its perfor-':

mance.
0..

6. The length of the.spindle affects the Oerformance of a top.
.

7
.

7., The size .of the .spindle must be in proportion to the:size of'

Consideragain the observations made by this group of-students.',
,

_

'Design_experiments-w ic wi 11 invesLigate each of the seven state-.

ments or observations they have made'.
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What are some of the considerations you might make in design-

ing your experimentS? For example, what measurements will you make

concerning a spinning top? What other conditions might affect your

results?

What do children think about tops?

Present a group. of young children'with a variety of-tops, and

the materials from whdch they can make tops,of their.own. Again,

-

observe how the children respond. Are theyalready familiar with

concept of spinning things? What ideas do the older children have

that-the younger children do not yet have? Do the children tend to

'learnfrom each other? Every observation of a groupof children

working, or-playing,- is liableffto give a deeper insight into the

development of children, their special nature and their special needs.

'We have 'now'considered briefly two kinds of motion - swinging

motion and spinning motion. What other. kinds of mOtion can yew think

-of? T atVother problems concerning motion can you think of? For

examplT what happens if an object is beth spinning and swinging at

the sam time?

TIie reader is encoUraged to design.his or her own experiMents

that'Will giVe a better understanding of different kinds of motion

under d'fferent circumstancee.. At the same time, a.primary school

. teacher should always keep_in-mind how-theSe ideas are related to._--

working 4th yoUng children.
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Chapter .5; Relations and Functions.

IntrodUction

We often notice that when one thing happens, another thing seems

to.happen as well.: For example, most children learn at an early.agel.

that When a female animal has become fatter than normal, she may.give

birth to a baby animal. Or, in some areaS people say that when a cer-

tain 'kind of aht is on the move in long.columns, it iS a sign.of. rain.

It often isl .

Such observations of "events"-in our strroundings makeAls suspect
7

that there is some connection between two or more events that take
:

place. One Of the most important parts'of science fs the-search for,

these connections. The series of activities that follow are meant to='

'help you'develop effective methods, or tbols, for finding relationships

among the variety_of naral phenoMena that take place around us.

These relationships often give us valuable clues which help us to solve

a probie0 in wnich we have become Interested.-

Several simple inveStigations are suggested: However, the reader

' is strongly.encouraged to watch for areas of study,which, he or She

finds particularly interesting. The'reader should then design and

carry oUt specific investigations,which will help-him or her to learn
.. .

,

.

as much as possible abOut-th:ose areas bf interest:chosen,-for study.

In mOst-casessuch-investigatiOns must be designed by the person-
, .

or .persons who are going to tarry out investigations. This.deSign

includes asking the proper questions, deciding how to collect the ex-

perimental data, as well as designing and building-or collecting the

\
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necessary apparatus.

Experimental results obtained during the course of the investi-

gation must be analysed in order to begin making tentative conclusions

about the problems we set out t&solve. A careful analysis of the

eXperimental data and situation often leads to.new problems to studY.

Solving problems'in a scientific waY.should be seen as a cOntinuous

process in which each perSon should participate fully. Thus, rather
.,

.than being merely a Study Of the-achievements of others', science edu-
,

cation can help us to acquire powerful tools to use in the prodess of

scientific problem solving.

6
. .

ActivitY 1. Relations Between Sets'of-Objects

Following-are,three.,examples of-twodifferent sets of objects.

Collezt these setscf objects according to the instructions given-

In each e>eample, can you see any relationship between the.

.members of the first set and the members of the seCond set?

A. .Leaves and seeds.

Set 1. :Leaves. dollect a large variety of leaves founcLarOund

your school. Bring to, theclassroom only:one specimen

of each kind of leaf in your collection-.
_

Set 2. Seeds::: Collect a large variety of seeds found around

your school. Bring to the classroom only one spe=imen

of each kind of seed in your,collection.
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. P. Flowering plants and flowers.

Set 1. Make a'list. of the flowering plants groWing near'your

school.

set 2.. Flowers. Make a collection of the flowers.from the

plants ofSet 1. Bring several'flowers from each plant

to the classroom.

Flowering plants and insects.

Set 1. Flowering plants.(, Make ,a listof the flowering plants.

near your school.,

Set 2. Insects. Observe the insects that feed on the flowering

:plants near your school. Make a liSt of as many dif-

ferent kinds of these insectS as ibossible..

How many different kinds of relationShips do your fellow students/

teachers see? o they agree ,with your description?

How did your relationships differ..in.exampleS and C?

Can-you 'find an effective way of describing eachof he re-

A.ationships you have. identified by meanSofa.diagram?'

DiScuss'the answers:to -these .questions with your, colleagues.

From Such a discussion may emerge e system of classifyithe kinds,

f relations
which_canLexist-between'different SetS'of .rahfects.

Three more':: examples of two different sete, of obje-1 e the

following.

"Children in two'different claSSrooms.

Set 1. All the Children in the first. class,of,a

primary school..

1 9 9



Set 2. _All the children in the_last class of a nearby primary

school.

E. StudentS and their home districts.

Set 1. Let Set I consist of all the students in your class.

.Set 2. Make a list of all the areas of the country (provinces,

or districts etc.) from which .students in your class.

might come.

'students and actiVity clubs.

Set 1: All the students in your class.

Set 2. Make a list of all the,attiViti clubs at your school:

In.each pair of sets hOw does the relationship between the:members

.Oftthe two sets coMpare with the'relatiohships you identified in

examples A, B, and C above?:,

HOG manylcinds pf relationShips have you now identified?

_
41ake a list of several examples of each kind of relationship

o

you have identified. Have you changed your system of classifying

your relationships?

One systaM of Olassifyino the relationships which can eriat
--

betWeen.the mers of two" diEferent sets is the following.

One-to-r-rn mapping. Corsider the following circumStances
. _

cerning a certa±nprimary school.

1. There are seven c1ses Pf children in the sChool

,,seven teachers, one, teacher assigned to each, class.

2. /There are .30 enLldren in path class, and 30 seats'itl

each classf:p pre-T,:;:t e;'.r each thild-

130
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Here we see two examples'of a connection.etween two different
- _

sets of " bjects". In 1.1how many teachers are assigned to,.or

respond to, eath particular classroom? In.2., how many children are

assigned.to; or correspond to, each seat in the-classroom?. In-both

cases we say that -Eljere is a one-to-one correspondentebetween-the

memhers of the two different sets.

Another way of'speaking 6f such connections between the members

Of two different sets of ohjects Is evident from the_diagrams in

Figures. 1, and 2. In Tigure line is draWn from each teacher to

his or her classroom.
A

m
r

ci"c

islc2
Ni,s, Le

v5.

Figure 2. Mapping of the set Of teachers on'to the-setof
classrooms:' '
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Thus we can say that there is a mapping from the set of.

teachers to the set of classroOms Similarly, from Figure 2 we can

say that there is a mappIng from the set of children to the.set of

seats in the dlassroori.. As yciu might expect, these are both examples

of aone-to-one'mapping.

Figure 7 Mapping of a set of 30 chiLdren on to the a-et
of 30 seats in the classratm.

Nea7a, any of the relationshIps you idertifiea in the pr=Lcus

..F.7rampaes ti type? What.changes could you make in the se= from

±te prevics examples tdmake-a one-to-one mapping 'possible?

Many..:-tocne mapping. 1let,one set be made up, of thechildren in

a certain vi1lagel-a d the secoh c. set-of the fathers c:if tos

X.
children. Mow many membeis of the`,first set (the childrn` ::.ight be

assIgned j each memher ofthe second set (fathersY? Mow.many 'members

1 3.2
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of the second set might be assigned to each member of the first set?

in this case we,speak of a many-to-one corraspondence between the two

s6ts, or, as we see:froM Figure 3, we can make a many-to-one mapping.

-
--------

-zr

1 I-----
re.

of Childrzn Set cif Fathers

Fi,Tare 3. Many--up-ne mappig bet./een the sem of Children
and uue se-baf their fathers,

Manv-to-many men=ing. Consider now the:mebp.1---4g o f the. set

1./Fiich consists of coni_, -Idiseases found in socie-.tymo the set.whose

members are the inhabitants of:a certain villace. -,:an you expl-ain__

under-what-circumstances this might be an example af a many-to-many

mapping between two sets? Draw a euitab1e'diac7ram,

Cbnsider na,i the relationships vou ident.±..f.fieL when comparing.the

pairs of 'sets in the previous.examples, inc1uding-7.those exampleS fur-
-L.4 :

nished by you Do 'they fit intm tha categories of one-to-one, many-

to-One or many-tb-many maPpings2 If not, how might they be,changed

3

1/4
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so thaz they do gain, discuss.these questions.with your fellow.

students.

- Try to think of as many examples as you can of the different

kinds of mappings: Draw your examples from a.variety of different

fields of interest. Por example, considerrthe marriage laws in

different societies. How do marriage laws in a 'society "map" tbe two

'sets, male and°female, with respect to Marriage?

'A thorough understanding of the ideaS connected with mapping

between'different sets of objects will help to understand more compli-

. cated relationships met in further scientific Studies of many dif-_

ferent kinds.

Activity 2.
7

RelatiOns BetWeen Sets of.MeasUrements

Another type of mapping Which is often useful is the mapping
I

between two sets of measUrements. Following ate three examples Of

:Sets of measurements between which weJnight establish Useful relation-

ships. rh each example, watch fOr questions which might lead to

further investigations of the area Of study cOncerned
-

Patterns of Growth of Human Beings

Perform.the following four,measurements for yourself, and for

several other people of different ages, including.small children.

Measurement 1.. Spread your hand as wide as you can, .Measure

the distancefrom the tip of your thumb to the,

tip of your little finger. Call this

3: 3 '1
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S
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distance H.

Measurement 2. Measure the length of'your 1eg from the tip

of your foot (with your toes stretched down-
,

wards), to the top of your thigh. .Call this

distance L.

Measurement 3. Using a piece of string, measure the largest

\ -.circumference around your. head,. Call this

distance S.
\

Mpadurement Record.your age..

When you have performed these measurements .for several peOPle,

you will have.foUr.sets 'Of meaSurements among which you can attempt
, I k

to establish variouS relationships Howpan yoU:make'a one-to-one'.

.
relationhip, or mapping, between ahy two setsof'measureMents4?

.1
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What do the'relaEionships you have established tell you About

the orocess of physicalgrowt of a perfon? For example, what:is-the

'relationship betWeen the meaSurement of Si:the circumference Of the

head, and the age-Of a person?

/.7

You can show your relationship in a useful way by' means of a

'graph. For-example, make a graph by plotting-the value of S against

the corresponding age,for each person you have teasured. How. might
.

this graph help yot to-discover moke Wout,..the relationship between

head size and age?

Or, you might plot the value of H against .,the'correspondingvite

of,L for each perSon in your sample. 4-1(might-such-a graph help yOU

1eArn more About the relationship between H and L?

Each vai_ue of'L-canbe divided by th&corresponding value of
e

Let uS call'.this ration of LArby 'the neW label R. Suppose you'make a

.vgraph by plotting R against'L. What does this. new graph tell uS about

the.relationship between L,and H..? How is th s graPh related, to the.

p t iots---graphr

What. are some of the questions.that occur to you concerning these

sets (:),- measurements? Fot example,

How does the proces of growth differ between an infant

. and a ten, year old child?

Does everyone of.the same age grow at the same rate?'

Do-all parts-of the:body grow at the same rate?

What would the reaults'be of simi1ar measurements made

of 'different kinds of'anima1s?,
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By increasing the number of individuals measured in yOut

you may'learn moreabout patterns 9f growth. For example, you may find

th t the measurements for some individuals differ Considerably from
,

thp average value Or, in somg, cases the measurements for a group of

individuals are, quite'differ t from the usual pattern. The reader,is"

endouraged-to,uSe hisor'her data as a Starting point for a more com-
.

-prehensive Study Of the growtlJ pattekns of human beings.as well

other living things.

B. IdentifiCation of Tlant Species

Collect a lakqe'sample of leaves (at least 50) from a bush or

tree Measure and record the length and width of each'leaf in your

collection. Call'the length L ,and die width W. .

. What relationship do you see between he length and the width of

the.leaves you have'collected? :Make a grapof,t he length,- L, against

-the width, W, for your set of measurements. How do-es'this graph helpA

you to:see Mcire clearly any possible relationships between*L and W?.

Each value of L cap be divided by the corresponding value of V.

call.the ratio L/W by the new label R. Make a graph of

egainst:L. How is this graph related to-the previoUs graph?' Does'

this graph tell us anything new -about the relationship between L and'

W?

.Collect.the same number of.leaveifrom another bush 'or tree of

the same species as the first collection. Measure and record L and W

fox each leaf, calculate tho ratio Ri .end 'make a.graph of R veksus L
.r

alp before. How does this gr'aph coMpare with the gr pl 'tor the first
el,
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Collection? AFigure 4 shows the results of such measurements for two

different Bouganvillea bushes, one with pink sepals, and the other

with white sepals.j

Now ,c011eet.leaves from a similar, butslightly different bush

or tree. Perform the same MeaSurementS and make a graph of R versus

L. How does this graph.compare with the first two graphs? :To what

might:you attribute,e.ny differences?'

-How can such-graphs be used.to determine slight differences of

plants within the same species? Or between gimilar species?

Can yod think of other exaMples of properties of living things'

that can be measured and used in.this.way tb determine differenceS

between or within similar species?

C. Detertining Conditicns of Plant-Growth

Collectseveral'samples of the vines'of;the sweet potato. For

each sample, measure the distance between successive nodes. Make a

graph of the distance between nodes versus the number of the node. Each

vine collected can be represented by a different line on the graph.

;

Do all vines show the same pattern of growth?

What pielces of information can such a graph.tell us?

What eXplanations can you offer for the patterns of growth of

the vines you have collected?

Now cut the vine across at each, node and measure the cross-

sectional area of the node. Make,a graph of this area versus.the num-

ber of the node, ,Again, can you offer any explanation, for the re-

,

lationshipyou have esta)plished between the size of the node and.its

138
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This is, oniy an. eXaMPle of how-measurements of plantamight Yield

ihformation about the conditions under which they were grown. The

reader is encouraged to look,for and study other samplesof plants and

animals in a similar Way..

eV1
,

..ctivity 3. Looking For'Relationships

We have now seen several examples of relationships between sets

of objeCts, Or between sets of measurements. Wa have alsa.Seen how

some of theSe.relationships help:us to learn more abgut 'the situation.

being-studied. For example, what conclusions were you able to draw

about the growth patterns'of living things from the relations you

established in .Activity 2?

Throughout this section of the Handbook, as well as'in parts of

ther sectionS,.there are a Variety of science'investigations either

described or suggested. Examine some of the areas Of investigation
0

to see.if you can apply the-techniques used.ih this chapter to iden-

tify relationships 'between varibus sets of objects or meaSurements.

One way in which such relationships canlpe-quaeful is the. follow-

ing. Sometimesdatacollectedcah.beused to predict the reSults of

measurements that would be difficult or itpossible to obtain. In

such cases, presenting.the data in the form of a graph often makes it

easier to see what kind of predictions can be made. For example, 'in
.

1

Chapter 2 of this section, Strength Of Material's, there are many

natural applications of the tachniques Of graphing.

I 4 ;
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List as many examples as you can of predictions thatjnight be'

.j,mado from,data that has already been collected. Where possible, carry
_out additional measurements to,verify if your predictions are valid._

:Verifying predictionS that you have made is'an extremely important.

part .of the scientific
proceSs.; Discrepancies between predictions and.

; further observatiOns 'force Us to look for causes of such discrepancies.

What discrepancies have YOu noticcd between your predictions'and

observations? What do you think caused those discrepancies?
,

This seardh for auses of ,disagreements between theCries and

experiment oftsn leads to new problems to solve. 'Canyou'think of new

qUestions tha. t were raised in your mind because

This interaction betWeen theory and experiment is what.makeS the pro-

'cessof scientific-enquiry continuous and open ended.

'such disagreements?'

3:

11"

o



SECTION III

Summary

This secti has shown 'some examples of-topics-for

- 134 -.

gation by students means of the enquiry dr discovery approaCh:

Each topid, or chap er, was described in a:manner whidh emphasiSed

a particular Aspedt of a Scientific inveStigation. Most'investi-

gations Will include somepart of each of the aspects treated,in the

varibus ,Ohapters.

The reader is endouraged to look'for and investigate as manY-,

'different topics as.possible which may.b of interesz- I= woUld.be

-useful to reflect on how each facet of a scientifinvest:lgetion

occu=a in the studies you'undertake. Experience inring out

sz=h.scientific studies will not oply add to your .t.anding,Of

'the world, but will also.better enable you td.provide opportunities

for children to work in a siMilarfashioni.
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SECTION IV

. ILLUSTRATIONS

OF

CHILDREN.

:DOING SCIENCE

CHICKS IN THE CLASSROOM

LOR RRIMARY ACTIVITIES WET SAND

TIME:7 MAKING CLOCKS
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SECTION IV.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF CHILDREN DOING SCIENCE

Introduction

engaged in somez:Of the activities in Section III, yOu

should be develcping.some ideas and feelings about what it is like
.

.
.

to work as a scientist. HaVing done so,) you have'seen. that .it Es

..-exditing to doscience, and thalearning how to learn and to solve._
'

problems is .zseful. .But oerhaps you have begun' to ask the question,

"Buc it'is difficult and can children work in this way?"

To answer this. question simply by saying "Yes, of course they-

.-can," has never convinded anybody. 'Most peopie:Come to.believe this

.

...-after they have had personal,exPerdence and seen it happening with'
.

.

d
0

their,own eyes Starting to work' with.children in this:stYle is the.

best way of finding out what children are 'capable of-doing-4f-given

the oPportunity. However, readingabout the work7that.children have
.

done', though second.bestr,can al-o he exciting..and educational if

their work is.read carefullY and thoughtfully. -And one must-always

..emeinber, as is discussed in Section V,. that children.are thildron

with their own particular.way of'lobking atcphe world and that they

are not miniature adUlts in disguise.

The readings that follow illustrate a variety of situations..

Where children were encouraged to work as scientists (in contrast to

being taught about scisence). Read these illustrations carefully.

Then compare what the children were doing and feeling, while they are.

investigating; with your own experiences when you were engaged with.

,



worl:.in Section III. Thiniabout the value' of emzOuraging children

. to work i this way.
.

The fizSt example is a booklet produced t7-a clas of five and

six year,olds,'who Were stimulated,t6 become .i=:_arested in one-particu-

lar,plant. The seCond is an account written_hy.a-teachér and her'clasS

of eleven year olds who decided-to explore thi-i-T local environment, in'

this Case the beach.bordering the fishing.villalige where they lived.

The third a report written by a class of eleven year olds far in-

.1and'on the.other-side Of Africa. These children, unlike the other

.classes, wrote their report in:their mother tongue. The account Am

this book hasApeen translated.-

Not all the conclusiOns reaChed by the children in the third

'excerpt are actually valid or accurate. But they ate what the. child-
,

'ren decided fp,Om their own:observations. The teacher can later-go
t.

ck and have the pupils repeat some_of their observations and re-
.

ine their conclusions, to see if they change at, all:

bvious and gross errors pan theh be "corrected by.discussion

(for the children have the background ekperience on which to'base

.fruitful discussion). Alternatively, or in addition, the children

a
can be expose to new sitUations that will help them see more-clearly\

. -

xthe-details they had miSsed, which ,led them totiaking the wrong con-,

clusions.

ThiS shbuld ays, be recognised as part of the guidance role of

th4 teabher. It would be otherWise self-defeating to allow,!Children to

, .

'akold inaccurate ideas or uild upon inaccurate'scientific information..
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THE SENSITIV,E PLANT:

School : Tower Hill Kindergarten sierra Leone

Teacher : Mrs. J. Hill
. Date : July 1972.'

The children (aged 5 or 6' yelars) came. to .the conclusion orally that the plant ,

needed water to bc sensitive. T ey thought that the.teason for the plant being

sensitiveyhen its roots were in the gtoUnd, and not when the Stem Was,planted, was

.1

. : that the roots'cOuld take up *;isture-from,the soil which,the'stem was not able to,

;

do. HoweVer, when in' watr, /the steM could take. up water and,the plant therefOre

., remained sensitive.

,

This 'a.;guMent was ncot tecorde'd'.by the childten.because they found it,difficult

enough to put their conc14ions into words, and were,not willing to,spend ime labori.7
, I ,

ously recording the ieasqnng behind each stage of the inveStigation.

It is interesting, to note that this littre investigation statted with the interest
1"1

Cf.several children in :the sensitive plants growing in the school playground. The teacher

had absOlutely no khowledge of the plant, and nOt:until after the children had Come to ,

%

.their:conclusionS did She discover that they,were inJact correct in-supposing that the

plant needed water to, display its sensitivity

151,
"The Sensitiveplant" - Mimosa pudica
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Class Record

Sierra teofte



During the months of January and February my olas,
six children studied the beaches and sea at Juba. This
book is a colleetion of writings, drawings and photo-
graphs of what they discovered.

As a teacher I have observed that children truly learn
when they try to solve questiors which they themselves
ask. In order for children co askquestions they need
a diversity of materialS to arouse thetecuriousity and
a sense of freedom to question and explore their own
potential. For my, school, the beaches Provide the .

materials. But it 'doesn't matter whether it's a beach
or a river or aniiplandfarm or a village market: the
children will still want t ask questions and find out.
Whatever is near the so Ool the children can study,
and because it is near the school and the chfldrens
homes it is impo :tant.

I hope the following pages sho,kiiiat the generaltopic
of beaches and sea integrated many experiences of
learning. The children found and observed a wide
variety of animals. They examined rocks and shells
and sand. They tasted and tested water for salt con-
tent. They counted waves and the flow of rivers and
talked to fishermen. The challenges were without
limit.
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The children knew much about the beach environment.
before th:ey began their study. The events of this
unit encouraged them to find answers to-riew questions .

They '"wantedto.learn and because:of thiS they used and
developed their skills they measured, weighed,:
compared arid counted, they-kept-notes-and.diseussed,,
their findings. Flax- me; their own 'evaluations and .

this record book tell more about the progress of the
children than any written exaMination j-rmiglit have

, given them.

MoSt important, the children had the satisfaction of '

'discovering things on their own:. Their discoveries
built their confidence- to look further into what is
around them. This book iS the result of the childrehrs
looking and experimenting, a: continuous inquiry into.
their environment.

Teacher .

Juba Army Rural School.
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After a week of working 'with the children a spirit of
zeal and happiness came-over me. By this time I saw
that the children, when left to themselves; can learn
many things. They no longer waited for me to give
them instructions. Instead each group of four chose
a leader and the children kept daily records of what
they did.

At this stage the children started making investiga-
tions even after school hours. They often reported
their findi.ngs in class the following day.

Daily the children became more curious about the
environment of the beach. -And daily my interest be-
came greater as I saw how the children were pro-
gressing. Soon the children started looking more clo-
sely at tides and waves, water and sand, the river
and many other things.
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I tried to askquestions which would lead the children to fur-
ther inquiry. As the children went on, newquestions started
coming from- what they were studying and from each other
rather than from me.

Here are some of the questions:

What do 'he wir /,ring to the beach?
How does sand ill de along the beach?
Why does dry -111d stick to my feet?
Why is wet sand heavier than dry s,and? .

How far do you have to dig in the sand to find water?
How'does a crab dig a hole in the sand?
Why are some crab holes very big and some very small?
How close can you get to a crab before it runs away?
How many legs",does a crab have?
What do crabs do at night?
Can fresh water fish live in salt water?
Can salt water fish live in fresh water?
What can yOu use to feed fish in the classroom?
What keeps the fish's bones together?
Do all butterfish have 21 bones?
How does a fish move in water?
Why can't we live like fish?
What makes quainde-quainde stick on rocks?
Where does_the water go atlow tide?
Is the tide high in Juba at the smile time as in Kissy?(
Do waves make noise in the middle of the ocean?
Why-couldnt we make the fresh water Toam?
How much salt is in a gallon of sea water?
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Near our school ',ye a fresh-water sw named
Portoh Swanp has an c 1tto th. a. The

told meihal 11,1 mthuals in this
swamp needlefishes, mudsldppers, crabS and tor-
toises.

The day afteT Samuel 'came to' school with a 1?aby Pea

turtle, flawa found, a land tortoise. I paw thir.as an:
opportunity for the ch4dren to cOmpare animals from

different environments. We talked about the animals
we had alteady collected "and the places we had col-
leeted them. Soon after, I took the class to Portoh
S* amp.

Sothe of the animals the chAdren found a.,t the, swamp

Were quit,e different from.animals. that Iiite near the,
beach. I learned that the 'sea hare and mudskipper-':,:

.are aniinals o0y found in swampy or tidal waters.

.._..Qthers,such_S_thland_tOrtoise-and--land,ciab.clook-L
like their neigh.bors the Pea :turtle and beach crab,
bUt the.:ohilaren gradually discovered that animals
whioh look alike may be yery. different..

2 I 0
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There was surprise and excitement among all the chil-
dren when one group which hid moved to the far end
of the river brought back a strange animL 1\iUne of
us had seen it before. The clildren vranned to know
the name of this animal.. We hurried to our head-
mistress Mrs. Finney. But she herself was
it for thefErst time too. At hezmggestionwe carried
the specimens to Mrs. Gomez, Inspector of Sthools..
Mrs. Gomez soitthe animals to Drs. Norman Cole arid
Modupe Wil iu of the Umiversity of Sierra Leone.
Four days la:.er we heard -with great pride t=t this
was the first -me so manrof these animals h=1 been
seen in the Eaiversity laboratories. We learn.,A that
the attnal wi-as called the seatare, or aplysi-.L. The

children werElappy that they hid discovereL some-
thing of helpmrthe University.

.2
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tEFERENCE

.FOURAH. BAY COELEGE.

Hiss'Hami Namara'
Juba Army Rural Primary Sehool
Juba.

Dear ass !Camara,

Department of Zoology,

FREETOWN
SIERRA LEONE

.FebrUarY 071
4

I received & collection ef sea hares brought to the
Department for identifioatientry Mrs: X.D.Gomes, Inspeotor of
Sohools. I. understand that they were,00llected by pupils of
class six, under your direction. This is the largest local
collection of Aplysia, the sea hare that I have ever seen.
We hmd previously colleoted'only'one specimen at York beach

few years ago.

Your pupils ought to be encouraged on the collection
and study of animals not only from the sea-shore but also
from other habitats, as this is the best way of learning
about living things'.

Ire would always be 'milling to help in the identification
of animals and rendsr any othar form of assiatance in your
study of the Fauma of Sierra Leone.

I wish you suocess in your undertaking.

Yours sincerely

H. 0 ',Willi

.Profess or & Head of Department:



One afternoon the children and I went down the beach
to study the habitat of the sea hare and to make further
collections of fishes and crabs. We left the river
and were moving towards the swamp end when suddenly
a shout came from one of the boys in front. 4 Teacher,
there is ,a big crocodile under the mangrove planes' !
We were so panicked that we ran immediately from
the swamp end of the river to the beach.

I was curious to know about crocodiles. I started to
questionthe children. First I found out that this cro-
codile seen in the river was dead. I asked what would
have happened to us if it were alive. One child said
that it would have torn-us to pieces, another that it
would have thrown us in the river with its tail.

At this time I Qlearned from the children that there
are many crocodiles in the river. Sometimes they
even approach nearby, houses. The fishermen hunt
them. We took part of the decomposed skin, examined
it and threw it in the water. If the crocodile had not
been so badly decomposed we would have taken the
bones to class for our collections.

230
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It Wasn't everyday that the children set out for the

beach with definite objectives. Even when they did

plan activities there was always time to ,pursue the

unexpected occurrence. That is what happened with

the crocodile and the sea hare,

Sometinies the children just built little grass houses

in the 'sand, or made drip castles, or talked to pieople

on the beach, or searchq for things the waVes had

washed &oh. ,
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tiNAWAJUA? (jo You Know Them?)

Introduction

The,topic- Oh Inse.ct-s---isL-perh-aps the longest _@_yleX.--Elerter-1.p..
.of Standard V. bn the other hand, it was-a very 'interesting One as far,

as-their participation is Concerned: 'I am therefbre apt to think that

this has been so first, because of the natural interest of children to

play with things, and especially living.creatures-like insects which

'their can run after, catcl keep ad sometimes even.eat just as a Matter
i 1

of play.

ruaybeit's because they can be seep a-zret,everywhere,

and-so it is pot much trouble to.get them. Thirdlv-,,, in=acts, especially,

soine of them, are verY beautiful And so they'r ,LctiVe in their
.--

conztruction. Lastly, but not really the leaSt, children ar a bit;
,

Intazested in finding out more abOut these "dudus-

Having done the topic on "Seeds," it was the children who suggest-

I didn't:object but instead allowedd to me this topic op insects.

them to go ahead

,They began studying various insects WhiCh are Mostly found in the

area around the schobl, One group, for example would go to catch one

or two insects according to the group's'decision. What they did after

that was to Observe the outside strutture of the inseCt(s) cloeely

lising their first hand Ioolsi the eyes, hands and when necessarY tIwY

-did use'hand lenseS. After that they'd meet.and examine the insects-'

more carefully before they went back into the Classroom.to Write down

short noteS of at.least the main things to remember.

2 3 ,



The followinqday,they'd catch sCme other_inseotc af-t

. 77-7type an ereabouts. Once they.had had enough information

they either left the particular insects like.that or caught at least one

and kept him-Somewhere in the tin or pinned him on the wall aS: a 'sample.

Some pupil8 having canght and examined-therci,..drew a picture of them and
. .

thenjeft them to go.their waY,

Their procedure of examining them was as follews:r theiL struc-v

tion, the number of legs, the colour, whether fl7ing or,fnmping insects,

where to finc±m mostly, and their food. Of r---Igrser each :troup had

its Own way investigation though in act=al_I-act, the principles Were

more or less =ne same. this went on in d6cordance with grou=preferences

and wishe4 in.the areas.of Study..

."Which insects resemble each other and in which way?" ThiS and

many other questions put some children in the'activities of comparing

one insect'to another While some pupils had already been doing.it with-

out help. This could beseen in their science notebook4. . Here, their

short previous notes proved that they were very useful beeause in order

to put the various insects\into claSses they had forgotten or Wanted.to

- .

prove or make sure of, they\had to refer to-their notebooks.

}ifter this work.of claSsification each group continuedwith the

study on the inSects it was-most interested in.. This was just my own

\

suggestion, for some-groups, one ar_two, which hadWt really shown

\
great interest in any of the "d dus" they. hadobServed. Mast groups

had already, at this stage, beenAinvolved in finding out more abOut

their particplar, insect.. Twd groups were busy with spiderS (Buibui)
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grasshopper's "Panz.4" and another one:with "9 Deaemb

the last One with a butterfly. ''Kipopoo," In the long tun the foUr'

groups changed their minds and decided to learn about the epider.. (One

-reasOn they gave was that they couldn'tgetenough:informatiOn.beCtuse

:A.t was difficult,to_get the eggs of the other three animals.) "What

makes you Choose a spidqr?". WelI.sir, eas.ily:kound, it's nat

very fierce, it's beautiful, its way ofcatching insects-ie-7yety,funny,

wejfke it and.nia other reasons,,-These were the reaeons moSt pupils

gave me. They we= ah6ad finding out and writing notes down.andothets.

making drawings, =til they discovered sptprisingIy,enough that there'.

were- about five t=ces of spiders just around 7zhe school.

We then had a discussion about what we had been learning and what

we'could do with'the ideas'and facts we had gathered. There were many

suggestions but the suggestion most welcomed by the majority was that

making or keeping our work of tesearch in.some good order in the

form of a book. It wassUggested that a committee of.siX trusted,pupils..
.

to work.together With the teadher.be elected. Its duty would be to

collect the materials from different individual and,grOUp.notes and

artange them orderly in a single book therefore-, six pupils were 1

elected and theY began their work seriously. They did thisfót alMos

a fortnight and were just going to complete the first toughcopy whe4

'they had to break off:. I toOk the trouble myself to compldte the lefty.-

out bit .and :then rewrite it more neatly after 1. had made:a few correc-

tions here_and there; mostly being in.languaga.

It should be,Understood that the insects. which are in their

237
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writing are not the only ones they've studied about. No, these are

just som of the. laany.'_

Accf:=ding to the children's response, their participation and

' reports they have given, I should say that at least a good number of
--

theM have_learnt at least one of the following things, if not.more:

a. That

Is :the

the method of approach 'of finding out.about tOmething

waY of questiOning leading to'tackling of ordinary,

.

. ...

prohlems logically, and not just accepting.an answer or'
_

y

idea before proving or making.,sure by doing and.giving'

reascns why!

That Cooperation is sometimes necestary.

c. Writing down clear notes is very.helpfill, especially when

one haS,to refer, back toothem. On the whole there is tome

improvement aS.to the way notes are now jotted down.

d. Discovelkd the secrets of some Of the "dUdus": they know

vvery little About or,,w6're very:much afrAid of or heard

strangeand false stories about. They learnt, too, that

after all, not all insects'are harmful. and uselets, but

ACtually most ofthe harmful insects are
,

on the one hand

harmful t,osome extent, but on the other hand very useful

in.other ways,

Conrad J..Bugeke
New SCience Teacher.
Kigurunyembe Primary School
'Tanzania'

2 3 3
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ipc:you KN6w THEM?

The.coMmittee of pupils 'from the Stand.- 1 V class of Kigurunyembe.

DemOnstration School which concerned itself w.±.±h the collection of

various informtion and w±th preparing thiS L=pument was comPrieed 0

.dume Kibwana
Brigitha Nicólas
Joel MwangulUmba
Maria John

Celestin: Francis

'Advisory Teacher: C.J. Bugeke

We welcome any suggestions from you regarding any,changes or

.additions Which may be'considered necessary.

-.ARTHR6PODA - Insects

Insects, whiCh are living beings like men, differ in form,thoW:

they.,,live and the foods they' eat.

There are very'many kinde of'inSects in the wQd in the same

as there are many different tribes dr nations w o live differently.::

The followingare but a few of the inSects

served and interested outselves very much

creation'and living.

'Writing

we have carefully ob
,

the manner of their

We have thus thought it:important to puE thet in

as emorandum because from their study we,have learnt a lot, of .

:useful inform tion and Wellopb we shall continue to learn.a loit more.

Standard V

Kigurünyembe, Detonstration Schocil
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iNSECTS WHICH-.LIVE COMMUNALLY

Londoza (Wasp), Mchwa (White Ant), Nyenyele (Small Black Ant),

Nyuki (Bee) ,-Siafu .(Safari Ant) , Sungusungu (Large Black.Ant).-

. Nyenyele
e

Nyenyele is orie of the very smallest insects but.cunning an its
,

way of life.. This insect and its kind live in the soil but it also
, !'

likes Climbing on tuch trees as mangotrees when 'searching for anything

.fot hiMself.

ManyTof these insects live.together, helping each other in finding
i

cpod, building houses and in protecting theMselves a ainst their enemies

and-rain. You can hardly see thein single because-they are so small and
-

ITIust be many tb help.each other to be able to do the more diffiCult,
, y

-tasks. An interesting thing about them is that they do not rest through-

oUt the,day except at night. only.
L

I !

We have tried to put a different insect in their hole. Alas!
H ,

is exciting hOW theyall_attaCk thegrasshopper. They d not leave him
--

,
.

.---
a1on-6-tififii he is dead and there and then they eill have found their

,

I

.

.

fOod.. We have diecoyered.that during.the,rainy season water doee not

geto them becadse in their hole there are'very many i'ooms and a.lot
! 1

,

Iof Corners. Their food is other smaller insects and powdery things be-'

\caUse we hav&eeen them discharge remains of insecte like white ants.

:rhe other inseCts mentiOned above live-togethe
1

9 4 0

like Nyenyele.



Bee*

INSECTS wfacri MAKE HONEY

4eei Butterkly,.Wasp.

,

The bee lays its eggs and.puts them in her' housec.in different.

..roome,f When the young ones come out She busies!herself looking for

food for themfrom flowers or fruits. They grOw until they are quite

big then they develop eyeS and'in their bellies there is white milk

whiQh helps themAs food also'.

The bee carrisS its foOd bysucking it and also uses its.legs

bacaue,they are hairy for catching thi,ngs. In ,its rooMs it keeps the

sweet Watery sUbStance and other thirio Which make honey. AfteT A

Certa.)..11 period.the honey goes bad.

INSECTS WHICH. po NOT BITE

Chambo (EArth-worm),Mndewa (?) 9 - Desethba (Praying Mantis),

. .

Sia CLeaping insetts), Kipepet '(BUtterfly) , Fukufuku, (Ant-lion)

9 -Desemba

This"i one Of the huMblest insects Which.ddes.not bite And hurt.

',his insect Ls reoallY:w.Onderful but belongs to theasshopper
\,

*Here iS an'example of one situation ;hat can be reproducedto enahle
H the.ohildren tO' learn more.-,About bees a.n4 their social Organj.zation

and hierarchY. Then tEe'roIes 'of worker and queen:bees,cotld better-be4ppteCiated. . . _
-4

. .
,

_

:No other:examples will be referred'to Specifically; but the teacher
.is ddli.ised to,:cheCk children'S' Observations and'conclusions always.,
.That'way she can readily:nelpthem draw the best out of their learning

d5 itilatibriP .

-
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When younq he loves'living in-red flowers, especially roses. Ongrow7.7,

ing wijighe CFI ges 'colour and becomes.greenish.,. yellowish and black-

ish in APPAarance.TrOm purple. This insect haa two nuMbers on its

- =

siaes'Ori.'its-wings. Whfch are '6:ind 9 surroUnde'd:by the three COlours
\

naMely green, black nc1 yellow. It.is indeed these numbers Which made

us call him 9.-. DeSemba remembering the.col.bUr of our Independence'

,Flag. He is' 'Very attractive to look at, and gentle.
,/ \.

only,

When young he verY much likes to sup waterings found. in flowers:

although.when he grows, up he:leaves.this place And beginS to
..,

stage ia-butterflieSfind_food,iuited to'himself. His-goOd'at,this

-Z,/,.

.when Wev/ neare'd him-we. had collected.bUtterflies.for him. He very mUch,

: .:-
.

/
.

likes/eating-those 13arts of:the wings.which are powdery He hibself.

-waylays:-the butterflies amOng flowers when theY2t4i the waterand"-/
.

.,

catChes. them and stings them'one by:One Wi,.th stings on hls belly. We
'

0
I .

caught one'and nurtUred it in a big mug'frOm .Z.,..5..f969 and he:fully grew

'.as we continued sUpplying.him with butterflieS and a little water-

H s belly,is long and eleyated and thorny which.gives him px
, .
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tection. His'head is emall and has.wings and six legs. The appearance

of this insect is very attractive. I.am not'quite sure whether in 1970

they will come out with the Same nuMbers 6 and 9. We shall wait and

see.

Sia

INSECTS WITH THREE PARTS

Londoza,(Wasp), Majimoto (Hot-water Ant), Nyuki (Bee); Sia

(Safari and like) , Sungusungu (Large Black Ant) Inzi (House Fly)

9 - DeseMba (Praying MantiS), Nyenze, Nyenyele (SMall Black Ant)

Kipepeo (Butterfly) , KuMbikumbi, (linged termite)

ThiS is an insect which merely leaps a long distance Its wings

are rather short and this is-why he is unable to fly With his wings like

the grasshopper: He resembles the grasshopper except that his colos.Ir

. is greenish. This insect is large in size ar.d loves living ih green

grass whi'ch is tender coloured like his b6dy, His-eyes are big and

white.. This green ccilour.helps him greatly becadse when hidden .in-

green leaves he is noteaSily detectable by his enemies, for instance,

r.btrds, other-inseCts or even us -children. His fOod is tender leaves or
. ,

substance that is really soft. His,head looks small because his.eyes

'are very big.
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r

INSECTS WHICH LIVE UNDERGROUND

Nyenyele, Mchwa,.Fukufuku, 8iafu

FUkufuku

Fukufuku is one of the insects which have no eyes and which lives

undergtound. it is an interesting insect because instead of moving

forwards like other,animals it.moves backwards. It has six legs; four

.fore-legs and two hind-legs. .Two of its fore-legs ate much longer and

the hind ones'which it uses 'to push itself and to lift his stomach so ,

that he can move are very short. His head is very small and has two

horns which serve in plaCe of eyes. His skin is thin like that of a

python.

His food is mere mud because he lives in dry mud. In time of

v 0

rain if he is soaked very much the poot,creature dies because his life

is short.

.9
Z.;
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INSECTS wl-ItcH LOVE LIVING IN TREES

'Majimoto. (Hot Water Ant):, Mchwa (White Ant)

Majimoto

.

IMajimoto is an insect which loves living in fruit trees like

mango-trees, guava tt 'zees and the like .Majimoto has three part in

shape which,are.head, chest and stoMach. His eyes are greenish. His

waist is narrow and his legs are light. He very much resembles the

safari ant. His colour is coConut like.

His real food as we observed is fruits. This-insect is very

...aggressive and this is why, I think, is the -origin.of.his being called

Majimoto, because of his aggressive habit of biting and moving quickly.

If one attempts to arrest him he hastens moVement and to catch-him

is a big problem. In fact he is a yeti, fier insect.

Londoza

Our- observation of the Londoza is that he is not ery much,dis-

tinct from the bee. The real difference is that Londoza ha no hairs

on his legs. Secontily, his stomach is roundjn shape and'has no Ines.
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Thirdly, he does ri'bt build a good house like"that of the,-bee. Londoza

is very aggressive if you disturb him and'especially if you demolish

his house. He uses his sting like:the bee indefending himself. If

'he Stings you in the face, the-face will Swell at once. 7

His food is watery substance and he likes catching grubs like

"Washawasha" whom he carries to his house:for food. He builds On house

roofs or on the.walls near the roof.

This insect has three parts and its waist is narrow..

These insects like living in sWarMs helping each other in their.

work.

INSECTS WHICH ARE ATTRACTED BY LIGHT OF LAMP"

Kumbikumbi (Winged termite) , Senene (a kind of green grasshopper)

Senene

SeRene is a kind of green grasshopper. They love staying in

lamp-light. Many people use_them for food.. On.approaching a lamp

lightj_t Qoes settle and if you do not catch it, it can put the lamp
. -

Off. I saw a certain woman roasting them and eating them with fooci

61 4(
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To preparb it until you eat it you do as follows: You first fry them

until they are almbst charred then you rembve their wings and apply'

cooking oil and then, eat them.

OTHER DIFFERENT.GROUPS OF INSECTS

Wingless Insects: Siafu, majimoto, nyenyele, mchwa, buibui

(Spider), chunguchungu, tandu (centipede).

. Those with Six Legs: Panzi, Senene, nyenze, mndewa, chawa (lice),

'Those Which Come Out

During Rain:

majimoto, mvuvuele,

siafri, nyuki, mtbamkia (with tail raised) ,

fukufUku,:mchwa, sia, chungudhungu, londoza,

kipepeo,

Jongob

Chambo..

KonokonO snail),

Insects:Which Live in 'BUibui, morxwa, londozai nyuki,.mvuvuele,

Houses They. Have Built majimoto, fukufuku,.nyenyele, kumbikumbi.

TheMeelvee:"

Those Which Build

Houses of Mud:

Mchwa, fukufuku, nycnYele, siafu.

Insects.with Thin Waists: Londoza, majiMoto, chunguchungu,

Insects Which Cause ',:he BOdY Itching:1 Washawasha, Funza(jigger)
\

Insects WhiCh Eat Cloths and Paper.:. '7 Men e (Cockroach) ! MchWa.

Eyeless Insects: FukufuRu,rChambo

-
.Insects with Teri Legs: Ngadu (scorpion) \

,Jongoo,,Tandu, \WaShawasha..Insects with Multiple Legs:



Legless Insects.:.
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Chambo

InseCts which- Li'Ve in WaTter.: .Ngadu, MkiMbia

Cunning Quick Moving Insects: Kipepeo, Mende,

Insects with Wings:: Kipepeo, Panzi, Londoza,, Senene, Sia,

Inzi, Londoza, Mkimbia

Inzi (House fly)

This is a very

'-hated because its

Nypnze, Mndewa,'Muvuele, 9-Desemba, Inzi,

Mtoamkia, Nyuki, Kumbikumbi.

well-known insect by every-human being and

filthy habits. Its shape

a bee except that its colour is greyish.

,help it to collect dirt.

v

'places:

You will see it

is slightly like

It has ,six hairy /egs

1.

most./

that/of

whiph

anywhere especially in d ty

Because of its filthy habits.it spreads diseases like diar hea,.
,

'eye -diseases and otheits. It lives in,dirt

Its food is just filth and filthy things.-

-Buibui (Spider)

and lays its eggs therein.

There are two specific r.e.asons which Prompted

spider in order-to study,hoW it liyes. Tirst,

everywhere and therefore it i easy to observe

us to choose the

this insect i found

At, SeCondly, At is a ,

tame.insect and has Wonderful skill: f weaVing7

Spiders are a special kind.of.insect, m6re, so in the way they

live and enjoY their iives'by using threads they produce from their

stomachs,

If you are looking for spiders you will find them on the walls
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at the corners of house-s, on.trees, in holes, under desks, on the

windows and under the tables.. The spider has two,distinc parts

which are the head and the,stomach., Its legs are long and light. Olt

the head there are eyes and mouth. Generally its etomach is vt,xy bit.

It has no wings and theieforo Cannot fly.

We have discovered that there are five kinds of spiders hdre

near our school, Kigurunyembe. First, there are those which are very:

fond of building and living in.people's houses. They like living et
.0

the.corners so that they can set their trapssecurely. Also insects

like mosqUitoes love hiding-in these parts of the house. In fact it

.iS easy for the :spider to construct his trap. Spiders of this kind

.are long and have long thin legS sO that they can-move fast. 'Their

hoUsesare sMall in size. and they.donot put so ma1 ny threads as some

spiders do becauSe they are always in their houses and are not afraid

of rain or wind. TheY can catch any kind of insect with their threads

which are somewhat, hard.

The first kind of spider:,
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The second kind are those spiderS which build their hOuses on

trees,. They spread t:heir threadrs around little branches or arms of

the trees And live in some kind of rooM which they build to trap

inseCts and catch them for their food. Ihe spider of this kind hides\-
itself in fear of its eheMies the birds,\chicken hawks and men. The

,
\

houses of these spiders are much bigger and strong and can Withstand

rain-and wind. Theirthreads are knit clO-er and are so many and,

,st4:cky compared with those of the first ki d.

They are very 'quick n building,their ouses and it is easy t

do so because all they'need is to produce. thread from their

1

stomachs for the work.' The_bouses ofthese _piders' do not emolis

- , L:
easilY and even if it rains heavily the drops', are trapped o thn e sfur-

,

acesand do,not enter insid'at ali As We have .seen with.our wn byes .
,...

If a small insect like the houSefly is.trapped\it can cause lile
,

damage to the house but after killing it and sucking it the spid,r
i

repairs the damage .almost immediately by addingthore threads.

a Clever one: If a bigansect is Caught and destroys the house co

pletely, the spOder moves away entirely and builds a fresh one at

\_

Spider's of this kind are much bigger and their legsanother place.

are very: strong.

250
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-The setond kind
of -spider:

Spiders which build in holes:,

-TheSe are large and' their legs ae not long but short. Their

colours vary, sonnsare grey and yellow, but many are red and their

stomachs are big. Their houses are holes in the ground. If you peep

into the hole you wilk be surprised how they have decorated their

house. So beautifUlly.- Inside it looks as if they hlve spread very

".clean soft, white cloth. On th -mouth of,,the'hole,they block with a

,covering.which they have made in such a way that unless you are a very

careful observerit -would be difficult to Tind thcaM. 'If an'insect

deceives Itself and enters the' hole.it cannot-esdape being eaten.

Thereis a certain kind-of insect Whose habit' it is to visit any holes,

these therefore become food for spiders of this kiad. When it-rainS,

'water does not enter the-hole at all, because of the skilful way'in

-which'the hOle is covered. Spiders of this kind only go Mit when theY

2 51:-
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have been unfortunate in catching insects but very rarely,

Third kind of spidery-
the hole spider:

tr,

The, sPiders which build in the air:

Their houses pr'traps are attractive to look at. They have !'

great skills like a man weaving a piece of cloth or knitting these'

traps are usually set between two trIeS or house to house or froln.--
-i ;

a tree' to the.ground. First it fixes one or twO threads from one

tree'to the other's. The threads are very strong. It then '.)egins

,wOrking on the exact position of trapping its enemies.the insects.

Then they-pass without itself destroying the threads. When the trap

is readyit hides at the corner at the end of one .of-the threads

a.n.d keeps quiet. When it feels the thread_Vibrating, it Comes out to

check aznd if there 'is an insect which has been caught, it runs fast

following that particular thread and *ttacks and when the insect clies the.

'spider sucks it and leaves the remains.

These houses get destroyed.eaSilyand thereforethe spiders.

2 5 2
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build new ones from time to time. Suh houses are easily destroyed

by rain or wind compared with those of spiders which build on trees

or On branches of greens.

Spiders which build in the air

The tifth kind of spiders are those very .big ones which h \e a

horrifyirlg appearance.

They are eictremely aggressive. It is said that if one .of them bites

.
liou its bite.is aS painful a4 that-of a snake. .Its legs .arelong and

Their bodies are hairy and their eyes black.

strong. Their colour is light grey.

They are normally found,in holes of tree barks. tInless yOu loOk.

carefully,_you cannot see it well because it is extremely difficult

to difterentiate it from.the bark of a tree.. If 'yOu try to catch it,

it raises its legs, especially the fore'ones, and its head, with
.

anger as if it wants tO jump on you:. 4f you want to catch it ycki must

.use a somewhat wide open tin.to cover it and in this way its cunning-

ness is.defeated. Its moveMent is very fast. Unfortunately,wëdid

not know what it eats because we eveh feared,to look at it very



closely although we caught it.

From the
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A

sole of its.feet to the back of its back when standing

it can have.a height Of about 3.5 c.m. It does not produce thread-at--

all, its job is to travel looking-for'its daily food.

Spider. Eggs

/
.At first VfE thought spiders produCe young ones And did--not lay:

eggs'because w had not seen their' eggs. Later we saw some,sPiders

with small sacs in.their vents and every,tiMe they moyedthey had

things round in shape and showed theMtoour teacher:- We caught One

spider,and kept the eggs for a week and one day we looked-int6the

tin andjound t at. very many young ones had been hatched by their

mother right tin and had put many threads on the top to

cover the tih. \It is difficult to count them but we estimated there

could, have been etween fifty and sixty of theM or s8.

The little ,nes are very small in size and are purple and muddy,

in colour and ve y cunning. The food we gaVe to them Was house-flies

and ,mosquitoesbut. we are not sure whether they ate them altgh they'

continued living:Until the seCond week when they began-,,coming out one

by one.ahd disappearing completely.

Spiders are very good insetts'and do.not cause us much harm and

they benefit us gpatly by eating insectS which harm'us, like houge-.

flies, mosquitoes and others. The onlY harm which those which build

in houses do is to spoil the walls by their web,

2 5 4



SECTION IV-
&

SUMMARY!

c.2

. :This section has shown some of e reasons for allowing children
%I

to study science on their own., to choose their own modes of. investi-,

gation.and to draw,their own concluSions from perS'onal observations

and experimentation.'

The messagecontained here is that the children are never too
---- _

young,to follow these proCedures fruitfully, as long as they ave.

selected 'them on their own. You will notice that they follow the.

with genuine interest and seriousness4. that is the essenceof .1:earning.
\sj

While it is freely admitted thatnot all their- concluSions are

-accurate, it is pointed out that,forlthat Very reason the role ofi.th

teabher is enhanced rather than diminisheth quidance,of the children's
! -

learning takes on ,a clearer meaning; It is suggested that stUdents

.and young teachers will always find It exciting to'give children free

scOps to learn,science in, tJis way.

/
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SECTION V
/

RELATING WITH CHILDRi,N

'Introduction.

In Sections II, III, and IV of this Handbook, Y ou read SbOut
.. ,

activities that employ an explorstory"approach 'towards learning,
,

- .-' . .

_ . ,
'

science. ThiS.spproach is sometiMes.dalled the enquiry or iscovery
. i

. -------.method. Section V explores some of:the reasons the ipprosh is advq ,--

i

icsted.' Angnders-tSnding of these reasons will enhanoe a ;teacher's. //
--------- j \

,.
.

dbility to cope with teaching units developed for priThar schools:
I

/

c/

::You will,read dbout sone oncrete illuStrations of individual,._.

1
/

differences aschildren grow,-and also dbout hew to cater for these

/

. I

differences in,the clasSroom.

The first chapter illustrates this with a repor f an observer

Of three different classrooms, and then goes on to dilscuss provision

ti,of'msterials, claSs organisa ion and suggestions for'evaluation of

children's wOrk. ,

( .

Chspter 2 deals:with tLiMportant subtact of'intellectusl
- ;:.

1

1

developmdnt and stages of mat rity of child,:en. It includes actual
1

I-conversations

with children o various-ages.

Chapter 3 points opt the

of viewing nsttral phenomena,

\, ations.

act that children: have their own ways

also gives ex*les of real situ-

Chapter'4 is concerned with he kinds of plingS that "turn'on"
-

children and keep them going. A de cription of" a class;experience,

where the teacher recognized the chi'dren's interest, is also included:
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The final'chper Of this section emphasises the great influence

that culture and environment have upon learning.
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'Chapter 1. Teaching Science by Recognizing Individual Differences

IntroduAion

Central to the enquiry approach is the idea .that the teacher must

give each\learner an opPortunity tO learn for himself. This means

that each learner be directly involved in worklng with materials

most of the time, while at other times Consulting with the teacher,

and at yet other times with fellow pupils. \From this Pupil-material,
.

pupil-teacher and 6upil-puPil involvement c mes the capacity to deal

.effectivelY with qUeStions relating to the roblems that arise from'

working with the materials. -When a teacher allows each learner to

conTront a particular problem, it can be said that the teacher is

using anpnquiry method. The process brings out the best from each

learner and the teacher can be said:te recognize individual differences.'

Recognizing Individual, Differences

Ihe question then,arises, why should the teadher recognize indi-

vidual differences? Before an attempt to answer the question is.made,

we must attempt to clarify what.'to learn' means. A..visitor going '

through a crossectiOn of classrooms in any educational system, can

discern,various teaching methods that are employed by the teachers.

These methods-limit the ways in which pupils or Students can react to

the learning situation:

The following account describes the experiences of Mr. Satumho

made sudh visits. Mr. Satu went to a. classroom in which the teacher

-was teaching the topic: -"Fishes". teacher started by drawing a'
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diagram of a fish an the blackboard, labelled the parts and wrote down

th:;! functions of each part. The students responded by' copying the

teacher's. notes. Upon cOmpletion of this exercise, the teacher turned

.to the class, and asked the question, "What does the pelvic fin do?".

_

A 'row 'of hands went up and the teacher selected one of the students.

3

The student repeated with exactness what the teacher had written on

he blackboard. The teacher said, 'That's good.'

Mr. Satu sat and astened intently to what was going on in the

:1assroom. At the end of.the period he made the followimnalysis

of the lesson:

"The atmosphere of the classrooM was quiet, almost tense;
the. students 'copied the teacher's notes, but uponexamina-
tion of same of their exercise books errors in Spelling.
were detected. The students.were required to commit the
information to memory."

After the-lesson Mr. Satu wondered to what extent this-lesson 'would

contribute to the intelligent behaviour of each student in a new set

.of circumStances.

, . Mr. Satu went to anather classrobm where by some cojnciderice th

topic being taught was "Fishes".. In this class each student was given

a fish to observe, draw, label, and write down the functions,of".each

part. Further each student was asked to compare the external fea-'

tures and functions of his specimen_ with thoSe of Others,which the

teacher had brought to the classroom. 'The students worked mostly on
\\

their own withoccasional helP from the teacher. At the end of the

lesson, the teacher aSked. the students to'consider in what ways the

external anatomy of a fish adapts it to live successfully in Water.

261
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:

In analyzing the lesson, Mr. Satunoted that the students were

provided actual specimens, they were required to relate information

they gathered on'their Own to 'other kinds of fish, and that to.be.

able to answer the teacher's questions the students had to, do.more

than merely recall the information which .they had ac4uired: Mr. Satu

concluded that some depth of understanding would be achieved by the

students. Therefore he labelled this interaction tl,e understanding

level of operation.

Continuing his observation, Mr. Satu went to another classroom,

where he found to his amazement that-the teacher was teaching the

same topic "Fishes." By this time it dawned on him that the'edu-

cational system was operating on a highly centralised model, with

common syllabuses, time7table etc. jn this classroom, the teacher

started the'class by posing the following problem: "What enables

fishes to move in a straight line?"

The question posed by.the teacher-caused each student to make

'himselT/herself a part f a.group that would work on different

approaches to part of .._:.,.project that Interested him/her. One

group was to construct an aquarium in which the fish would be kept.
....

. Another grOlip'wao.to make fishing nets, d a third group was to go

to the, library to look ur information on the problem. Near the end

of the period-the class got together and decided.on a suitable time

on Saturday when they 'would go out and collect the fish.

,Mr. Satu noted that in this class the students wereoput in a

problematic situation which pressured them to.00ncentrate their

c) c)
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thinking on the problem. By-doing so, the students utilised infor-

nation they had previously acqUired to solve the problem. Thus Mr. .

Satu concluded.that the studentS were dding a lot of thinking and

were thereforeoperating n a reflective level. He also noted that

the teacher was recognizing individual differerw:es.

At the end of the day, Mr. Satu noted the three.levelS of inter- /

!,actions which he had observed in the three. classrOoms. In the.first
.

classthe nature of the interaction wassuch that the.stulents were

committing-factual information to memory. But given a. differentset

of circumstances, would the.students be likely to transfer that

'information? If not, then memOrization is not appropriate 4 the

intention was to accomplish any meaningful learning.

In the second classroom he noted that the method employed by the

teacher enabled the students to isolate Units.of'information and to

see how these'pieces fit together and _that therefore it could be said

the students understood What.they were doing. Because of the absence

of discussion it cannot be said whether the-students were 'critical or

nOtabout he information whiCh they had acquired. 'The students were

nOnetheless.operating at an understanding level.

In the third class the problem posed by the teacher set the whdle,

class in motion and demanded that the students reflect on the'problem.

In thinking deeply aboUt the problem.the.students utilized available.

sOurces of information, constructed equipment,..collected specimens.

FroM\the speCimens, data would be obtained, the analysis of which

could pxovide possible answers to their problems.

. \ f t'
1



The .evidence froM the claSproom observations emsibles us to deduce

-certain ideas abOut what 'to'learn' means. To learn can-bc merely'to.

mak6 a carbon copy of information in our minds. It can also mean

that information must be fitted into an individual's existing intel-

lectual.structure and that this structure itself induces change in

the.process. Committinginformation into one's.intellectual structure

makeS learning a highly individualiStEa activity, requiring the total

involvement of te 'learner. The teacher, by providing appropriate

material can stimulate and provoke individual'learning: but this only

occurs as a result of changes,that take place in an individuai's per-
.

ception of the experience.

Using the concept of individual- delineated abov!e, to'what
extent would you say that learning took plade in each of
the classrooms?

TOfanswer this,question we.must have gOals, clearly in our Minds. 'For

instan-ce";'-do- we-aim at 'creating societies in whiCh men can do nevi

things? Or do we aim at creating men.who can repeat with precision

What other men have done for generations past?: it would seem that the

mord desirable outcome to. aim ',or is oae in which students will learn/

very early in their lives'hoW.to find out neW:things for themselves

rather than to just reProdum what has been.learned. Unfortunately,

treating a class collectively may ot prov.ie adequate opportunities

for students to.maximize their potential for thinking: Creative'-
.

thinking is c. a,Coliec'tive attribute, it is an-

Therefore if the.desired aim is one ct fostering thinking, then the
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teacher must recognize and make allowance for IndiviOual-activity.

How to Cater for.Individual Differences

In the lIght of the' preceding discus on you might; as. a teacher,

wonder what your role should be in the,kind Of learning situation

that we have heenriescribing.: In the traditional classroom the word

teacher carries-with itthe connotation of the doer. But ShOuld the

teacher really be the, doer,or should the learner be the doer? Imagine

that you'wish to teacha pupil how to hammer, do you think that you

can do this .successfully by giving him a lecture on how to hammer

without providing a hammer and nails to the pupil? If your answer is

no, you have a good grasp of what we have been talking about. With

most-of the..exercises that you will be undertaking in 'tills Handbook,

the materialsare the tellersi the pupil is the doer and the.teacher

is:the guide and facilitator Of the learning situation. Just as you

cannot teach how to hammer by giying a lecture Onhammering, so it.

is that you .ahnot get peopleto learn science without their involve-

ment in the act of doing science'. This is not to deny.=the fact that

.theru will,be times when the teacher is in front of the room compar-

ing findings and discussing, with the whole class a partidular subject

they have been working on in smaller groups,. But we advbcate that

themain task of the teacher is to prepTire what is needed, t keep

track of what is going on and to ask theright question at theright.

moment.

When is the right."moment And what 'is the "right qUestion"?

As a, teacher you decide when to intervene. Occasionally, a pupil may'
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be bored, have finished his.work or is frustrated. On such occasions

a .teacher.may provide additional materialS, or illuStrate a,new way

to work 'with materials in oi'der.to stimulate.fuither activities. The

teacher mightask open questions that lead to problem solving.

Usually questions which begin with "can you "What would.haPpen
/

if ...."'are of this type. A teacher's question-is open When a pupil

can.approach it 'in many,different ways Other questions are not so'
.

open. They require'a word resPonse from the oupil. An example of

this tyPe of questiop would be "name the parts of this flower.'

Provision of Materfals.

In order to.taach.science the way we . are advocating,.an abundance

of materials is required.. Many of these things can be found in the

local-envirOnment'or purchased,. at little.dost. Reading the Various

units within the Handhook will' tell you what'to prepare for e:Ich unit.

:ijutin addition there are certain tYpes of materials that are Valuable

to have.around.all the time.. These include:

PowderS Sugars, salt, soap poWder, starch, baking soda
and sand'.

Liquids - Parafin, Kerosene, oil, spirits, fat and water.
Wood 'Planks, Poles, stem's of treeS cut in,to various

,lengths and.si2es...
,

. b
.

.

1?aints ... Flowers, roots, dyes and brushes. _
Containers 'Cardboard cartons,'cuoe sugarjpoxes, clay pots,

pots, calabashes, coconut shells, large cut Cane,
'pans, jam jars,.bottle stoppers, tins, match
boxes, cigarette boxes an..IT different typesr:f
shells. :

Pools. - Hammer, saw, drill, chisel, screw.driver, matchets,
knife, halances,. c011ecting nets, string, rope,
microscopes, hihd7-lenses, candles and:matches.

k,)
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The teacher and the pupils can think of many other items to intluae'

in the iist. An important source of these, materials is the pupils .

themselves; when they know that-the materials they bring will be used

in class they are usually more responsive to the.teacher's request.

Class Organizatkon

Teachers often.raise the problem pf class organization when newly

confronted with this.kfnd of activity, Children may work independently

or in 'small groups. The number of children in each group usually

-dePends on the type of activityin which theY are involved.. A good'

rule of thuMb is that the groups should be small.enOugh so that each

child is doing something. If groups are too large or the materials

are not sufficient, some children will probably sit back and watch

while others are. working. The children become bored-and find disrup-

tive activities to get involved in. This condition is one of the most

-common sources.oE non-constructive noise and "discipline" problems,

Ideally, discipline problems should not arise if children are

workihg, but this requires theteacher to provide stimulation'at the

right tame. With very large classes this is.difficult, but not im-
.

po3sible. In large Oasses, managemeft.problems can be reduCed by

encouraging_children to share theirexperienCes, With those in other

groups. Whenever it is possible, children should work'putside

classroom; this has the added aavantage ok making them more aware Of

their environment, .Alsb it Allows more freedom Eor the children to

talk without disturbing other-classes.
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ScienCe classee require extra time for set-up and{clean-up. Some

{{:teachers work out a time-table at the beginning of each term (or year),
!

wherebythey can haVe;:double period:4 for science. Many science topics'
{

relate Very well with other subjectsksuchas mathematics or crafts.

It is therefore possible for the claes periods for hose subjects o
be shared with science in orderto give the children the opportunity

to really prOgress in
/
problem so/ving situations without being cut

1

{v

off'by the somewhat artificil limit of the bell.

-.Evaluation

Evaluation is usUal-'7 a problem for the teacher just beginning{to -/orkwith children! in -the way we are advocating. One way to appro-

ach.thi3 prebleM is tO keep cumulative records of. informatiOn that is

routinely collected abouteach child. {AS often as possible the

teacher should{ make-notes of.what each:child or group did. The

1 -
teacher can then evaluate performanCe en the way each child actually

i.

solves, Problems, and the kinds c){f questions that the.child asks. By.

/ .

observing and listening to each child while he ie in the act_of

,

learning, we can assees the quality of his-nnderstanding and develop-
/

\Ment. When observing children we can ask oureelves questions which..
\ i

!-
will indicate to us the child'e oVerall development.

iWhat sort of 'questions does he ask? 0,o his questions-
. L

Change-7as he gains experience?

Does he make'l-tleasu ementsand collect information that

help him to solve problems?

Is he ableto cell.ctbr improvise materials?

2. (3 1c3
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Does his skill in handling materialsimprovn?

1

Some teachers realise that there'are iMbortant things for -

children to learn which written examinations cannot measureg

DO the children develop confidence in theMselves and

ffieir abilities?

Do they respect.the ideas of other children?

they enjoy learning and want-to learn on their

po they knowimportant things about, their own lpcAlities

-/and have intert n finding out?

By taking account of all these question's the teacher should be

-able'tà evaluate the performance of each

term, everi-yithout the formal pencil and

child by.theend. of the

paper test.
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Chapter : Intelled:cual Development

t_

:The- d develpMent has several ,connotatiOns.... It might iMply an

increase in civantity such as. the .addition,Of.new,rooms o school; lit:
/ i

..
.

.
.

could-alSO mean an_improlitment,in quality when it refers' to standardse / .

of inStructiOn. The'firtt'connotati/on,is physic4 and the'secondis
..° , '

conceptual. Thus e can.talk develppmeht at increase:in

siZe and 'az intellectual cirbwth.

jor convenilnce, it ispossble for Us-to talk about :either

.physical (-5ntelIectual:deyelopment separately. Howe;ieri. we do so
-

only with'the understanding that both processes' are ineXtricably

bound together and are-goihq,on.simultaneously within the same in

vidual all the time..
0

, T

In vieW ff our familiarity iwith physcal development,- We

certain:expectations cif' performande'of children]. 'For examPl
I

we organize sports for childreniwe classify theparticipantt.
'juniors, intermediates and seniors. These_grptipings axe usuaUy

..

based on age, height and weight i,is precisely:because of there7,-

.
cognition that:childrpt ofdifferent age gtoupS, anci.sometimes'-,of:Ithe

same age range, nerfOrm ai,fferently that,ptycholOgists.maintaili that.
..

.

- ,,
.maturation is one of the.major.factors that determine a.child''s level

of readinest tO benefit from leai'.hing eXperiences." Thus there is an

aStablhed relationthip 13-tween physical development arid intellectual

:development and this relationship has signifiCance'for thoseiwha,pro-

vide learning experianCes.

Our,blain task?,is to look more closely at inte
.

2 7 Or



tive development. Cognitive development Is concerned with the

changes that occur-in the child's way of: forming concepts, perceiving,
/

thinking, and-solving problems as that child grows older. Le.t us

I. -examine first the idea of.concest2atiofOrrin: Consider this .question:

I

;

How does a come 'to recognize that.two or more perceptually dis-

similar objects can be considered similar? Tasks were arranged fOr.

1

_ _ _

children to engage-in. In this task the childreh were given familiar

.everyday objects to classify into "resemblaCe" .groups, Consider-the

'foll_ming conversations.

Iye (7 years)

-Exp: Ahother child came here and' made these groups for me. He
took the corn and the pencil and put-them together. Can
you tell me idhy he.put-them together?

Child: Yes

Exp: Why?

Child: The 'corn and the pencil resemble.

Exp: :How to they resemble?

Child: The skin (points to the colour)

Exp: After that,.he took the pencil and the chalk and put thee
together,-can you tell me Why he did that?

They'don't resemble.,

What wou d one ,do with a pencil?

Child: de writes with it:
,

Exp: What does one/do with a chalk?.

Child: He writes with it.

Exp: Do 'ibu think that these two things resemble in any_way?.,

They are not things: that resemble.

Exp': Even though they_do the sathe things with them?

'Child: Yes-:
.'I" ,..

Exp: After that, he took tne cOrn and,the bean seed and put them
together, what did he have in mind?

.

7 1
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Child: 2illey don't resemble.

Exp;' ; What do they do with beans?

Child They cook:them.

Exp: What do -they, no with corn?

Child: They plant them

Exp: What about beans?

Child: They boii them, put them in saue-and-eat-\

the only.thing they do with beans?
Chf'd: Yes.

Exp How do people get beans?

Child: If you want beans you go and beg from some oUier person and
then yot come and plant them.

EXp-- So ineans are planted?

Child: Yes, they.plant beans.

Exp: What About corns?

Child: Thev plant:them also.
\Exp: So beans and corns are things that are planted?

Child: Yesi-they plknt them.

Exp: Db,you think that, that is a resemblanCe?*

Child: No, they are not things that reseMble:.
A

.Exp: After that, he took the grass and put 'it together with the
bean-plant,: whatthoughtsdid he haVe that made,him \do that?

Child: They resemble.

Exp: How do they reseMble?

Ch'ld: This and that are the same colour.

-An analysisofthis' conversation will show what this child, under-
.

1

'stands by resemblanCe. Here is one analyst's 'opinion:.

The first observation that we can make from this,conver-

sation j.s that this Child canShilt from one colour \

criterion to another. For example-, she could 'recognize_

1* Resemblance is the closest, word that.expresses similarity in phe
child's language:.

1
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the sithilarity between the corn and the-pencil and that of

the grass to the bean plant because each pair has its own

colour. We therefore note that although these objects are

,different in form, she can coordinate' the differences when

the objects are of the, same colour. In shot.she-c-an------17--

e,cogniza-sittirraTay among different objects of the same

colour. On the other hand she consistently rejected

similarity between the chalk and the'pencil, and that
\

between the corn and the bean seed. From this behaviour,

one can see that for her,.similarity does not include

function similarity.

Can we explain her inability to shift from the perceptual

.criterion of colour to the.abstract attribute of function?

we can. It is clear that the child has the notion of

function because she knows what one does with a Chalk or

pencil. But at this stage of her thinking, the notion

of function seems to be specifically tied to one object.

In other.words, she Cannot compare two objects in terms

of some abstrfict attribute such as function. When the
1

child compare s. the. objects with respect to colour they

areeCthe same.! ant she cannot compare:With respect to the( p
attribute of '1unctiOn because function does.not yet haVe

i an exiStence apart from the object that is dOing thel

. functioning.

'Consider thc-following conversation on tfie same task but-

bUt with an older'child:

Chris (11 .iars.)

Exp: I want,you t6 '-'ke.gxcups with these things. Put
together in One. place all the things that resemble
each'other. Use any kind of'resemblance that yOu
can think of thatwill enable you to explain. to me
why.the things that you have put together resemble

.

each other.'

Child: Corn - Pencil ... yellow
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Bln Plant - Grass ... green

Knife, candle, chalk, egg wulte

Exp: Now you' have made colour groups,. I want you to
think of another,way_in-Which-you-cah group

------'----these,things besides colour.

Child: Chalk - Pencil .., things to write.

Bean Plant Grass ... plants.

Egg -,cornseed, etc. . things to eat.

This,older child is able to shift from one category to

another with ease. More importantly, the older child

demonstrates that there is a basls for putting things

together by first thinking of the criterion of the

group and then selecting thOse things that belong to.

that group. These conversatibns with the children tell
,

the teacher a great deal about children and aboUt teaching
.

and learning. The first andrather obvious observation

that you can make is that what constitutes a resemblance

to Chris does not to Iye. lib's concept of resemblance

is limited to.the concrete aspects Of the objects. There-

fore, her concept of resemblance is not Yet completely

formed. We can say that Chris-has certain intellectual

tool's.- way of thinking -.which are not ye,t available tO

Iye. What other keasons can you think abOut? In your

science class,.how woUld you handle a sitUation like

lye's in Whichshe is unable to accept functi simi-=.

. larity? An exaMination qf childrens thinkin might

help you answer the,second questior.

There are four main stages that the child's thinking gO$s

through-from birth to adolescence. To:these four 'stages, a Swiss

psychologist called Jean Piaget has given the followina names:

(1) the sensory motor stage, (2) the pre-operational, (3) the'

concrete operational and (4) .the formal. The change from one stage

t.)
rj
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to the next is marked by a definite land. mark. The sensory motor
_

_stage-lasts-from-O-YriOnthS'to-about 18 Months. Abdat the end of this

period, the child comes to discover that objects do have permanence.

To reach this conclus±on, Piaget performed experiments with babies

in which he took an object with which the baby was playilig-and covered

itwith a piece of cloth. When he did this., he noticed that the child

made no effort.to search for the object because a child that age

thinks that when the objtct is out of sight it has ceased to exist.

It is not until about 9'months old that the child attempts to .search

for an obect that'is immediately opt of sight.

WhehtTle child attempts to search for an object that is out

of Sight, it indicate:' that although an object is out of sight it

does pot cease to exist, Therefore, that child hae acquired a sense

of object permanence. The accp4sition of obje permantnce is-the.,

i': .,-,__

,first Major change that occure1 in,,,the child!e intellectual development.
!,

,The second-or pre-operational stage lasts approximately from

2 years t:..) 7.years. ,This stage is characterised by the app arance of
, ,

language and the extensive ust immitatiOn. A child at this etage
1

. is not et able to think in termS of operations. For instance, the
1 !

,child does not realise that things that arc put together can be

separated, or that a temporary change is permanent. For example,

..you can do this little experiment to,find out how the. child thinks.

Give a piece of plaoticine tp a ohi1din this age range. Ask him to .

divide it into two-equaiportiOns making sure that the two pOrtions

are equal in amount. Then take gne portion and Change the phape by
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flattening it. A'k him again whether the two plasticine portions

are now equal. You will be quite surprised to finL out that most

children in this range wi31 say that the two portions which they had

said were equal are no longer equal because the ehape of one has been

changed.' A child who says thai: Ehe two equal portion's are no longer

equal because of the change (transforMaUon) is said to

be a non-conserver. He is a-nou-conserver because he thinks aS

the temporary change ._tiiat_-has taken place is permanent; that he
,

cannot think -of :feve!;.-sing the flattened shape, to,the. original shape

it had hefore the.flattening took place.

-The concrcte operational stage (7 11 years) comes intb

being when the child acquires conservation This means that the child

is .ndw able ..tcarry oUt: certain simple oPerations in his- headwhich

bc,fore now he would.havehad to do through'manipulati-on of ectual

o jects.

,

'

According, to Piaget there are three operations . that Underline

the notin of conservatio

-
Compensation.. To give Us

. These are identity, reversibility and

-

a better-understanding of what theSe:terms

mean, 'examine small portions of conversations with chiIdren doing the

task of conservation. In the experiment,- the children were made to

think that the plasticine represents rice-flour-bread (which is

familiar.to them). The conversation cOntinueS after the child has

agreed that the two portions 'vre.equaL.

Abass 7 Years)

Exp; This ball is yours and that's Oju!s. .'See what I am going to

c)re7
t
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do. I am ping to take ydur bread and break it into little

pieces. As these are now, If\you t::ant to-eat your bread

and Oju wants to eat his,:_which of you would have more

'bread to eat?

Sub: His is big and balled.

Exp: So what . would that do to it?

Sub: I is big....

EXP.: Did it increase?

\\\

\\\

Sub: No. they are equal, but when you made this \nto pieces

that's why I think that he has more.

Exp: .1_fyou want to eatyour bread and Oju wants to èt hia

which of You would have more bread?.

Sub: It is equal..

Exp:. Why?

SUb: I. saw them before, and they were equal.

Exp: What elae?

Sub: His is whole.

Exp: So what does that mean?

Sub: 'The reason for that is, that they were equal before and they

have hot added to his and they have not added to mine an0

they 7.ave nbt reduced.

.It.uppear that AbAss first'thought'about the number of piedes

without thinki g aboutthe amount he had tbeat. As.long as :his .

jattenti as focussed oh the .number of pieces, the ball.was bigger..

7

than each 'However, the qUestion about.increase forced him to .

think about the ambunt he had tO
/.

. The queStion seemed to have

raised a conflict between what is apparent the number of-pieces.,

and what.is real ..: the alunt--of breadto eat, and that inade,hiM

realize:he would not haye mon bread to eat than Oju To reach such

acohclusion he had to mentall:i ihtegrate the pieces into a whole,

2 7 7
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.and.thn compre the wholes. .The mental comparison of the two wholes'

forced-him to the conclusion-Of equality. Hgwever, the mere aster-

tion,of equaliy.dOes nOt tell the experimenter anything about the

operation that led him to the conviction that both are still equal.

What_led to that:conviction is the operation of identity: "they

were equal before And they have not Added to his and they.haVe not

added to mine and they have not reduced."

In another case a child wat-asked by the experimenter to tell

what she,would do to show him that both she and.her.friend would

have equal amoun-s. She replied by saying that she'could

.pancake (shape) into.a-ball. Reversing itbaCk'into the originq,
. .

shape implies the operation of revertibility. In the :..ase r:-: the

'loperation of compensatioh, the child hat to recognize that whe e, fOr

examPle, the b 1 plasticine is rolled intO th::' form of a. sausage

it looses thickness. Putwhat it l Otes in thiCkness

.lengtb; so that the child comes.to recognize that a loss in one
,

,
dimension --thickness, iscompensated for by a gal

sion,- length. It is this iealilation that enabl
1

eqU'ality in spite of the chansa I shape or.form.

j
The preceding tWo ,stages cOver the periOd

in anither dimen-

s a chi d to assert

the elementary

school chi11d. The' -last or formal stage begins to appear from 12-15

years. This it the tiMe when the child acquiret ways of thinking

.that Are Similar. othose ofthe What this means is 'that the

child as an ajolescent is noW able.to Jeason with verbal propOsitions
'

.(words) without nedessarily havingIlad'that experience or performed

, 7,4
4.;
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'the action whicil.may be the subjectot the discusson.

You might haye been wohdering as you read along just what this

discussion has to do with yoU as a classroom teacher? It has three

implications for you. The first is.that children's thinking goes

throuah stages and a knoWledge of where the child is, is essential

to- you if yoU are going to work with children fruitfully. This.know-

ledge enables you to.plan effectively appropriate:learning experiences

for children of.different ages.

The second implidation is that the way in which childtcn reason

-
about their environment is different from those Of adults. For example,

children in the concrete. operational ..stage often believe that he moon

.follows them as they walk along at night. A teacher who attempts to

give an explanation that is different frOm the cine,:the childhold's will

face difficulties, since childen do not aUtomatically give up their
,

convictions.. On the other hand, the Child's notion'fits fairly well,
.

with his-observation rather than the known scienific explanation.

1

Thi..9 means.that,children.h ve their'own explanati.ons of natural

phenoMena and they do riot easily become influenced by different

, explanations no matter how reasonable they appear to the adult. And

it.is not that ,hey'do.nowant to accept these adultsl. explanations,

it is just that they.are not able to accept them:because they do not

yet have the intellectual tools that enable them to do so.
. .

Thethird implication follOw3 from the second: -ifi

,Ohildren haVe their own :-xpinationsabbut the.worl .1 how do we get .

them to substitute their Unscientific reasons with our scientific

.270
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explanations? The truth that we cannot.

The question should be: how do we get children-to learn? The

teacher has to begin 7.31, first acknowledging that the child's approach

to solving cioblems is different from his- own. -The elementary school

child learns mostly-bY-interacting with things in his.environment and

workingwith materials.affords him the opportunity.to ask hit, own

type of questions. As he grows older; he reaches a deyelopMental

statg at which the interaction between the material and his experience

will force him to abandon his previous convictions for better expla7-.

nations. This is a process and requires a lot of opportunities for °

-

exploring different kinds of materials under different circumstances.

,
When the teacher presents an advanced idea at an inappropriate-time,

the child might remember the words used but notthe reasonips under-

lying the explanation. This is rote learning. However, W n the.

child begins to dOubt the correctness of his explanations, it AS the

.righttime-for that teacher to intervene by providing examples of
f-,

(materials that will h lp him test thei'accUracy of those,explanations,

C..
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SOUND ,LOWER P RI riARy

:1

SOUND: UPPER PRINIAR.Y
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Chapter 3 How qhildren;View the external World\

POne of Jean Piaget's: most. important Contributions_toour under-,
/.1

'standing.of children is his emphasis-baccepting Children for what

jthey are. In his cliniCal approach to the study ot the child, child-
,

,-hood is not just! seen as the absence of adulthood but rather as.a coM-

plete state in itself-. Thus, children have/their own particular ways

of viewing naturalphenomena. Our purpose in this section is to throw

some light on some of the ways that children view the external world.

We stress once mote that while children at the same developmental

stage may have several common.characteristics, each child is unique and
\

\singular in his or her citrn way. Some children are shy and reserved,

others are:bold and adventuriscmc,,. Some askmany-questionsr-some ask

few questions and others have to be prompted:to ask any questions SoMe
.

will volunteer, to try'anything, others will:Lot even elect to/demonstrate

things'they know,

, That the think child is unique was clearly deMonatrated

, .

After his-
1 ,

\

.

by a 1ten-yëar old'in elementatYaV'in Awo Omama, Nigerie.

I

. j

clas had tested Aifferent'substances/toodetermine which,

.

'''
1 ,

J)
\

electricitY, he deaded on his\7Wn to finq,
.

.
"7---

. \

es conducted'

t 'if electricity tpns

He obtained 4 ISulb, a batte y, \batter'!" hoider and a wire longer
\

than the height of hiS classroom., he tested the intensity of

-electriCitY generated by the battery, and bulb at groUnd level. Follow7

ing this,h left the battery with One end of the wire attached to the
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holder on the ground, climbed to the roof of his classroow, connected

.the bulb to the otheir.end of the wire and lc:Joked at the bulb's inten-

sity. Then,he was heard rebuking-himself. It had dawned on him that-

. .he did not remer;dper the ground level intensity. He had no instrument

i

for measuring this. He cliMbed down and had discussions with his

teacher. Following this he testedseveral bat,.ies and.b4lbs until
- .he obtained two .a..!ts'which yielded.identical intensities. He 10ft one,

-battery,On the ground( connected his:nwire-and put the rest of his

/
e4uipment in lis.pocket....,Then he cliMbed the roof again. There hey

repeaLed'his experiment, this time.witha difference. In addition/to
_

. .

connet-ting the.bulb to the other end of his wire and finding the

tensity, he also observed the intensity Of the electricity generated

by the secondset of battery.and bulb not connected to the wire:

. disc6'vered that the..intensities.matched and thus arrived at the tenta-

tive concllision

Ye,er

that there was no loss of intensity due to heifght!..
F

Another demonstration .of uniquenesSoUthought'came from anine-

old girl in Njala, Sierra Leone. She divided 403 .by 3 through t

use:9f.a bLc of Cuisenaire rods*. 'She observed that

x 14 =

or

' 100 7 7 x 14 + 2 .

and therefore that i

,

I

!

400 = 4 x-,100 = 4 7 x 14 + 2*,- 4 Ix 7,x 14 +
,

1

. ,

Thus 7-7'
,-

i

1

/-

' 403 = 400 + 3 = 4 7 x 14/+ 4 x 7-x 14 +

*This,is a se-t of Wooden lods in ten different sizes and c .1,0urs.: The
, r

leng_hs,vary from one cm'to 10 cm'),Ut the widths and heig tS. remain

Cons ant.

/ 0 0
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She then divided by 7, the first par'. ' the sum (i.e. 4 x'7 x aA)

when diVided by 7 yielded the result x 14 = 56. -The second part of

the sum yielded 1 and-4 left over since 11 = .7 + 4. When the girl came

up with' the..answer 57 and ,4 left ovex,, her teacher who was havine- prob-
- ,

lems keeping up with her was still baffled.

,
The fact .5-.th

.

ast pupils, esbecially the younqer ones, fac

new situations without\many bteconceiVed ideas.. Sometimes, !this helps

them to make.observatiOns or, carryout invstigatiOns'that adults, would

riot think of. , If a teadher is aware.of thiS and is Twilling to enCour-
.

age this. freedom tO
/

enouire, some benefit may be deriVed.

-

is something,that a teacher needt

to look for and-encourage. Teaching good science/to ohildren should
/

emphasise helping' each child to,observe !phenomena. If 4 child learns
7

:this uniquenesS and oPenness
,

.

f.
/ ,. '- .

. . , vto use his senses he is well on his way/ to good scientific inVcstiga-
:i

.

_tions. If he has a teacher wh6 is a trained obssrver, and therefOre

good listener,,he may-have'ssOme of theguidance that he needs as
./ /

tries to develop.
..-

.

,,- ''

Onerelated and impOrtant:outcome of lis ening s.the r-hild MaY
! --...,,,

I

,
,

also/be assoaated with the work,of Jean Piageft His clinical intbr7'
, _r_ _, .

view approachto the child has revealed that 4t is- a mistake tc? view'
"i'.,

\ c,'
x -C

ch'ldren!s.answers and questions in adult '1.6..rspect1ves and thus0
J I,

.:
. ' '

cl sassify theM on':thoe grounds into right: and wrong. -ThiS,:i.: 4/ecause
1

-Olie acceptance Of the Stages Of developMent implies-the an`o:f.,Mro,

tpe view that.children's answers may be categorised
, .

lated .r eir stageS. of devel6pidr!ei,

,..

,

'r 1

i

/
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Furthermore, the adult manner of aSking and answering "why"
()

questions does not make much sense to many children because many

answerS provided to "why" questions are usually rooted 'in theory

rather than experience. For example, the.question: "Why does the

ball fall this way?" has ho satisfactory explanation that is based on

experience. A More exciting question to ask a child is: "How does a

ball_behave when rolled across the floor?" Children like a question

that deals directly with-the materials of the world.

"As

rt7

28

. 4 ,

itOgi
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Chapter 4 Motivating Children To 14earn

Associated with the nature of questions that a child has to:5

answer is the issue of motivating him to learn. As was asked earlier;

how do we get him not only to learn science-, but also to learn how to

learn science? Our position has been to advocate an approach that is

rooted in.investigations. When the child interacts with an object in

a problem-solving situation, the nature of-the stimulus provided to

him should be such tnat he has to reflect on the situation. Thus, his
. _

.

thinking should go beyond both rote -memory and mere understanding

Our concern in this section 'is with the kinds of things that will

"turn oft" children and keep them going. To give you more insight into

our thinking on how this can be done, we present this edited version

qf "Dennis Dungball: AF,ase History of Children's Activity." A

teacher took her Standard VI class out on a nature study expedition

around the school's playina ground. She wanted her class to observe

that some insects,especially the dragonfly, could be found in the

field. Sureenough, sinCe dragonflies Were abundant in the area the

children ran into them. They became immediately absorbed in obser-
.

vatiOhs.. They cut branches and s,.t.arted beating the dragonflies in,

order to have a close look at their structure. Some of the flies were.-

completely:smaShed up while Others hadSMashed tails. :The Children
.

obServed that this latter group of flies could still fly waY, way up.

There was another group of,flies with cut-off tails: This group

could still move.ancitry to fly but wouldn't get far' .Then questions
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started to rise. How come they can move though they are injured? Can'
-

we substitute the ;eel tail for an artificial one?

As you would expect, these questions called fbr further investi-:

gaitions. The children were able to answer the first question. Then

they tried to-Substdttte graSs-stalks for real tails and let the

dx.agonflies fly on these artificial tails. More observations were made.

These raised more questions:

What do they eat?

How high do.they normally fly from the ground?

Why do they follow people ?

k group -.of. children Caught a dragonfly with a lake-fly in its

mouth and concluded that the dragonflyjeeds On .small insects. They

were able to make measurements of various height's flown-by-dra§onflies.

On the third,question, they guessed that when people walked on. grass

they.stirred up small-insects which the_dragonfly would then be Able

to catch for food.

Another group of children became involved inobserving other

insects inCluding grasshoppers'and dung-beetles. !Ney b4came fas7
_

cinated by the busy,activities-of the dunTrbeetle. They were inter-
.

eSted i

Its structure

. Where it was found.

..14ow it made its;balls

Where it carried its balls to.

How far a ballylas carried from the dung heaps--

What is used for'making each ball

1-1bW.heavy a ball wasj_ntrelation to the weight qf the dung-beetle.
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-

How strong the.dung-beetle Was

How the dung-beetle stored its balls

How the,dung-beetle reproduced

How several dung,beetles-stayed in any one heap of dung

Whether dung-beetles could climb slopes

Whether-dung-beetles could be kept for further-observations

How many kinds of dung-beetles would be found in any heap of dung

The children worked on all of the above topics. From the first

observation they proceeded t6more difficult-ones. The structure of

the dung7beetle as well as-ktS working habits occupied the first few.-

,reeks. In the process the children discovered many-interesting things.

One girl was surprised when she found out th t her beetle was .full of,

ticks. "I never thought'evensmall animals like these could have pare-

\

sites" she told her teacher who then'encouraged herto find out:if

.other insects in the vicinitycould have barasites.

With the booster from the teacher the girt went looking for

grasshoppers. She saw one, lifted up the-wings-and saw that there

were two oarasites which looked. different. "I thought only people,
P

cows, dog and chickens had parasites - so every living,thing 'has

loarasite , she said: The teacher was pleased that this girl could .

associate these parasiteSwith lice that bOther people.-

These and many other things happened. For example, while

digging one day the children, discovered egg balls insted of beetles.

When.they broke these balls open_they found some eggs. This started 4

hunt which revealed ManY Spme Were.attached to.blades of

- .

grass while-Others were neatly packed.in groups of more than twenty.

"balls' under tuftS of grass. Or. small.bushes.. Some bails were small;
. 0 (7)

0 0
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others were large. The children discovered that those balls hat

looked fresh contained eggs while those that looked old contained

either pupae or larvae. It was natural for the children to investigate

stages of development among other things.

Then one day two girls brought a very big ball with two beetles

on it. They took a balance and put the ball on one side and the

beetle on7the other. The ball went down. By.adding more 'beetles they

found out that they needed. 15 beetles to balance that ball. 'They

weighed-separately a beetle and a small wet ball that.lt was carrying.

The beetle weighed almost "nothing" but the-ball weighed 5.gm.. From

. here the.children went on,'to more difficult weighing-and measuring.

In the case history which we have just retold, you Will notice

thal the teacher motivated the children by seleCting a tapic which cap-

tivated.the children's interest. Alsa the,.teaCher guided the children
.

to raise good questions. Finding out the answers to these questions

:was rewarding. and satiSfying to the children. The case history empha-

siSes that children_get exated when they are working on sómething that

interests them. This is what we call intrinsic motivation. It works
_

as though something inside a, person gets switched on when he finds

mark that .interests him. Educators belieVe that this type of motiva-

Lion is better than the other type of motivation known as extrinsic

.motivation. Unlike intrinsic motivation in.which satisfaction is the

reward, the most common form of extrinsic motivation used,py teachers
11*.

is punishment; occasionally a prize may be given for,goad work. Both

prize giving and punishment are examples of ektrinsic motivation that
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are not recommended because the incentives to achieve are not endurin4.
6

There is another aspect of the story of "Dennis Dungball" which

should not be missed. Children werrl-playing, working, having fun,.and

learning. What is more it would.be extremely difficult to try to draW

a.distinction between when they were playing and when -1-1ey were working.

But-luckily'for us that distinction need rwt be drawn. What ia more

important is that the children were doing, experienc-Lng and learhing.

A teacher needs to keep in mind that the diStinction by adults between

work and play is artificial. Children do.not differentiate between

work and play -'they-just "dow. We-.should encourage them to partici-
_

pate-in activitieS that are rewarding.

290
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r,h,s,}es, CJs The Role .of Culture in theLearnina,of Science_

Three-Aspects of Culture.

There are many courses of behavior, mental or physical, from

which an individual.could choose. But_usUally the course he chooses is

determined by culture. EVery human_being striVes_to cope!:with his en-

Vitonment. Gradually b tsurely the newly-born child Ahuires fadility

With an understanding of the' things around him.' His people's ways

of doing thingS become a pa'rt of him and he learns to relate to objects

through these wayS. It'is the 81.1M total or totality:of these hsbits- of-

his people which we call their culture. Any person who is noi familiar

with these ways of doing things is said to be-alien.to the culture in

view. -He is not:socializd;

Each child,-from birth; has its needs and wants. Some of these

-are coimon to all human being's but every culture has,its scheme of what

is desirable and what_is not. It-also haS a way of indicating approVed

means:of satisfying needs and_Wants. The approved_ways-are-communi-.

*c...ated to each new generation.

Thus children are brought up in differing ways in_different.

-societies 'traditional Africa.young -children learn correct speech,

proper behavior.,,and.th :tradition's of the family, clan and.ethnic group:.

from :mothers

environment.

and other-relatives. They learn hbw to cope with their:
,

Through observation, imitation and participation, older

C
Z.
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children learn to.fakm, hupt, 000k, sew,...fish, play, wrestle, deliver
t

=.

...
,

. -

messages or 5u.ildeLses. Te.,:acher.s--inClWe most members of the ex-
. -,.., _

,..-..

tcnil,cd:.?.emily and (oftenwtimres) secret societies. CleaTly the
. . -

education is practiCal, informal'andmost1S7 non-verbal. And, as in

.

other societi,es, it.is this ability of youngsters td learn from the

adult world.which preserves the cultural values of the community.

There are two more aspects of the culture variable which are per-

tinent. We referred to one of these earlier:,. While discussing indi7

vidual differences, how children view the external-world, and motivating

children to do science, we stressed that children. havg., a culture all

their own. The types of questions they ask,.the kinds of answers they

'give, the types of comments they make are all part of this culttre

which transcends ethnic boundaries.

The remaimingaspect (14.CUittre that is releYant to this situa-

.

tion is the culture of science it-Self., SCience has its language,

symbols, values and methods. These form part of-the culture of science;

-a,culture whiCh scientists belieVe that all would-be Scientists have to

come to terms with.

We will not disagree with the objective of expecting learnerS,to

be acquainted with the' culture of any subject they study, Howevex,.

thereare several. ways .of achieving this objective. Often in the paSt.,

_
adultS haVe taken-things-that-adults do, simplified them to leyels con-

'Sidered- appropriate for children and 'then asked children t do them.

We have already indicated in earlier Parts of this section th.at we hold

dear the concept of teaching sCience to:children withtn reir own,

culture.
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A tragedy-of-science edudation ih Arica whi.ch adults and--.

children have ahale-a-iS that it,has,,n&t
4. /

alWays paid attention to the,.

ctlture of the African. In the recent past there was a leak of ade--
- a

4 6

auate knowledge of the-local cultural environment which w,as in any
.

case dismissed a's_Wholly inimital to the develoEiment of science con- t,

a

\epts. The dismissal was cle,fly unfoTtunate because4'even if African

.culture is totallyinimidal to the development of science concepts, it

would be usetul to study the African environment from the standpoint
- -

of knowing,what to avoid.

ABut the issues areeven more basic. The individual is oriented

to objects in hie environment and this orientatidn mUst.play an imp-or:-

tent role in the way he learns.. His language, the symbols he-uses, and

_

his behavior patterns are all an integral part of his intellectual

growth.

Interaction of.Culture and Learning
4

perhaps an incident that took place in Sierra Leone will halp.
-

'us to bring home.the importance Of thelpoint that the environment

affects sci.-mce learning. 'The scene was at Njala and the conversation

took place between a member of the staff of the Science Curriculum,

Development Center and a lower secondary school boy, MoMOdu.

-DacVid: MOmodU, arrII counting corxIetly in Ménde?.

Mômodu: No, becauseiyou counted your thumb as one and that,
is not the way'we do itr. we start with our little

a finger.

David: / Do you know why, MOmodu?
a /

Momodu: No.

a

a
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David: . But dont you want to know why?

-ymodu: No, l'have school work and other iMportant things
to do.

David: sUppose'Z were your teacher aria asked you to find
' out why', would you do it?

Momodu: Yes but-'if I-asked my Mother: she would say that
'my dead grandfather who alWays did it that way
did not =tell'her why.

David: sBut,: Mmodli, if I did not-know any Mende people
'and I 'Wanted to know how many fingers I had on
'one hand, how would I find out?

Momodu: YoU would count4them..

David: ' But,. would I get the correct answer if I counted.
.from my thumb?

.

Momodu: 4 Yes, but that is-not the way we do it.
: 7,

Would you say.that Momodu did not know how to count?.

Many times,:in.fact, a deep understanding Of the culture is

necessary for proper interpretation of interactions, responses or

feedbacks, Amara aild Easley have made this point. Equal balls of

plas.ticine rePresenting equal portions Of rice cake were given to

Rairs of Themne children. In each case one m6mber of the pair would

claim that an older partner had moreor a youngerpartner had less

since fair distribution of food in Themne culture required that..older

children:qet:l'arger portions than Idtinger ones; Here the Mathematical'

cc:incept, eql1a,.1.').Aty was viewed_in the conteXt of Themne traditional
. C

culture:

Another accoun
- .

the interaction'of cuitureand-learningheg..

Hbeen,4iven bY Mary Budd 'Bowe. She:wOrked. with groups

ghetto chiidr_en ir#the City of New

:

.served that 'the former got excited about the death or disappe ,ance of'

. guppies . and snails'
0
and asked, queslions.,such happened?'' or

Pf Suburban and

, she ob.,'AMOncT.other thirig

2 .9
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. .

'where did they go?" but-the litter didn't get turned on. Ghettol-

she cOMMented;-are used r-having people come and go.

Relating Science Learning to theCulture of Children

It is exciting to observe.what happens when a good attempt iS

made-to relate science learning both to the'culture,af children and'

to'the culture of the larger society. Butterflies are common in many

pa'2ts. of Africa. Aonrov,ia, liberia has its share of them and so a kinder-

:garten teacher who kneW that, children like,butterflies usedthe to teach

Aaddition, subtraction, life cycle of animals and symmetry. She came

to, school one day and set up tWo butte:rfly nets outside her,school

room. 'Those netahave remained in the school.yard for more than twO

Montn's dUring which they have attractedthe attention ofjuany children

in the schoel. .Besides, many pupils'have had their parentshunting

forbutterflies-,and moths.

'the

In particular, the teacher'S kindergarten class kepta. record of

number of butterflies caught each day by each' f the,tWO nets

deduCed'the.total.nUMber caught per day. One day one Ofthe children

and

observèd a dlead,butterfly-,in one'net, That started the children re-:

.ccirding the 'number of deaths per week, Subtraction problems were then

bUilt upon-these-retords.

But the mapt exciting'4xperiences were.yet to coMe.- In the third

Week one,..CAild brought acaterpillar tO schoul. The class preserved

the caterpillar. It was colorful, with alternating;stripes Of:yellow

and blaCk goift%round its trunk. Two days later.it si5un a cocoon.

Silk threads started appearing all around it until it bec4me Completely

9 (,),*1.;:
.:0 '

.
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hidden from.the view of the children. It was another 14 days before

the children saw a white-winged 1 (717m, Out of the silk cocoon.

Anothez_caterpillar of the

school, took three days to

hiCh.the teacher brought

Jri which then took 13 days to

become a moth. The children are now observing, a third Caterpillar

'.which after 10 days has not spun a cocoon.

To help-the intrinsic motivation of the children.keep going, th&

teacher brought twO booklets Written for children. One book was en-

titled Caterpillars and the other was entitled Butterflies. The class

looked at pictures of different caterpillars going through their life

cycleS: 'They saw in the book that it took one of their book Cater-

pillars, known .as the-Promethea Caterpillar, many months before it

changed from a cocoon'to .a moth. They also:read.that some moth

caterpillars and many butterflies do not spin cocbons. They shed

..theit,skinS directly and become moths or butterflies. The children

.are continuing*their investigations and the'teacher is keeping her

scienCe class going by letting. children do'some of the things that

cOme naturally to them. ,
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In' this'section, ways in which children are Very special.

people,:and ways in which.children develop, _o presented and

discussed.

It has._alsO been shown how a clear understanding of °the

,nature,ofchildren can help teachers improve their persOnal relation-7

ships with ohildren, and hende improve the education which children

'receive, at the teachers' hands

It ie imoortant"that teachers and students disCuss the material

presented in this chapter among-:.themselyeS. It will soon beCome

apparent\that teachers have many experiences and problems in common,
\

,

partly beCause most children respond in similar ways to similar

situationA By.eharing such experiences with one another,. teaahers

can raise the status of theirprofession while at the.Same time.

giving children a better preparation for life in the adult world.
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SECTION VI

GETTING.READY:FOR THE CLASS

Introduction

..This section 'attempts to give theteacher practical suggeStions

and help for beginning. work in the Olass:,:oom.with an enquiry'tethod

and open-ended appron.

_The first chaPter-discusOes.in some ,detailjlow a teacher

:develop his Own units of clasSroom.study:

Chapter 2.:concernS'howto esseSs children's experietiCes

classroom,ahd includes illustrations of wayS,of.evaluatiqn of

vidual childten's work:

Chapters d 4 present informatioh about develOpMent

. qUestiOning skills and techniques ofthd teacher', -and ys:to-helP

children keep records.
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'Chapter l. Strategy For Unit Construction

Introduction

-Su wish to give ,Children in your science class an opportunity to

-
explore and experiMent, record and disoUss the results of their experi-

,

ments, make hypotheses and verify-themOn short, to. carryout

investigation on their own.

science

Yetyou :recognize the need for 'guiding:and helpihg them along

they gradUally develop:confidence in their: own ideas and abilities'.

You needto suptain their inotivatiOn, their enthusiasM, their interest

0.in nature and in science;. and you need to do all this without.imposing

too much optheir individUal4ace of leirning, On their developMent of

'attitudes or on:their-freedom to explore

.own predictions.

and to make and verifY

You cannot just throw a topicsOr a hea.t of materials at a clasa.

i
of children, say "now proceed to do science", and then walk:out of the

1

OlaSsroom That wouldbe .fOolish.ih the extreMe. This woUld lead to
,

aiMiess activity in the' minds of the' children'. 4lowever, there is an

s alternative to the other extreme of too mush direction. and Organisation

Through a compromise between extreme dictation and no directiOn--

whatsoever, you San :give children a clear confidence in your desire to

helP them aa they need you, and in your contern for them to forge ahead.

In other words"you must.balance.freedom to learn with puitable guidance

.in learning.
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-2. Unit Construction

One way in whichyou can'study this balance is through what iS

:palled Unit ConstructiOn. A.large variety of Teachers Guides, often

referred to as Units, have been developed over the past several years

in many African Pountries (see Bibliography). you may wishto refer

to any One of.these units,.such as "Ask the Ant 4on",:Torch ;

-and Bulbs'!, or !Outsplves!!- Before you_proceed to develop_your own

.

teaching unit you may wish,to analyse one or more of-thesellnits.

Thentryto,construct a unit for yourself..on some topic thA inter-

ests yot. The'man outline of theprodedure for constrUcting such a

unit .isset out:below.

Choosintj a Topic Unit construptioncan . e seen as one way'
_

. ,--,
-- ..:...,

preparing leSson Plans,_or extehsive lesson notes: The topic of:the:
--_

--- -.

lesson can,be broad'sUch as a study:of-intects:around the.-sChool, or

more Specific such' as the germinationof'seeds.

topic is often selected are the following.

AI1 interesting sitUation; for,example,the market-place, a
.

. _ .

special-area of interest.in.the countrySide such as a waterfall

Or a pond, or obserVing an insect larVa beginning to pupate'.

1/4!:%

-An idea-or interest, of a chil.d; for example, how torchea,wOrk,

an:interesting inseCt brought to class by some children; or

some-observations' of.a rainbow.

A topical. phenomenon; for :example, an eclipse, a sudden:apper-.

ance.of large numbers of insects, or the construction af'a Oad

nearby.

A scirific concept;jor example.,

ing, or changeS in matter.

moticin,,balancing
;:,
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A syllabus topicT eXaMP1S, seeds, plant: growth, mixture-and,.

compoUnds, or simple machines.

The reader may think of other ways of choOsing a topic suitable -

for'study by primary school children.

Developing the thread of the' uniti. Once you have chosen a t

or theme for the unit, you will wahL 'mess abouL- with some of.the.

_ .Matefials it order tdget an idea of alp productive potential of the

_lead you ars about to.follow.
.::.

'
,

Then you may wish to conStruct a Chain link between ideas that -,

occur teiyou. Or, you:may.outline'seveeWideas which radiate frOm

your basic theme: Many of theSe ide'as will be related-to each other,:

forming a network-of ideas which can be quite complicatecL This net.-

work can be formed by posing questiona and listing answers, andloy.shoW7:

ing the link between various ideas.

Developing-QuestionS: Read about the.topic chosen, ahd talk with

colleagues and, friends about the ideas so far.developed; reaord ques,.

'tions posed abput the topic and neW 'ideas suggested.

List those qUeStions-Which yOU believe can, lead to fruitful activi-

ties forth's Children in the classroom: Those questions.that appear
.

.

not to lead to such activities May,sometimes be uSed.-for challengin4-

stUdiesor discussions later on; a questiOn,may lead'to more reading

about the toPic in library reference materials:,

.

lyse the questions choSen (see chaPter 4,-seCtion V of'this

Handbook). will See that many "hoW" and "why" questions.can be

'simplified into me or mOre "what' happens if" queStions that at once

suggeSt a line of inve :4gation:.
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Outlining the First Few Lessons; Write out the outline of the

,fvarious, activities that -Suggest thenselves ftor "what hinpr9 i

,guestions. (See, for ex11T11,1 Teacher's Guid,

and BUlbs.")' This procedure up to now should give enough material

for two or three jeesons. It shoUid also givean indication otthe

.kinds of material's and aPparatus needed.for.the actjAiTtles,

AsseMbling Materials,and Apparatus: The next step is to scout

.arbund:for and Collect the materials needed in the classroom, as Well

as to conStruct eomebf the,apparatus-which the children Willuse.

thechildren
.

aree:ble4Obring many .of :the necessaty'materials

to school There need be no Serious apprehension because of limita-
.

tions of time,- - .a crude prototype,cari often do the,)ob,4.while some-,

.

children may Make considerable improvement to he.original design,

appa:ratus.

Meny.items.canbe obtained without cost if.youmake a point of

o
col:lecting and storin'g:uSed.tins and,jaxs, bottle tops, old bell' point

.pens,"etc.... Also try tto'interact:with...woodwork and metalWork-teachers.

in -.Smut workOSO.ell.as local- art4Sans and' c.taftsmen.

_
. .

Experimenting-YourSelf: With your outline written and the neces-.

:sary materiale Collected, your next step is to do.sOme of the activi--

ties yourself in otder to see if and ho'W well they wCik. Tilis exercise

is important since.it May save muCh'time later on. In addition; It

will better prepare you for the.variety Of situatiOnsthat maybccUrr-

:when the lessons with the children begin. Your Own experimenta.tion
,

mey- lead to simPlifiCation of aCtivitiesvit may reveal the existence
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-of errors i:. ale, or basic.as ns; ai fi, ly, it
,

indicate W.U, the-physical operationS 'are t,)o dWicuIt

for young-children to lperform.

Writing Your First Working Draft: You are now in ajoositio

wrrte up the trials you have made withinstructions abbUt how to pro-
\ .

ceed and with questions arising from the trials. DetailS.4bout build-

ing simple apparatus,w!_11 be included .StePs in-this procedure can

be diVided_up and fit the clasSroomperiods- This ds,noW your firSt

: working draft.

If,i,txedticcpig..the Unit to the Children1_,How wn.I'you introduce

the topic you haVe chosen to the children? The answer to this clues-
.;

tion will depend on factors Such aS the Previous experience of the
. 4

children, yodr relationship with your pupils, and the nature of.the

topic 'itself,

For example,"in theUnit mTorch Batteries and'Bulbs". it is.sug-
*

gestedthat Ito introducethis-topic,-the teacher should see,:to. it that

Child has-a torch battery,',4,1;q1b,' and some "Wire.:,These materials'each

can-often be suPplied'by the children -The teacher then asks'the child*

renLif they can make their bill!.b light, WithoUt giving theM instructiont,

about how to do it In thig'way. the teacher has immediately.created

a problemsolyingsituation for the chil4en.

In.other Units such as "Exploring Nature" or "PIants inthe

-ClassroOm" the teacher;.,may take the-dIass for a walkthrough the near*

. by- countryside. Before' leaVing the claSsroom, the.tea.

the.ch'ildren to look fOr-special things, such as plants to\bring back
.\

to the ClasSroom, or nearby rock formations. Again, the teacher is
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trying to create-a sutuation in-which-the children are encouraged o

ask question8 ,ind to explore their surroundings.'

Trying out the:Unit.with the Children: Nowyou are ready to try

out the ideas you have developed so far With\children in the 'class-

r00111. This will most likely take more than just one.lesson.. Even if

you have-only planned for on& leSion, you are likely to find that'the

single lesson fans out into twa, three, or more lessons as'the children'
d.

raise queStions and offer ideas that call for further exploration and

experimentation;

SOMe--Children might need the whole firSt lesson to become sufki-
.

. ciently familiar.with thematerials,to raise questions and contribute-,

ideas of the2t own..,The trial should be carried out in such a way

that thequestions.and.ideas of the chiltren form a large part of:the

lesson. .:You should be-prepared to:takeextensive notes of the ques-

tions and.ideas brought forward lpy the children.

Rewriting the Draft:' The Initial trial teaching:with the child7:

reh will'usually lead to a rewriting of the first ft so as to in-

:3

corporate the contributionS of the children from the class, It would

"haVe.beeh impoSSible toanticipe all the reaction-s of-the Children

to the lessons you have:now presented..

Trial Ey.a Wider Audience: .The next step is to ask some of your.

. fellow teacher's to try the redraft with-other sets o children and

give you a feedback:on their trials.r::These trials by,ath6r.teachers

Will increase tlie objectivity of your assessment of the uhit. It will

show the extent to which it c&I' be taught to children.in general,
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gather than just by you to your own set of pupile. It wili

voIve agreater number of'persons in the general task'of developing

the primary school -curriculum

\
Writing the Trial Unit: Thefinal step is to rewrite the unit

on the basia dfthe.feedback. from other teachers working with,other

children.. This version of the unit then becomes the Trial Unit, ready
.

to -be ttiea out by a larger numher of teachers. The 'Trial Onit will

be.rich,in variety'of ideas since it:has already, had the benefitof

severallpeople working with it in real classroom situatiOns.

What Teachers DO With.Pifficulties: In spiteof .5everal trials

in the classroot rou mav find certaindifficulties keep recurring

.when-the unit is Used by other teachers.. Sote ways in. which the unit

can bejfurther impr9ved:Are the following.

Chanqe complex questions into two or moreimple questions,_

and then plan for more-associated activities.'
-

ii Check to see if'the int4lectual, and physical deVelopment.of-.

the children is compatib e with the ideas in the unit. Per7-

. haps the topid shOuld bp studied by-slightiy older-childreril.

0
ProVide additional queStions and'explanations-to accompany

: the, activities. '
iv Record the children's verbal and non-verbal questions and

1

examine them for hints about how to improVe the urlit.

v. Cive-mbre time for the children to become familiar With.the
s '

materials.

3 8
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Illustration of-Unit Construction

The pre-ceding disoUssibri has covered4several stteps' that might
, -

_

.be taken when preparing acti-VitieS for childrén.in'their science

clasSes.. A;though this description canr=serve as a model for lesson

pteparation, thete will'be situations in which the science teacher

mAy wish to emphasise,-sOme steps of the-process, or may vary the'
/

Order in which the various steris of preparationare treated. The

important thing to remeMbe is that the:tesponsibilityfox lesson_ .

,

popatation rests withthe'teachet, anciTthat the de-tAilS Of ti-le pre-_
,

,

,paAtiOh are determ argely by interaction among the teacher, the

.onIldren in .the claJtoom, and the .Materi,als.-:or situation,the teacher":
, .

has provided.

t\is in:structiya-o. analyze some (.?the mat03.,1;als, that already
yL

exist to see how their development might have tit the_strategy
, .

unitconstruction des-ctibed previously. It. is suggested tnat

reader examine dVariety:,.9f,,the Teachers- GuideS that have been'

develOped as pArt of,theAfrican Primary SCience Programmeto

eaph of the7stages funit:constructiOn might apply.. The follOwing

liSt "of units might be'YeXaMined as-a cross-section of the materials

available:

Explori:ng,,Nature

PenduItM .

Aek the Ant Liôi
Chicks inthe ClasStodm
Sinking and. Floating

.Tools forthe,ClasSroom
TorchBatteries and Bulbs
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c The reader is encourage4 to cOmpare.these. units and their

development with anT:other primary science.paterials which are

Activities Starting From a Clay Pot-.

Although a large variety of materials have been develoPed, many

interesting tOpics continue-to appear which might be investigated by

young children. FOr example, it occurred recently to a certain

'science teacherthat water kept in a clay pot is usually cooler than

water kept in-.other ordinary household-containers. Could this Obser7.

vation lead-to an interesting science investigation for children?

What experiments might you perform initially to learn'more

about this question?
, .

q
' What materials will you need.to carry dut your experiments?

Whatare some of the questions that Occur to you as a result of

.your first obServations'e.

Which qf these-questions do you believe will be,suitable for

children to investigate

Make a chart that shows the connections among the various ideas
.

. . , .
.

.
.

.

that are coming out of your eXperimentation. _Such.,achar like the .

,Lone'shown in Figure 1, can be made as ideas occur tO youi before all

the answer's are found to your questions. Many of the answers to:your

initial questions can come from the, work of children in the class-

, room.

-How. will'you introduce' the topics t.o your pupils in the..class-

;".

cooling effect of clay pots
,

rOom? Ilave t:hey.observed the

.310
on water in
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their home6? 'Might yOu begin-the,lesson by askihg theM to think of

the best way of keeping drinking water cool? These are the kinds of

questions that a dedicated science teacher must answer. .The readef

'i8 encouraged to think of other topics which might be suitable for

development into priMary science activities. After wbrking together_

with children, over and over, in'new and challenging situations, the

teacher will find that this approach to. primary education not only

makes primary, science classes interesting and enjoyable fOr the

.children, but also makes teaching in primary schools a more interest'-

ing and 'il-t.isfying profession.'

e.) .
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1

Measuring of ;

temperatures

Evaporation and
; condensation of

liquids

Rate.water goes
through different
kinds of soil

Other
Lproperties
; of soil

Heating
with

j different
I fuels

Heating and
cooling of

liquids

Water ih'a
clay pot

Making pots , !

;from different 1

;kinds of soils

Taste of water
from different

sources

Figure 1.

Taste of
water kept

i in'different

i

pots-

1

Purification of
drinking water

Flow chart showing ideas.conne;tA
.with keeping water in a clay pot

4-1
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Chapter : Assessing ChildienTS etiences--

We'will examine the question of aSsesament-in a praatical- way

using what we would like to call "worksheets". Yot are encOuraged

.actually to work through the exerciSes in order to get the most out" of

thiS chapter. This is important in order to understand the fullim-

pact of the behavioural changes involved. Learning 'can be exhibited

in various ways. it.appears'n , only in Mental skills,jout.also in.the

way children react to various situations ! changing emotions,'feelings,

interests. these are usually regarded as being in what is called the

affective doMain. .

There are other ways in.which'learning is-manifested. For instance',

there are the Skills in manipulating, designing and.modifying'apparatus,

equipmentor even toys. Children sometimes exhibit these skills a

Marked extent. Such skills., are usually.put in the category of pSy-
,- . .

chomotor skills..

The affec-Lve dotain should always be given equal prominence with

\both mental and psychOmotor skills-in testing and,evaluation of child-7

\

,

ren's learning. \\We recognize the importance of testing as an instru-
. .- .._

ment df evalliat'on \We are opposed.not to testing; but to poor testing;

too great an emp asis on testing, or even Making testing.the most 1m-

portant means of evaluation.

Worksheet 1 Fàri1iartty with questions.

The problem k)f evaluating children's progress and wOrk is alldays

difficult when th teaching aims ,of a courSe change, and when the course

.1
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materials demand changes of behaviourfor. both teachers and children.
:

_
The fact that it may be difficult to find new ways to evaluate new

courses iS ne excuse for not introducing these changes.

Read the following excerpt to see one of several approaches that

have been used to help,teachers become more familiar with different

ways ef evaluating their pupil's work.,

4alswer the questions asked in the following paperyourself: Dis-

cuss.your answers with your colleagueS. How many answers did you_change

after having talked about them with your'friends?

EXCERPT: EVALUATION AND TESTING

,When brie has been involved: in a projebt of seme jcind, be it per-

sonal, communal,, official or otherwise, it is Usually a:good idea for

one to "lo6k. back" and judge-the Nalue of the tasks performed. Doing. .

this proVides the mind with a frame of refererice. For example, if one
3

has been charged with the responsibility of constructing a dam from-

which water can be pumped to supply to a certain township population,

'he or she would be interested to know how well the watEr supply meets

che demand of the population when the project is completed. One. might

. -

start.off by eXamining-the rate of water consumptionand comparing it

with the amount of- water shortageat:different times of.the,year, and

decide what to de to avoid it. .This kind of assessment'or evaluation

is usefui, for it helps in-t.he decision making precess regarding

future planning..

After haVing worked- with.your pupils for say A term, you too may

wish to.find out what eXperiences they have had and what they have.
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,gained .from them, Giving the children a test is the usual way of-evalua-

'tinTpupils'. achievement. .It might-Ape mentioned7here that the Guide-

lines for Teeiching Science in-Standard V alsocalled Class V suggests

certain,skills and attitudes that the children should acqUire a.S" ob-

jectives of primary scienCeeducatión
,:The skills.and attitudes gained

should-form nart of the.basis for examining your class. -However, you

may find it difficult or even impossible tb examine by a written test

some aspect-of their education, such as, self Confidence, the ability

to ask intelligent questionS; curiosity, or respect for other pupils'

opiniont. As an alternative or supplement to a written examination,

you,should,keep-a:coritinuous record.of the performance Qf each pupil

An-a-form such as the following.'

A. In a-special_notebook, set aside,cne to.three pages for each pupil:,

H. List on thesepages the different behavigur 'traits which the pri--

mary Science lessons are tryingto strengthen, and leaVe a space to

: Mark each time theSe traits are observed. The chart could look like

this.

BehavioUr Trait - Tallies (marks)

'Asks intelligent questions

Makes accurate observationS

Keepa.neat and acCurate records //////
4. Has .16:ance when dOingexperiments (//
5. Showaa -1=9rest in-doing investigations .///////

Thus-, trait =umber 1 has so far been observed-twice-(two-tallies),

the second trait th.ree times,-and so on. The 'chart -should be built up

and when full a new brie hould-be,made. Continueto record cm the
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chart throughout the year and then decide for yourself what useful in-
_

formation-this gives you regarding the progress of each Chil& You

may be able to think of other ways of keeping such pupils''records.

The important t-hing is that these recOrds help you the teacher to give

your pupils the best poaSible education.

C. .The following characteristics of behaviour cduld be considered'
. .

together tvith anY others you may think Valuable.
i

1. Willingness to share one's work with others.

2 'Patience and determination shown when working on a *problem.-

3. .Originality pf'd.cle4s and search for solUtions t&problerits.

4. Offering one'sppinion when in disagreement with others.

5. Willingness to changeone's mind in the face of new.evidence.

6. Willingness o Compare one's results with that of.otherpeople.

7. Ability to keep records.

8. Ability to make accurate'prediCtions.

9. .Willingness to repeat investigationa.(perhapS more carefully)
so as:to establish validity of previcUsrasults.,-

C.-:.00peration with other children.

11'. Contribution of materials for investigation.
,

12. Ability,to,,ask questions and to plan an experiment which will
help tO'answer the question.

13; Eagerness to inVestigate after school.

14. Curiosity.

la, -Self cOnfidence.

18_ Respect forother people's,ideas.

D. :Im addition to these behaviour traits, you might_=,.., I to describe

the foilOwing:

The rangre. of...activities each pupil has bee 1vein and
_how well,h0 or,ahe...worked with. those .activita=

Any sPecial or eXtraordinary performances by a pucli.

General interest shown on science lessons.

316
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, I think You will agree.with me that record.cards., such as these

could go a long way toWard_contributing vital information about a pupil's

progress in science_ Although it.may be a difficult task-to carry out,

it-is, neverthelesS, worth trying. Ibu may find it easier to make

-your tally Marksright after each science lesson, or even during the

lesson itself. It is hoped that these record cards will help you to

understand yoUr pupils better:and to'evalUate their-progress in science

in a more systematic and useful'Way.

E. keturning to the end-of-term Written tests, we can now see that

such tests Might form only part of the Pupil's progress report for the

J-term. However, written testS sometimes have their plebe. The kind of

written tests usually given Ire either (1) the essaytype test, or,'

:2

(2) the short answer or objective type test (or a combination of.both):.

.Each of.these two types has .its own characteristics, a summary of which.

is given'below.

Characteristics of cwo types of tests

Essay type te-S.ts: Objective vye tests:

1. Gives bpportuniry for candidates::
tc show self ex,yression.-.

Is-relatively easy to set.

3. -Tests for orf.binality and
organisation_bf.ideas.

4. Difficult ts --mkiand score,
4

accurately.

5. Covers a:small subjedt area.at.
any.one time.

6. Can present kspeciai ptobleth
students with a language-L.--

problem.i

1. Difficult to set..

2. Easy to mark-.

3,. Easier to score accurately.

4.. Can cover a wide ange of
tobics

5. psually presents nd special
difficultjesto stUdents
with lan=age problems.

6. Does not.-allow candidate_t1-:
_

organize ideas. and 'put tha
down in essay style.
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Difficult. and time consuMing
for young children to write

. an extended disdussion.

Example of the above tests:

Essay type test:

.7. 'Does not allow for depth of
description of a particular
topic.

1. Describe the different kinqsOf seeds that you have collected.

2. .Describe the behaviour of the grasShopper you have been keeping

in your cages in- the classroom.

Objective type tests:'

1. True/False type: A bat is a mammal (true or false?)

2. Cbmpletion: Food in the onion ,is stored in the

3. Matching: In column A 'is a')list of words, while in column B

is a list of descriptions. Next to each/ /Word write the num-

ber of,the description'that best fit:i.; that.word.

column_A Column B

Plants grow in i

Ecliose 2, We breathe it.

3: It is an animal.

4:- It oroduces-a shadow.-

It usually Sings.

6. It flies.

4. Multiple Circyle the letter that contains the best

altswer.

A solar eaLl=se occurs when

A. The earth-is in a straight:line between,the sum and the
moon,

B. The moon blocks off the light ofthe sun.

--C-.---The-earth-:shuts out the light Of the moon.

D: Agone of the above'is correct.

3
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'Whether questions,are of essay or objeCtive type one siibuld.re-e

member seVeral esseAtial characteristics of a good quettion.

1. Clarity. A qUestion. should nOt be ambiguoUt. The candidate
-

should have.a clear understahding of what the question is
asking.

Suitability. .The language used should be at a suitable level
according to.the background of the pertons being-examined; -

ligigth.' The question shouldlpe as.brief as possible. Wordy.
,

questions tencb'to confuse childgen.

Think about the characteristics of a good quettion. _In the case:
-

multiple choice questions see if the alternatives to the correct
. P

(called:-OistraotOrs) are Well 'chosen or whether some of them

ate'obviously wrong. In such an 4;cecise'.1;ou might be able to appre-

,answer

-
ciate the idea thaz setting good objective Ityje questiont is not an

easy task.

F. ,,Inat co Test

A teacher couLd present children with certntasks to cerf
whicc would tetl- for those attitudes andskills=ntionedearfier

'ch

:be diff.. Lt to tett for by means
, f, a wricten eXamination.

-Often written tst.s rend tb dwell the straight recall of infornacion
\

thour,-n tHey car test for other thihgs, However, a written test couldst, ,

\\be cg-±72,an in conjunction with some practical probl.ms to solve. Thus

.one co.:_ld test for the ability to observe, arefully, to intrpi.et data,

and to think and reasoh in a-logical way..,Te chers must ask thenlve's

-what tney areng-- to accompLish through. educa ition.n the primary

school: Or, in -,:ther words "what do I want-these c ildren.eVentuPily

3
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to become?" The answer.to this question will contain aspects of learn-
.

ing Skills,,acquiring attitudes'and learning.cetain'pieces'of infor-
,

nation,. These qualities of eduoation shothd as far as possible be

,reflected in the kind of tasks presented to. tlie.children, and hence

in the kind of assessment or evaluation made,

Below are some sample vestions that might be given.to.children

in upper. primary classes. When thinking about these sample qUestions,

--
,try to establiSh what each question is calling for on the part of the

.person-being examined.

1. A group of game scoUts caught scme poac:mers during the might.

The full moon- was Shining- direct-l- over their heads. Later, when

they arriVed at tha oclice station, they were asked bythe officer-

.in-chargo-'what tine t..2aey. Mad.arrested the poacoers Which Of the'

following answers oiid ycu grive?

A. 6:00 p.c. 3:00 c.m. c- Mldnacht dD. 6:00 a.m.

Some children in t -crimarv school noticed ttat -:ertainkinds of
n

worms only come to the surface on very cool evatings. Juma says

that it iS.because they do not like the strong unlight. His

'friend say no, it isipecause theY do not.ie warm weather:

What are some Otings you could do to shuw 7bstcar-"Juma or his,

friends are right?

_Couldthey_both be rigtt?

Could they both be wrong?
_

How could you demonsL,,kte whether YoUr answers to these
two questions.are really, ....le?

32:0

.0



3. Qhildren in a'school near Kitale_made a large collection of seeds.

They inyentea the_following-systs14-of naming their seeds.

Seeds that
split into
,two.parts

Seeds
founds in,,

pOds\

SEEDS ..

Seeds not
in,found

-Seeds that
-do not-
split into
two parts

Seeds that
split into
two'pArts

Seeds that
do not
split:into
two parts '

-.RoUnd Long : Round Long
shape shape shape shape

t/ Nt/

.Moon Kipsiges. Stone. Bbat ':
peas beans seeds seeds

4. The moon was seen in the

What time was-it?

_ .-j,s-

a 7**

.
. Ne.

Round Long Round Long
shape . shape Shape, shape

1 `V.

I

4
Twin- Shell Ball Stick
seeds seeds seeds seeds

AcCarding to the system'of naming,

seed's thit these children have in-

vented, what is the nameof the seed

in the drawing?.

western sky as shown in the pictie,

,Midnight C,

321.



-n 5. Some:children in Standard V formed musical group, and Sed the

following instruments:

Instruments for. blowing in

Pipes
Flutes
Bottles

these.inStrUments are best

Instruments for st iking

Drums
Guitars
Gongs

for making low notes,

others are better-for ma4ng hAsh notes.

e

while

A line has been drawn from the drum on the left hand side to the

guitar on the right hand side: Draw a line connecting each instru-
.

ment on the left hand side to one and only one instruMent On the

right hand side, using the. information giVen above to decide whiCh

instruments belong together.

AnSWer:the-fallOwing guestiOns:

A lion is an example of:.

.a). An omnivore;

,10) A.herbivOre;

c) A dog;

d) A carnivore;
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7. A likely'life cycle_for a moth is:

4. egg - cocoon - larve. -moth t75-

.b. egg - larVa - caterpilla1-7- moth ,

c. egg.- caterpillar - cocoOn.- moth-
:

d. egg'- cocoon:-. caterpillar - moth

,1(\,Polar different liquids were carefully pourdd into.artube. They

made the layers shown in the di4gsam.

The tube was then shaken. After it

yes left to settle, only. three .

.layers were observed. ThiSproves

that:

A

a) TwoiqUidtare,nearly t:he sameiaeight.

Liquid:Amixeswith-liquid C.
c), Liquid-A mixes-,with liquid C and liquid

That two of the:liquids mix tdgether.-

.

,

Varksgeet 2 Classifying Examination Questions
.

.
.

.-
."

.

...!
,

Examine the questions asked in the previous extract again. Fiy.--
. ,-...

tO decide what pari6Ular.attitude,s.fand\skills each question is trying

to test. COmpare thenoteS you have made with those made by your

colleagues: TO helpwith this: task read the following extract from
. . -

the GUidelinet for teaching cience in Seandard FiVe written for pri-

Mary'school teathers in one of the Sti.A. Member States.
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EXCERPT: GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING SCIENCE IN STANDARD y

INTRODUCTION

AS we prepare Our lassops 11i science for the children in Standard

V, it is important eb'keep in mind the,purpose behind 'OUr-'efforts. As

with many things we.do, there is more than one, reason for teaching

science to yoUng children. We can name three general goals which we

Would like to achieve as a result of the expe.riences our children will

have from their,scienbe lessons. These goals.are.the following:

i. To help children acquire or .preserve certain useful.attitudes

.about'thamselves- and their relationship with their enViron-

ii To help-children learn oertain manual and:thinking skills

which-are useful in Solving practical prpblems from eVery-

day.life.

TO help children acquire a certain amount of information

which
e
is also necessary to soive the problems we Meet in

Question:

A syllabus already exists whiCh covers a great deal of science

material': Why Ismuch time and effort being spent to prepare a new

set of-"Guidelines?"

Answer:

""N

..Because of the historical development of Science teaching.in pri-

mary schools; most of the time in the past has been spent giving

7ch1,18rep information-(see goal ii The emphasis shoulgnow be,

Shikted so that goals i and ii arealso given.their fair shake of

attention.-
3 1,1. ;
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Of cOurse, we want children to learn more.about the world around

them. HoYever, we also Want them to acquire those skills and attitudes

which help them.to live better lives as productive'citizens.in their

society.

Each .Science lesson or activity may help to achieVe.one or more

of these three general.goals. If a iesson or series of lessons has

helped to achieVe all three goals, then the teacher can be particularly

proud of Ais or her work.

SCIENTIRIC PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS

Certain skills are needed in order to apply the scientific method,

I:to sOlving problems. The process of:,,&cientific porblem Solving 'can 4e
pr,

,seen.as a continuous chain through the'following steps.

g
i. -130eCiding What the problem 'is.

Collecting information, making' observations.

Making predictions, building a theorr:'

iv. Doing experiments, investigating.

v. Analysis, oomparing experimental results With theoretical
predictions'.

Obviously, we do not consciously think aboueeach of these steps

every time ye try to olve a practical proble0. The approach we use

tO solve our everyday problems becciMes a habit. It is during the

- early years of our liVes that basic patterns of behaviour are establiShed.

Therefore; it is a1,1 the more important for young children to go through

this process of problem solving. -This process,shOUld be applied many

times over, to problems at the children's own level of difficulty and'

interest. Among the basic skills necessaty for carrying out this process

3 2, ';..)
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)of scientific problem solving are the following:

i. As1Ln5 Questions. Children should be encouraed to ask

7. any questions which arise fr'om theiryork. :It is-the task.

of the teacher tp help th; children find answers to their

questions through their own,observations and experiments.

Instead of giving the answer directly, the teacher should

help to put the children in a situation where they can find

out the answer8 for themselves. Sometimes thb nature of

the childEen's questions makes this impossible. In this

case, the teacher should either give an honest aaswer or

wait !until an answer pan be foulid. The children should

never be cheated by the teacher trying to cover up_his or

.her lack of.knowledge. Remember,no person knows all the

answers!
.

Collection of Information. All of our senses can be'used

to learn.more about the world-around us. dhildren should

be encouraged to observe closely, as well as to listen,

feel, smell, and sometimes even taste. Sometimes informa-

tion an be obtained from suitable reference materials.

Whatever the sourCe, careful gathering of information often

leads to new prOblems.to'solve.

Making Predietions. Prediction is not the same as guessing

We Make a prediction- only after'eareful consideration of

the information available to us. In other words, becauSe.-.

3:?Ai
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we observed that certain things took place in the past, we

suppose that e..-irtain other things wi14 happen in the future.

Ior example, if the position of the shadoW of the flagpole
I

is marked at 9:100,j13:00 and.11:00 in the Morning-, then

:the.children Might be Asked'to predict where the shadow

will fall at noon. Although.this process of,prediction

may be seen as a game it is one of the most useful tools

in .. the scientific'method.

iv. Construction and Collection of Apparatus. As the need

'arises, the children should be encouraged to PrOVide the

apparatus to carry out their investigations. This'can be

done largely through collectionland construction from local-

ly available materiala. .The teacher should take part in

this aspect of school science lesSons rder.to increase

the variety of Materials available to the children. (See

\\
the Primary Science-Unit, TooLs IN THI, CLASSROOM) In the

event of shortages of equipment, a possible solution is to

divide the class into smallgroups and to rotate the avail-

able equipment among the groups sO that all the children

have the opportunity to.carry.out different experiments.

EverY schootshould have a "science store" in which to keep'

equipment not in use. In this way apparatus constructed

and materials collected by one class can be used in.

successive yc4s..
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v. Sorting and Classifying. Children shouldbe.given.the'.

opportunity of grouping things in ways that they themselves

believe Are Suitable. This:process of sorting and arranging

things giVes the children valuable practice in making deci-

sions: Once the childryl have.had a chance to express their

own ideas, theSZeacher may want to poialt out other useful

ways of classifying materials, Through an orderly arrange7.

ment of C011etted materials, patterns may be discovered which':
. .

help to solve problems or even lead to new ones.,

vi;--Retording of Information.

tO keep a record of whatthey do and of what they pbserve.

These records.may be in the form-of drawings, charts and

Children should be encouraged'

reports. -It'should be remembered, however, that a science

lesson is more than a leSson in art or writing Therecord''

the children make should be seen as part of their scientifid-
,

investigations.

1 .

Drawing Conclusion8.. Children should realise
. .

that they can

learn from one another. The should be,encouraTed.to e

change information thrOugh reports, displays and discussions.

The.children may, uSe their vernacular if this isa. More ef-
.

fective way of communicating amOng themselves. While-work,

ing with children in Standard V,. who are usually between
'0

ten andtwelve years old, one shOuld remember that children

at this age are only beginning to thia in abstract. terms.

Therefore, those thillking skills described above should be
.

3 2 8
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: :

encouraged as much as possible by'Working in practicai 4tu-

ations. For example, when learning about the difference,

in leaves, the children should collect, handle and study a::

large assortment of real leaves, rather:than merely.listen-,

ing or reading about them. Although children:Of-this age

are not uSed.to soling problems in a formal way, they will

.greatly benefit from the OpportUnity to become 'gradually

more organiSed end orderly in their thinking.

FORMATION OF ATTTTUDES

In order to make the best uSe of those problem solving skills

discussed above, children should- have.certain attitudes.about them-

Selves and their relationship with-their.surroundings... SomeOf these

attitudes are natural in young children, while Others must be learned

as they grow older. The task of the teacher is to:try tO preserve,
\

those useful attitudes Which'the children already have, as,well as to

inStall new: ones which.do not occur as a natural development Soffie

_ \-

of these attitudes are the following:

i. Curiosity. Most Children, arp naturally 'curious: 'Pert of.

,
'the teacher's job is t6 keep this:natural curiosityalive_

as:the ahildre -. yrow older., Therefore, it is important

4

that the problems which are dealt: With are interesting to

the children, and that the children are able to soivetriese'

problems at their own level, Of ,understanding. _Thenatural

curiosityof yoUng.children can be one' of the,greatest helps

to the primary, school science teacher.
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Remember that the. teacher iS.not expected.tc know the an-

swers to all the questions the children ask. The teacher

.should be aware that in Scientific work the solution of

one problem often bring more questions.I which'in.turn may

. lead to further investigation. Thus, the curiositY of the

children is,an extremely important part of school science

classes.

ii. Practical APproach_to Solving. roblemns i1ciren should'

be encouraged 0 find answers to their cuesta. through.

their own observations and experiments. -L-77-thia, approach

to solVing problems becomes a habit, then.zahe, children will"'

be better prepared to deal with the probIa=1-.;hey will fade

as adultS.

Self-Confidence. This is perhaps one of the racist -important

attitudes fOr-the successful solution of problems. Without.

. the will to attempt td solve'a problem, the problem cannOt,

of course, be solved. This feel..i.ng of self-COnfidence can

be strengthened in young ch'ildren if they, experience Many

small.successesand then eceive approval of these. successes

:from the teacher. Therefore, the probleMs the children

'attempt to.solve should-nOt be so diffiCUlt that they lead

frustration.

iv. 'Genuine Interest: If the children are truly interested

in their studies and InvestigatiOns, they willioe thinking

330
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about how. to learn,:more about their field of interest,

rather than how to please the teacher. The teacher who:has

a good understanding of his or her pupils will be able to

.:-/rtake the children feel free to saywhat they are really -

thinking, or to ask questions which truly .intereSt them.-

.This.is. made easier'if the teacher is More interested in

the well being of tlie children than in the -Facts that might:.

be learned..

.

v. .Co-opemat.ion By le.--77kThg togetner wir_h ot=ers in grou=s,

childre= can.learn to appreciate the alUe

Frowever, the teacher ..should try-to ensure.that all the

children in the group participate in the activities of.=he

group. Otherwise, some children may lOse part ofthe 'value

of their science lessons.,

vi. .ResPonsibility. While working together, with others in

.small,groups, each child can be'given the responsibility

to carry out specific teasks. For example, one child may

be asked 'csto collect as many green leaves as possible,
.

while another.child goes to look for yellow leayes. Aproval

from theother children in the group helps to ,build this

sense of responsibility.

-
Not all of thethe'attitudes will necessarily be stimulated by the

same lesson. However, science lessons in primary school classrooms.
\

can be usedto goOd advantage to.help children.acquire these attitudes.

. .Ifthe teacher is sUccessful in thisaspect of his or her profession,

3 3 ;
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.then the children will be in.a better position to tackle the everyday'

.problems.they. will face.when:they enter.the adult world.

How can'you determine.when the child showsy

(i) Curiosity

(ii) '.Practical Approach to Solvi4 Problems.

(iii) Lelf-.C=fidence

(iv) GeriuLae Interest.
:

(v) ,ation

(vi) Respc=sibility?'

Are there.several ways of deciding_on each ofthese attitudes?
7

Worksheet 3 Pract±=e- in 'writing Questions

Writing good questions is not an easy task. Periodically throughr.

dut.thit courte-you will be asked tb write.questionS that could be

.used to test he work you- yourself.have,been dOin4.. Writing questions

.and discusting them with colleagUes is the best way to learn hOW to-

.write good questiOns

Suppose you were the teacher of theclass that wrote the reports
_

in Liquids in Chapter 1 of Section 3 of this book,. Write two questions
. A

.

s

testing the .wOrk Of these students. 'Aslo write short notes stating

'what attitudes and which scientific processes you.aretrying to test..

DiscUss your, questions and notes wtth c011eagues 14.your group.

'Worktheet 4 AssessMent Other thanAWritten Tests

There are many other ways, apart from giving your .pupils written

.tetts, that.are certainly more effective.ways of evaluating the success

of your teaching and your pUpil'sprogress.

332
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Rd-read_the excerut on Evaluation and Testing (Worktheet in

addition to the ollowing two papers.

Having caref_olly read these papers, suppose you were planning to

have your pupils eXplore some.Of the.toplcs, suggested in Chapter 1 of

this section. Prepare materials that would enableyOu to.evaluate

,

:continuously_:.yourpupi-ii-s-prOgress and the succest of your teaching.
_

.

Of the'following twO extracts the first,:y

Extract .1.: :Records

One impbrtant reason for activities is so that children cen develOp

i4dividually. To encourage this developMent, .the teacher needs to-be
7

aware of the probleMi of each:child 'in the Class: This,is. why-it is'

J.mpOrtant.for teachers to keep a record 'of the work thir.pupils have

*ne. The records should show the rangeof activities that each child

.worked with during the' term. Added to this can be a few notes'to show'

what kind's of things.each child did with,the activities and any special

'probleMi-a-child might have, as noted by the'teacher':

"Some:teachers keep a notebook to show the work their pupils do:.

du 4ng the activities periods. TwO.or three Paget in the' book can be

set aside for each child. At, the end ofthe activities'Period, the':

teacher can rapidly note'down anything imPortant-that happenedduring

this period.

This is an,example of,records one teacher kept:

Aloys

Week 3. Worked With water-and sand all week. -Much time spent trying
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to discover how to E:-...phon. Was early atzthool to m4 e sure

had plastit tube. Used siphoning in his,=and play.

Agneta

...Week 3. Monday, Tuesday - wi:mh water. Unsuccesesf-=lly t'ried to siphon.

Wednesday - with,clay.

Thursday - with clay.

Friday - finds mirror. Plays with

mirror. Looks at pictures in m±=ror.

clay-==dels i front of

Worked With.clay) water and crayons. With Aloys. Clay With

Ksani. Also drew pictureS while lOoking in mirror. I drew

a V and used mirror to, make a'diamond:. ,He then did the'same

thing with different'shapes.

Week Workedwith Juma and Mwalami,.
. \
The,re are many different ways of,keeping

shotld d

a.tid.mus t takeup-tpo,much time to complete.

:Rere is-an ther way of'keeping records that

records. Every teacher

his in the way he or she wishes. Records shobld be useful

used:.

some'teachers have

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3- Week 4

Abdu $and and water. Wit
both,mate44lsexperi
Mented trying;to get
them toHflow a long way.
Used pumps andbamboo:
trough_ Also .t.rie

Making diffeient Sounds
A:?lOwing: ovetbottles.
Cardboard,iplOcks FridayS

With Abdalla and
Ali. 'Filled con,
tainers with differ-
ent amounts. With
other children:trying.
O make watr floW a
l ng.way. Crayon's.

Made two storey house
with blocks.
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 'Week 4

Abdallá- Sieved with dry sand,'
wet sand Snd.watet:
Triedftosiphon.....Ciay
Modelled dog. USed
tins ,to.drUm on, With,
blocks:and stones on:_
balance UncerEaixy_
which side to put
things on when balanced,.

Modelled Strange clay
face. -Used funnels,
tin with hole'S up the
side.
Trough in dry:sand.
Makes rattle with'tin
and.dry Sand: :

Ali K. Blocks,"paints.
Unsettled week.

Aha444-aj6

V

The following readingjs taken

See Abdu. With:

Pi:li on.bslance.
Ordered blocks in:
tetMs Of heaviness.'
Knit:ted:

With'Jscob in.water,
used tin With holes-
* side as reservoir
and caught. water.

flowing. Out from
bottom hole. Crayons.
See Abdu

from a Source book of suggested

wayslboevaiudte -new science programmes.



Extract 2: What you can Look 'for
4

If there.is no list'of facts t be followed, how can a teacher or

a. visitor tell whether children are gaining from their.science,activi7

ties?

These notes are for both teachers and .visitors. The first.few

=JDegesare mainlY for visitors. The laSt two, pages, are- mainly _for.,

teachers.

First, if the children.are engaged in fruitful activities, there
. . -/

will be real things in the room to learn frOm, and.they will'.100k as

if they are being cared for and used. .Heke are some examples.

One class might have 20 or 30 Or. 40 or 50 tins and container:1 of

varibuS size4 with plants growing in them. 'This clas's might also have

'_.some planted outdoors: Or the class might,haVe some hand-made musical

I

instruments hanging from the walls or froM the roof. In thiS class;

there would probably also be same materials formaking instruments

baMboo, wood,. Wires, reeds, tinS,
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A class might have_boxes of sau ,

with inSects living in.them, being

cared 'for.. ere might besome hand-.

made scales, with different things to
\

weigh - bottle tops, sto as, used.

.torch 'batteries, palm:nuts, soil.

There might be materials to -build

7.1

with cigarette boxes, reeds,:

wood, tins, sandY There might also
.2.

)poMe weightarto.hang on th c n ruc7
,

tions, to test their strength,
s

In classes
\

where tha teacher has

beenteaching this,way for one or'two.

years, and haadevelopdsome experience anddonbidence,

materials for'several different'kindS

about

activity alfat once,

cond,.dtr-ing the science .bOriodsi the 'children will be wdrk.:-;

-
those materiala 7 And notjustlistening.to the eacher talk

eit

them 'or watching sothone demonstrate. with,them, or. w itingdown

-;

what someone tells them to wrie While they are, working, the

-1

children will be free' to.tal to one another, to walk abOut totgo
_, /-

,outd00r8, to get materiaj./s that they need. Some may be making Some-

thing;-some may.be using;rwhat they hare made;.sOme may be trying't9, do
7.

a specifiC thing - like making an ant lion gO forWard, or..fiping a tin

until it sinks; some/may be watching SomethingsvSry closely;,Some may

be trying tO.see "what happens if "; aome may be setting up experiMents;
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,

/1-Nsome may be arguin5 about different thingsthey .have found; s'Ome may.
,

,

be shoingeach 'othe.r what-they have-done; some may be -ilanning what

to do

In some classes, all the children will be tfying to do more ,or
%S.

lesS-the same thing;, ,ih others,.children will be doing.many different;
-

thing
1

Neither of.these appr;)aches is necessarily -.better than -the

other. It depends on the eacher,-and it depends,on the interests of

s'th,class._. Th'e 4portan thing is whether the children ay 8gsy,, know
.

N1 at they are tiying to`da,,and liave ideas
A
about hoWto go about doing

.If the teacher cOnstantly interrupts and addresses theWhOle

clasS, to.give them further instrtictiohs, that is probably because

t

is requiTing the children tg.do something, in his way,- -instead 'of en-
,

,.couragIng-them:to try ways that they have thought of. Similarly,

.

the-children wait,to-getf'the teacher!,s approVal.of what they have done,

,T .

.that-is.probably.because they are working 'fOr the teacher, and n6t)

for themselves. Or, if a,lot of children Spend;their time'watching

f

_

what a-few children are doing, that.isprobably because theY do not,

quite know what to do thetselves, )

,Third, dUring the time when the teacher and children a diS_.

(
cusing, what -t;i:: have done the children will b talking more thtin

'

the teacher. They will be listening, o each other, 'And asking eath_

other qUestions, 'and giving rroii.

-
The more childrehA'rk in.thiS way,,the .bc.t.tter.they.get at it.

." :

During the l'ry first lestbn-or-thrs_scirt,:" even the Verli'bes't7 teacher.

-3 '3 8
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will probably have difficulty, because...the children probably will not

have very many.ideas of things to do; and they probably will not really

believe that tHe teachei.wants them to think of their own'-things to do;

an6 they probably will not think -Lat they should disagree'Withsomel
/-

thing that,has been said. At first,theXefore, they will probably

wait to be told what to,do, not.make Suggestions of their own, not

'talk to their.fxiends about what they are doing, txT to guess what the'

teacher wants them to say. But as children get Used to this way of

working, and really believe that the teacher wants them to try things

' in thear Own way, they will take-more and.mdke of the initiative

themselves.

So far, yob have noticed 'that no mention has been made of talking

to-the 'children (as an ohservor). One reason,is that you can see the,

most important things just by watching - children axe more likely to

7 reveal what they know by doing, rather then by talking.
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.

Perhaps when you visit a class, the children will be. learning

sometHing else - reading, Or:English, or,social,studies.- and will

not: 'be engaged in science activities. How can you let them show you

mhat they have learned?

Not all children will have done the ,saMe-thing, or will have paid

'attention to the saMe thing, so it is impossible tb make up a list of

questions and expect all.the children to give the sathe ansWer to them.
-

Also, somP children will have learned things that they cannot say very

well. They may have learned how to.do something, for example, and the

only.way they, can express it as by doing it.

Somehow, you.want to give the children a chance to show you what .

it is that theY have learned. The best way to do this, of course, is

to start.from the materials,with which they have been working. ,You

can ask soMe.volunteers to tell you,about the materials. If they are

growing seeds, they may be able to tell-you where the seeds came from

and where the soil cartie from, and when tfieyplantedAhem. They may

have planted them. in- some special way, in order to find out what hap-

pens (Upside down, for instance),. They may,have noticed something

special as the plant grew, or th.ey may Wonder what igoing to happen

it continues'to grow.

If they have been studying time and'how to measure it they may

be able tO show you some time-measures they have made, and how o use

them, and why.they made them that way, and What difficulties they er

countered, and who thoughC of a way to solve the difficulty. (We

hope that the children think.of ways around the difficulties

, the teacher!)

349
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Some children will sprely.be too shy to show you very much of

what thehave been doing: 'YoU can probably learn most by asking-

those children who want td show you. As time goes on, and'you visit
-

more classes, see more things they have been doing, and talk to more

children, it gets much easier to know what to aslc, in order to get
-

the children to show you what they know. You will also be able to

recognize when some children have done somethihg.unusual

you never would have thought of dbing yourself.

something

You can also find out from the teacher 'some other aspects of the

work. You can ask the teacher what has happened that =he has found

exc 'zing, and what has happened that he' did not expeCt. You can ask

him what he has done to interest the children, when their interest

startedto decrease. You can ac.k him if he has Over asked other peo-

ple in the community for zome ideaspeople like a potter or a fisher-

man or a builder. YOu can ask him whether other_teachers in the

:3 4
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school have taken an interest in what h is doing. You can ask.him

whether he has any reactions from parents.

So much -fok the visitor. What about..-theteacher?, Even the teacher,

---"\who is with his Class everyday, sometimes feels-uncertain of the value-

of the work. Or sometimes he may feel confident thatthe class as a

benefitting, but he would like to know more about some indi-

vidual child.: How_can he tell whether a certain child is benefitting.

It is usually helpful to remember, first of all, die different

kinds of aims we. have. Some children may have made more progress in

One than in another. .The teacher should look not Onely for what a child

knows, but for what he, does,.how much,interest he shows, how much ini7

tiative he takes,- how much he communicates with other children.

Here are. sbme questions a teacher can ask7himself s-he watches

7
a Child's work from day to.day:

1. boes he make suggestions about things to do and'hOw to do. them?

2. Can he show somebody else wnat he has done so the other pekson can
understand him?

3. Does hepuzzle over a Problem and keep tryingto find ah answer
even when it -is difficult?

4. Does.he have his own ideaS about what to do, so he does not.keep
asking you for help? '

5. Does he give his ^pinion when he does not'agree with.something
that has been said?

6.. Is he willing to change his mind about .soffiething, in view of new
evidence?

7. Does he compare what he found with what other chi,dren have found?

8. Does he make things?

9. DoeS he'have ideas about what to do with neW materials you pkesent
to him?.

`,3 "
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10: Does he write down or,draw some of the things'he has done, so he
.does not forget what happened?

11 Does he sometimes know ahad oft tiMe what will happen if he does
'a certain thing?

12.. Does he.like to think of,Variation of ways of doing something?

1.3.. Does he ever decide to do.Something over again, mcke carefully?..

14. Does he feel free to say he'doesn't know an answer?

15. boes -he co-operate with other children in trying to solve a probL.
lem?

,P

16. Does he ever continue with his work ow".,side Sdhool time?

9

!,

.17 Does he.ever bring materials to school, to investigate in.the
same way?

16. Does he talk about his work at.other times'of-the day?-

19. Does he make Comparisons between:things that at firSt seem to
be very different?'

3 4 3
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20. Does he start noticing new things?

21. Does he ever repeat one experiment several times, to see j it

always turns out tha same way?

.22. Does he'ever watch something patiently for a long time?

23. Does he ever say, "That's beautiful?"

If a child does evcn five or six of these things, he is bellefitting

from his/her experiences in the classroom and outside the classom.
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Chapter 3: Questioning Techniques,and Skills

Iritroduction

Asking revealing questions of nature is one cf the mast iMportant
\

skills Of the scientist. Helping children to ask what is from their

is One of the most important skillspoint of view revealing questioris

of the,teacher, No scientist or teacher completely masters these.-
/

skills: ThroughoUt.hisaife a good scientist thinks about the questions

.he asks nature just as the good teacher thinks about the. way 1.1ildren

question *he world. Both of them constantly Strive to improv

questioning techniques as.they work.. Throughout this chapter

their

ttention

.will .be paid' to thoSe Again, as An the previous chapter, the

Iformat of Worksheets is used.

'WOrksheet 1

Collect.tbe following materials:

Candle,matches, jag. or wide mouthed bottle, shallow' dish, water'

clay or plasticine.

1

Many people,are familiar withe traditiOnal experiment of bu0-

ing a candle over water in a closed container. Fix the candle to the

bottom of 'the.shallow dish using,a small piece of clay% Fill t4e dish

with water. Light the candle.and cover it with the jam jar.

, Work individually for twenty,minutas and write down As many clues

*ions as you can about the burning candle experiment. The purpbse of
,

. this exercise is to ask as'Many questions as you can.: Later yoU can

4ecide which are good questions apd which are bad ones.

3'4'5
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How many questions were you able to ask?

Compare your list of questions with that of one of:your colleagUes:

Work togetherfor a further ten minutes. How many more questions can

you ask?

Was working together helpful in enabling you to.ask different sorts

of questions?

Worksheet 2

Together with.your colleagues.examine.the-questions that yau geneP-

ated. Think carefully about each question and try to decide what type

of question eadh one is. Classify ydUr.list of questiofis into three

- or-four different groUps.

Choose one question.from each of your groups. Spend 15.- 20 min-

utes trying to answer these questions. Describe what you liave-to do

to answer each question. If at this stage you,think there,is a.need

to change the way yibu cfassified your questions, do so.

Compare the system you used to classify questions with the systemS

.used by other people in your group.

Which.types of questions are best to ask when you are working

with materials?

Worksheet 3 Related Readings

SEPA on Questions and Answers

'One of the most vital teaching skills in Modern Science Education

is stimulating children's aotiVIties by posing the right .question at

the- right tin 316
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This's more difficult and.cOmplex than many teachers might assume.

It is a skill that must.be acquired through.practice and growing in-

sight of a scientist in matters scientific (what is relevant?) with

the insight of an educator in matters educational (what is relevant to

this child at this stage?).

Although the classroomlisthe most fertile place to cultivate

this ability, the problem Of "a3leng questions' has a high priority in

the training of teachers., A Student who has learned to ask questions

'is better qualified as a science educator than a student who has learned

only::,..to :give answers..

The following three papers present various waS of loOking at.

what kinds of:questions are good ones to ask. The papers deal with

questions, as well aS with the special way in which.children can find

and.conserve "answers." .We hope these discUSsions wilrprovide some

insightinto the -problem'of aslcing questionSi as well as scae direction
\

to Set teachers on the right track.

paper 1. Some Questions on Questions

Seeing, understanding, and stating the problem is half wayto

solving it. With this in mind'these 4uestions on question's are offered

for the consideratlon of thoSe who are moSt'plagued by them: namely .

1. At the'present stage of science there are still'many questions

left to which there are no answers. These in themselves i'orm a prob-

lem:. children do ask such qUeStions,
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- Where does the moon.come.from?'

- What- is gravity:-

- what is Miagnetic?

Should the teacheravoid each question?

Shoud he attempt a tentative answer?

How can he communicate such problems to other science teachers?

What about those questions to which an answer is known, but which
.v

is beyond the comprehension of the children? e.g.:

\ .

- why i. melted wax transpareht, while solid wax is'o.paque?A'

What is it that makes a boy a boy, and a girl a girl?
\. .... .

.

,, .!..

, What about.the question tO Which there is an answer that the teacher\

feels he ought to know,.but does not? e.g.:

What is the difference betWeen regular and S-Uper petrol?

How long should a pendulum be to'swing 10.th-a period of
one'second?

2. A recOrd can be kept of the questions asked,.and of the activities

attempted to answer theSe-questions.

Are such records.useful for later analysis?

Are they useful for creating new learning situations?'

Are they useful as a progress'report?:

Are they useful.for evaluation purposes?

Axe questions that.lead to summaries of what the children have

Iound out so far usful?

When would they be useful?

What dangers do these ques4;ions carry?

COuld these dangers be avoided?

3 4 8
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, 4. What does the teache.z do With questions based on the past, historic

events-, popular beliefs,-Claims of "witnesses?" . e.g.:'

- Mr. G. says his.grandmother saW tiny dwarfs.

- Mr. W: says he saw a shake that a certain woman had gisien
.birth to.

IMise-H's gradfather himself heard the voices of the forest
spirits.

HOw, do we bring the pest w.thin scientific reasoning?

How do we deal with such p oblems?

What is the evidence?

. \Is,the available evidence ully reliable?
, .

How could we check on'the evidence?.

Is, the Claim consonant wit4all that.we know already,about the 1

\
.

phenomenon?
I

,,,
, .

1

.\

1 /.

What constitutes a valid an wer?

:,What constitutes a fertile nswer orgueStion?

What constitutes a sufficie t or edeguate explanation for a child?

i,aper.2. Teacher Training Idea's on Developing Questioning

TowardS the end of 1969, th\ere was a-general feelingamong the

tutors in the Department of Science Education, college of Natiorl

students were not yet veryEducation, Morogor.o, that the Se
lo
nd year

skilled in the eft of asking and endling questions. That is', What
J

t

kinds of questions r,re appropriate to ask children and when.ghould

they be asked?' The best kind of guestiOn is one that can be answered
.

by the children by using the materlals with which they are'wol.kihg.

-We knew that the Student teachers had been involved in New Science-for

almost two years and their tutors had tried to?Use the right form of

1.9
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,

questioning during this time. In. spite of. this, the students' standard'

of questionin was not entirely satisfactory, slthough a few of them,

were quite good at it. As was seen during the students' practice

teaching outside the- college-and during miero-teaChing within the col-.

lege,,mast of the students neededto improve their-way-Of asking and

stimulating auestions. Our jOb is not to prepare just a few students

but to prepare as manyf-as possible-. In order to.solve this Problem,'

the,author decided.to involve-the students in:

a) queStioning exercises,

b) classifying their own questions,

c) SS'sessment of their own questioning, -

.P

d) testingitheir own improvement after passing through
a), b) 'Onp 0,

To do.this effectively, a,situation rich in many different possi-

i --
bilities was ty be chosen - a very open-ended situation. It should be ,

presented to students in such a way that they-all knoW what is required .

of them 5eeing possibilities in as.given situation and asking ques,-

rl*

tions thatijll, stimulate further learning was the aesired goal. To

satisfy these needs, "burning candles" was the topic chosen and pre-
\

\sented to the students.-
..IT

.\

,

were collected and evaluated by the author. When it seemed neceisary,

these manuscripts were also evaluated by two other tutors.

,

.The students did this exercise f.or fifty minutes. Their manuscripts'

4

.0

After going thkough the students' manuScripts, we made a feW in-

teresting rindingS about ourselyes as tutors as well S.,about the-stUdents.!".
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.

... (and) what Was considered prir,cipally a means of teaching about

questioning turned Out,to be an excellentWay of assessing.the students,

'Questioning

... the author wanted to teach-about the art of questions in- the

way_ he tries to toch about New Science - experimen-Ltion, discovery,
vlf

re-thinking and personal involvement is not possible without

Open-endedness;'which is always accoppanie:I by uneXpected things

.

.'In thiS case, theunexpected thing .was our discovery of a wapsin which
.

,..
.

..;-
.

.
,,

We might'assess our students_ ,Nevertheless, the art of-questioning was

effectively dealt with as well.. Briefly, this. is-the Way the :author-

went'about it:

:The questions were diVi'ded:into four'group7

.droup A: '.:1Do 4nd ,see" questions,-. or".What'Will happen i ' '>"
,

-N
, Group.s: "Why questions, which, if.broken into smaller "do and

'seeb p rts, could. be answered by using the materials.

provide

droup C:

GrOup DI

, ,
. _"Why"-que tiohs s4hose immediate answers: can be found

_..-. .
. .. ,

on,the spot, but Which leed.to more qUéstiOns.that

cahnot beLZnswered directly:asing the materialS pio-..

vided...,

,

Questions Whose,answers requiredefinitione. .

During tbe next science period, the author held a '6-1-a:Ss discussibn

on the types of:questions drawn froAf the students' nianuscriPts. The
/

. ,

on the blackboard and- the stUdents Were requiredquestions were written

to answer, using the candles 'and.the other\ilaterials proVided. They

351-



were told that they should try to answer at least one question from

each group. They worked hard'on this and i was a good lessen for them.

All,the questions in Group A.could be answered directly by the

students uSing the materials provided. (For eXample, "hoW long does

it take to burn a t!Andle one am. long?"). However, it was kelt by the

stUdents that under some circumstances, some 'why"- questions like those

in Group B could be put into Gxoup A. During the clasS discussion;

students found out,that some "why" Questions ... can be answered on the

-

spot.using the materials supplied, provided the-learner has previously

'gathered enough supporting evidence from his experiments. ... (With

some questions), they found out they could do nothing to answer the .

question-unless they broke it into parts. For example, what will hap-

pen if ...

The students found out that no matter how they broke up the ques-

tions in Group C they would.not be able to answer them on the spot by

using the candle.

. -When they tried to.:answer the question§ in Group D, for example:
%

"What i§ the origin of the candle?" or "WhAt Iá candle flame?", they

fouEd it was impossible to answer them 'oy,using he materials supplied.

something outside the situation supplied was needed to answer such
;

questions., 'they also agreed 6at asking such qui.stions is similar to

.e+

asking for-definitions. However, good questions for primary school

science demand that it should be possihle to answer each question by

'using the situation and materials supplied.

3 5 2
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It was pointed out that all the qUestions put on the blackboard

were drawn from the Students' manuscripts. , They hed been asked to ask

questions that could br answered on the spot by using the materials

or the situation supplied. The students were then asked which group

or groups of questions could be answered on the spot using the situa-

tion supplied. They were asked to arrange the groups of guestions in

their order, of suitability. Nearly all the students..came up with one

of these:two orders: A, B, C, D, or A,' B, D, They all agreed that /
/

the best questions were in A, and that the poorest were in either C Ori
I

/

D.' They agreed that questions in either C orlD should not be asked /

by any teacher in a New Science class. (Alt ough no rigid rule should

be made about this, the teacher should take great caution when using

such questionsin the classroom.) ...

It was found that students are able
5

tioning if they are given:the opportUnity

I.

discover good and bad gues-

/do s . They-learnt how

tto use- the situation provided-.to test the -uitability of a. .questiOn.

They.started testing the suitability of th4r own questions in teir

manuscripts. Then they modified those qUe tions. They did not/condemn

all the "why" questions. Soma Is'why" .questi ns asked under some/special

conditionS could be included-in Group A (the group recommended:by the

stUdents to pave the best questions). These 'why" questions are the

ones that sum up some experimental evidence.

Mention should be made of the',...act 'that th students were involved,

in New S ienceup to'the last day of their stay the College. Their

activities were normal science activities only and the studefits felt
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'that the were doing their usual work. Nhere was no exaMination panic.

There was nneed for this because there were no facts..to be tested.

Rather,we,were\testing heir ability to do science. Most of our stu
y).

dents became confident that they can do science, though of course some

are better than others.

Paper 3. Between the Question and.the-Answer*

What is a good question? F-Icognizing a 'wrong1 question is me
!

thing; how to ascertain the !right! ostion is quite another. A good.

and .healthy question is one tp which there is an ansWer, because it is .

, -

a problem to which there iS a solution. The right question'is a stimu-

lating question which leads to a closer look, a'new experiment, or a

fresh exercise. The right question leadS to where the answer can be

found: in the.real objects and events under study, where the solution

'is hidden. The right question asks the children to show rati than

tO tell the answer: they can go and make sure for'themselvss.

Such cluestions I would like to call 'Action Questions' because

they stimulate productive'activity. .There are actiOn questions of

various sorts_...

The first; and.simplest, kind Of action questions are the straight
:

N6v

forward "ftIve you seen ...?" or "Do.you notice :..? type of questions.

Questions flke ".1-fow many?", "How long?", "How often?", and their

. .

*ExtraCt from "Betwoen,the QueS'tiOn and the Answer" by J. Elstgeest
(in press'

3 5
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like are measuring. and counting questions. The children can check e,nd

make 'sure of their)answers themselves. They'can use neW Skills, and

feel content and confident.

\

The "What happens if questions always work, because they

can always be truthfully answered. They entail si77ple experimentation,

and never fail to prbvide a result. These questiono are particularly

valuable in the beginning of a new .scientific study to:explore the pro-
\

` perties of unfamiliar materials, living or,non-living, br forces at

work, and of other eventful happenings.

"What happens if- yoU place yoUr ant lion in d p sand?"

"What happens it you pinch the see6 leaves off a young

plant?"

T's "What happens if you turn your twig (cutting) upside down

in water?"

\- "What.happens if you ,siDin a bowl full of sand?"

There are millions of other good examples of "What happens'if ...?"
\

questiOns which have millions of other answers,that can be readily.

'found to the satisfaction of the children and.their,teachers. These

questions always show some form of a relationship, , and.gretly add to

-the store of experience which young children require'.

After sufficient-activities provOked bY'the type of questions

just described, children become ready for a new kind of question: the

' Imre. sophisticated "Can you find 'a way to question. This will

always set up a real problemsolving situation to which children en-

thusiastically respond, provided it makes sense to them...

3 5
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I once asked a class :of children: "Can you make your plant grow

sideways?" Since they had studied growing plants (which they'kept in

tins, Pots, and other contraptions made of banana,sheathsY only a short

time, I was just a, little too hasty and anxious, and quite rightly got

the answer: "No, we can't."' So we patiently continued witYccores

of "What ,happenS if ...?" experiments. Plants were placed in wet and

dry conditions, in dark and light corners, in bOmes and in cupboards,

in collars ofwhite and blackpaper,. upside down and right side left.

In otiL,:r words, the children Made it difficult fOr the Plants. But

the plants neverfailecIto'respond in one way or another. Slowly the

children began to realize that there was a relationship between the

plant and its environment Which they controlled. 'Noticing the ways in

which the'plants responded, the children became aware that they could.

control the growth Of. plants in certain ways, because theresponses of

the plants were shown by the way they grew. q'ipscurved'upWards, stems

bent, plants grew tall and thin, .or sometimes withered altogether.

When later the question "Can you find' A way to' make your plants:

,srbw sideways?" reappeared, there was not only a confident reaction;

there was a good vatietY of attempts, all sensible, all based on newly

acquired experience, and all original. Some children laid their plant

on its side and r011ed a newspaper tube around'the tin and the plant

'others manufactured'a stand' hold 4 horizontal tube into which they

pushed the top of their plant (this one turned back!).- Onegroup en-

closed their plant inside a boX. with a hole; but they fiXed a tube'dn

the hole and directed it. toward the light of \the class window., Some
,

3 5
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just tied their plant sidewaks along a cross stick., and added restrict-

i g strings as soon as the growing tip curled upwards again,
.

It is obvious that "Can you find 4 way ...?"'type of.questions

must be preceded by satisfactory exploration Of the material with

which the children work. The children-need to investigate first what
. . . .

the possibilities and impossibilities are, and become familiar'with
-

sOme of the properties of the.objects under study.

Lastly, there is a category of questions which we should appro-.

-ach with the greatest caution, for there is a serious danger of mis

using'them, They are what I call "Reasoning Questions": These, too,

may begin with "Why?" o "How?" and that is where the danger lies.

However, they are very important, and Modern Science,Education could

not eliminate them without defying its own purpose. But we can and
\

must eliminate the "one right answer" Reasoning questions are

meant to make the children express freely what and how they think

about their observatiOns and study. 'The discussion, the dialogue, the

sharing of ideas, often helP in recognizing relationships; and aid

understanding. . It is essential that the children talk freely, for even

the most. preposterous Statement can provoke argument, and.argument

leads to correCtion, provided it is based on evidence.

The.teacher must be very careful how he phrases these questions,

and when to present them. Children working with mosquito larvae for

the first time may. be effectively.. Put off from any.further exploration,

if they are pestered bka sudden 'Why do the larvae co6e to the surface

.f the water?" On the other hand, .children who have watched mosquito
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larvae Wriggle down time after time'Whenever theY werediSturbekby a

waving hand.by a knock on the jar, by shaking or stirring the watez.;

children who have watched the larvae.: come uP again and again; Ao have

noticed,their tail tlibes sticking out of the water; who have ttill1Qd how

long they stay under the water leVel; who have tried to prevent them

from coming.np by continnonsly.shaking or knocking the jar; wile; have

covered the top pf.the water with snippets.of paper or cellopheIle; and

have noticed the Tersistence of the larvae.to reach the surface; onlY

those children can become involved in a sensible argument when akeei:

"Why do you think the larvae come to the surface of.the water?'' Those

children can express their thoUghts with confidence,'becanse ,treY have

something to think, and to talk aboUt; because they can prodnCe rQlevant

evidence. And do not think .that "because they Want to breath"

Obvious answer. Tt,is not. Many water'creatures never do it, ahd a

tail is not reael.ily associated with breathing.

,There are a few more aspects to the why7question, which are

useful to be considered here. We cannot avoid'whv-questions,

children are great why-questioners. We-should not avoid th.em,, boau5e

"Why?" iS the ultimate quest. of *Science. What.we shoiad:4void

fusing the \children with both "Why's" and "becanses" Parents aF.; well

as children have come to regard teachers'as encyclopaediac.

flattering attltUde; erroneous though It is, tempts many a teaellQr

answer questions he is asked.

The truth is\that many,"why" questions have not yet beer)

answered. No teacher\In the world isable to proVide a ready ,Ilswer

'\\
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to all the questions asked by. thechildren. There is nothing wrong

when the teacher honestly admitsthat he does not know the answer.

. The reason May be that he just does not know, or that the answer is,

unknOwn to. everybOdy. Both reasons are perfectly.valuable

... Science is the search.for, rather than the answer to WHY?

WHY? ,is the UltiMate question, and, -the reason for all science commit-

ted 'in the,world 'WHY? is t1v.: mOst elusive question. As-soon as we

think-we are approaching the answer, we are back in the desert, and a

neW WHY? shiMmers.above the horizon. Mankind has not yet found a. single

final answer to. a single final WHY? Why things are the way they axe iS

unanswerable.. Why thingS -work the way they work oay beanswerdble,

,provided the answer to "how" is found. the search continues, and

it is into this cearch that we introduce our children. Their simplet

science, too, is a living part of the inces'sant quest toward ."because",,'

-and every new relationship that they can establish brings them nearer
. .

to the ultimate anSwer, but only by one step.

These steps are essentiai. We-cannot jump, neither should we

. expect bur children.to jump.' l'Jumping to concluSions" has always been

ccndemned in scientific circles. Even adult understanding of'"because"

depends on their own step by step pm-Ogress through Masses of experiences',

. .

together with their ability to correlate .these ex-riences., Many of us

have understood things that we were sUpposed to have "learnt" at

onlY. years Aftel we were set free toeducate ourselves.

.1..

A good question is more important than itsanSwer. 'Not only
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because science sits between the question and its answer; a goad

-

.question often.leads'to. communication between the teacher and the

children. Communication is a vital aspect of the process of science.

However, communication means-dialogue. It can take' various shapes,

but it never takes the
_

4 Child chantingebedient.answers.

hape of a teacher dictating summaries, .nor of

Worksheet 4.

Learning hoW to ask good questions of nature is one 'skill.

Asking children good queStions requires different techniques.
4

Re-examine the questions asked when your class was'working with

candles. Try to decide which questions would be good questions to

askchildren, Why do. you think hat.'the qUestions you have selected

are good ones to ask? You might have several reasons.. The only real

test of Course is to ask children and find out- from the way they react

whether or not the questions really are. good. This could befdone by

working with 4 class 'of children. However,' this is not always the
1

best way to examine and improve one's questioning-skills. It is

.pessible to work with very small groups.of children.and analyse

what, Is:happeninT in 04ter.depth.-

B . Activities with children

- Select,. any suitable topic from the school science syllabus

e.g. soil, plants, insecis.

Design a problem on which yk.,1r..pupils can Work.

Pupils should record their information.
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-. Hold a discussion following their ive8tigatiOn and note

down as many kinds of'questions which they ask as you can.

Give the pupils a chance to think of-ways'of'seeking sofutions

to their problems and, if they are unable to.do so, make the
9

necessary silggeStionS for-further inVestigations yourself.

Example

Children have been working on different kinds of soil. Here

aresome of.the questions they ask:

I. How many'different kinds oftoil are there?

P

Why doeS-sandy soil allow water.to pass throughofaster than

red soil?

3. Why are there bubbles when water is added to soil?

4. Why does.water mix with soil but not with cooking oil?

, 5. Why do we haVe soils of different colours?

ala.9:2ted1,.L2y_.s_c_the questions
-

Ruestion 1: It-may not.be.meaningful for you o t,g11 children that

'we have clay,.loam andosandy soils. Instead you could asbign childreh

to collect as many different kinds of 'soils as they.can.

Question 2: Speaking of particle size Fight be.a start. However,'

yOu should lat the children fitd out whfoh Xind of soil (e':g. the ones

cted in Question 1 above) retains more water than the Other -

which retains least/most (and thuS which allows most/least amount of_

water to plsa,through it).

Question 3: Tf the pupils have studied air then they might understand

that there-is a.r in the'usoil. However, it would.be a gOod idea for
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the children tosstimate how much air e.g. by counting bubbles and/or

by the usual way as contained in text books.-

Question 4: This is a difficult One for children to find a solution

fo,as the idea of immiscibility is not easily comprehensible to them.

However, they might think Of investigating what other.liquids besides

water mix with soil.

Question 5: Again this is a difficult one for the children to-finds

solutions to. In fact it is impossible for them to design an experi-

ment tO find out thc different colours. However, as they carry

Out the suggeSted further activity. in Question 1,'they could at least
0

collect a variety of differently coloured soils.

It is of great importance for children to appreciate the limit-

ations to and extent of their abilities to "discover" However,

every necessary help and encouragement to search for solutions to tbeir.,

problem's, should.be.given to the pupils. Through constant investi-

gation and asking-ofquestions followed ,by'further investigation, it

is hoped that the pupils will acquire among other skills! the ability

look at their environment more critically.

6t:i 4:C ;



/ Chapter 4: 'Keeping Records'

If yoU have already done student .(or practice) teaching, you.

'probably have come . acrOss situatidha-in -which pupilSshould have

observations but did-not. For liee,ous reasons,kept records Oftheir

children very often will-nOt keeP records. One ,reason.(as you'
I

learned in the section called R1e iating wi Children)' is that they.

1

th

ave'nOt Yet reaEhed a stage where-/ they.realise they Olouldkeep
1 ,

r cords. Very often, tocl. even /when theY have reached,the stage

WhIn they see the neoessity:for,making records; theY cannot.make

goo records.

several places in thi:3 Handbook, yoUr attention has been

dra.Wn to the need for you and your pupils torecOrd observations.

In Sec ion V you twice came across conversatiOns which were recorded

-1?

,

--by an a ult. Take another look at them to See.how complete'they were

and how ?iellsthey conveyed their message,tolyou, Now take
I

look in 'the same Section et:the place in Chap1.7Ir 4 describing a tet;
,

\

1
,

year old who rebuked himself for not remembering the.intensitY.of
!

.

anot1;er

the light end note how he solVed his probliems.

can ,see-recrds of observations made by pupils and by the3x teachers

Section'IV you also

al6out/their\activ4ies

..
. ,

S cpion II ycl read ekamples of Irecords of'obr4.ervations made
i _

,
.by teacher training collegestudents.duringtheir.observations of.

various phenolm,na,,e.g. the solar eclips0 and the behaViour of:rubber

\bands'.

and functions were made in Section.III.

1Recors of the behaviourof liqu ds and those on relations

All.of these.records were



different in flavour:

i) the adult recorded the conversations word for word;

ii) the ten-year Old kept in his pocket.those items he

needed again to Produce light; 4

-

the.teacher at Juba beach kept a written record Of her.

Children's a tivities whenever they visited the beach;
11

iv) the pupils kept records of'their observations whenever

they visited 'the Juba beach;.they kept at least two tYpes

of-records. an yoU name them? '-

the students'recOrd on the solatedlipee also employs

different methods for different purposee. Try to iden-

tify the different techniques and some of the purposes

they serve;
r.

.

:Iii. with.regard to relationa and functions, additional types

of records were kept and, they led to special types of :

understandinglOf observations. It was alsb in this
1

. .

1 Section that you made pictotial rec9rds other than.

phOtographs:or.drawibgs.
i

'These records were kept'for various reasons. The ten-year oId
i

at Aw9 Omama wanted to haVe an accurate record with which to make a

.cOmparison.' You could .list sOme of the reasons 'for the record I

1,descY.ibed in i) , iii), ,iv), v) , and:Vi) above.

By now you have noticed,that ther"e are different ways of--

keePing records. Qbnsider:one teacher's rebotd on one lesson when
,

his- pupils had been learning ahout blood circulation:

T. Whatto you knoW About the heart?

P. .1t pupF. blood.

*There were fifteen pupile in thiS group
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P. It beats. It beats hard,e,when you are afraid,

T.- How fa'St it'zbeat?.:
_

There was iscus'sion at this point on hdw,ne can coUnt thQ

pulse.rate,. where to-feel it, and Which Tingers to Use. The

pupil's worked in pairs with each, member of a pair counting the
7

p"artn.expulse rate. ,',Nfter they countodthe'pule rates;I

asked)them to give their results and Iwkote. them on the

blackboard. this way:

Pupil Rate

cl) 79
7 t

(2)4 60

(3) 82,

(c1) 78

(5)' 83.

.

Pupil Rate

'120

.(7)

(8) 76

,:c8) 82

(.10) 69

-

Pupil Rate

(11) 84

(12) 76

(13) 77

(14). 80

. (15) 66

I continued:

T-i Now,.what cap you say about the pulse xate?

P. pay are different.

.Tt: Out-what can you say about the pulse rate of a
. i

P.,-Everyone ha a different pulse rate.

Can yolLsay:what,ithe highest pulse!rate-is?

of you?

P. -Yes, 120..

T. What elSe can.You say about the plilse rates?

P. The lowest is 60.

P. Can We use the average?*

T. Yes, what is the average pulse rate for all of you?

The,pupils-calculated the average. Then I; asked them:
,

Poes,the pUlse rate ever change? ,There was a long dis-
,

cuSSion which ended with the pupils deciding to run a
-

distance and tlen counting theik pulse rates immediately'

after, the rUn.

.Tn subsequent lessons the teacher allowed the pupils'to run

.*Pupils had learned about:averages in their mathematics lessons.
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-

the distance and to notice that the pulse rates of most of them

changed. They also had opportunities to find out if the pulse rate

,

would continue. tOincrease when ol,e runs a very long distance... They

experimented over rlisbances of 40 yards, 60 yards, and 100 yards, and

kept records of their pulSe rates.' Thep they went or to examine a

sheep's heart as well as photogr4s of the human heart..

To return to the numbers written on the blackboard by'the

teacher and to the pupils' comments on,them, notice that they do
.

appear very different. Do you get Any more information by arranging

them from the largest to the lowest?

The following graphs are three ways pf describing the pulse,

rates of the fifteen pupils (see next three pages for graphs) . Each

k of them gives you a pictorial account of the pupils' pulse rates.

When you look at each of them, what-stries you immediately? -As youH
t

study them further, try.to answer the following question§ using each->

a) In' which one is it easiest to se the lowest.and the-

highest pulse rates?

b) In which one is it!easiest to see the ulse Y-ate.shal-ed

by the largest number of pupils?

Which one shows the average pulse rateforthis group

f pupils most easily?

d) WhiPh graph shows most readily the pulse /late:below which

.exactly half,:the pupils. fall?
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Which of these graphs would-you use if youmanted to

see very quickly the number (or numbers) which woUld be

representative of most pulse, rates in this\

\
oup of

,

pupils? \
.-

.\

There might be other,questions you can answer usingthese

graphs and some might be easier to answer using one graph and others
\

might not be easy to answer even when you use all three graphs. ou

might have questions about the graphs themselves: What are the dif-

ferenceS among them? What'are the similarities? Are there other

types of graphs that can make'it easier to find,answers to your ques-

tions? How does ohe learn to make a graph? YoUr tutor might help

you to find out more about graphing if.you.ask for his guidance.

In this chapter your attention has been drawn to vakious ways

of making recordS of observations. Some ways are useful'in some in-

stances and other ways are suitable for Otlier types of observations.

Veryoften, the typ,? of record t be made depends on one's aim and,

alsoon tl..e type of information
!

gathered.. You ;May wish t

improve ybur own skill in making xe ords so that 1742 can later guide
I

.

your pupils mosL ::?ofitably. For your practiCe, a number of sugges-
t

_ )

i
Itions are made. ;

Worksheet 1......__

When you ne t go tp the mar. t make note of it 4ree, the

er of people, the number of girls, the 12umber of boys. Yoc, can go
.0

to the market twice in a day to Make tese observations and.,you should

.also go on different days. Record your observations in various ways to

'3 7

t'
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reveal the following:

.i) the arrangement of stalls in the market;

ii) the different 'commodities sold atthe market,-

iii) the average nuMber of people visiting the market at,

one time in a day;

iv) the average number of boys and.girls at the market at

one time in a day;

the.average number of boys and girls at the market on

Saturdays and the.ave:age number on any week day;

vi) the most popular day at the-market;

vii) the least pepular day.

Worksheet 2

When you visit the grains sectiof of the market, note the

different types sold (e.g.:-Maize), YOu may select one or more of

them and find out if all the seeds are alike ..can yOu tell 5n what'

wayS, they are different? JHow many of eaCh.type are in each sample.

you have? Obtain ten samples and record inforMation on them in

different walys,

,

addition to, prinstead of,.doing.the adtivities' descl:ibed
In

ab ve,'you can dedide to,dO others which areof more interest to you..

They, too, will give you practice in making Meaningful-repokts..

While. it is.very important and interesting'to make reCords of
P. .

'one's observations,..it is more important that the child should feel

'the need to make them; Children's learning and enthusiasm can be

a
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disturbed seriously if, while carrying out investigations that are of

great'interest to them without keeping records, the teacher forces

them to make records. When they see the need for keeping records,

children are usually willing to repeat exciting investigations.

Tinally, what you learned about the children's limitations in

Section V and under "QueGtioning Techniques and Skills" applies also

the teaching.of children to'keep records.

THE'E ARE WAYS THAT SOME PUPILS AND TEACHERS HAVE KEPT RECORDS

is!'
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SECTION VI:,

S ummery

While

- 332 -

Scticn V treated some of the philosophical issue:3

connected with the-nature of children:and their development, this

section has given some practical-suggestions about how to prepare
4

for the classroom-and how to proceed when in"the classroom.- Both

.a clear understanding of the : ..derlying principles.of child develop-

men-tend a knowledge of how tt apply those principles in a practical

way to a real classroom.situation are necessary.in order to give

-children the best possible science education.

Methods of eValuating what is happening to children through

their science ekpeiptes have 156-6h-discussed. The basic aim of

-such evaluation techniques is to help the teacher decide bow to

iMprove continuously the'science lessons in his or, her classroom.

.t
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Section B

Biological Sciences

APSP UNITS

Ask the Ant Lion
Buds and TWigs
Chicks in the Classroom
Exploring the Local 'Community
Juba Beach
Mosquitoes,
Ourselves

, Plants in the Classroom
Seeds
'Small Animals-,
Tilapia

REFERENCES

1. Barker, P. Life in the,Aquarium, Bell, 1960.

Bennet, D.P. and HuMphries, D.A. Introduction to Field Biology, Arnold',
1965.

3. Cole, N.H.A. The Vegetation of Sierra Leone, N.U.C, Press, University
of Sierra Leone, 1968.

4. Dale, A.° Observations and Experiments in.Natural History, Heinemann, 1960.

5. Daplish, E.F. Name this Insect, Dent. 1952,

6, Ene, J.C. Insects and Man in West Africa, Ibadan University Press, 1963.

7. Handler. Bioloay and the Future of Man, Macmillan, London & N.Y.

8, Kalmus, H. Simpler. Experiments with Insects,"Heinemann, 1948.

9. Popham, E,j. Some Aspects of Life in Freshwater, Heinemann, 1961

10. Shanks', I.P. Simple Science and Nature Study, Oxford University Press..
cC,

11. Shaw, M. & Fisher, J. Animals as Friends and How to Keep Them. apnt, 1952.

12. Stephenson, E.M. The Naturalist on the Seashore, Black, 1951.

13. Street, P. Shell Life' on the Seashore, Faber & Faber,"1961.

14.. Waiters, E.M.P. Animals Life in the Tropics', Allen & Unwin, 1964.
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Section C

Earth Sciences

APSP UNITS

Exploring the Local ComMunity
Exploring Nature
The Moon Watchers
A Scientific Look at Soit
Star Books: Stars Over Africa

Strangers in the Sky
Using the Sky
How the Sky Looks

REFERENCES ,

1. Barker, R.S. The Study Book of the Land. Bodley Head, 1960

Beau, G. Springtime of the Stars, Abelard\SchumM,-1961

3. Cwtherali; E.A. and Holt, P.N. Working with the Weather, Bailey Bros'. 1964.

4. Dana, E.S. & Hurlbut, C.S. Minerals andHow.to Study Them.- 1949.

bury, G.H. The Face.of the Earth, Penguin, '1959.

.Evans, I.O. Discovering the Heavens, Hutchinson,Al95.8.

7. Hood, P. How the Earth is Made, Oxford. Uniyersity Press, 1954.

8. Oyenden, M.W. Lookina at the Stars, Phoenix, 1957.

9. PerryYG.A. Young.Investilator's BoOk"of Soils, Blandford, 1965.

10. Russell, EJ.1 Lessons. an Soil (Simple -experiments oh
Paperback.

11 Russell, E.4 The World 'of the Soil, Collins Paperbaok, 1961.

12 Sawyer, J.S. \The Ways of the Weather, 131ack, 1957.

13. Shapley, 4. (1 Source Book in Astronomy,. 1900-1950, Howard 0.U.P..1960

1.4. Wilkins, J.P. The .Moon, Muller, 1960
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Section D

Physical Sciences

APSP UNITS

Arts and Crafts
Balancing and Weighing
Changing Solids"
Chima Makes a Clock
Colours, Water and Paper
Common Substntes Around the Home
Construction
Construction with Grass:.
Cooking
Copper Activities
Dry-Sand
Estimating Number's
Friction
Inks and PaperS
Liquids,
:Making Paints
Making Things Look Bigger

Making a Magnifier
Making a,Microscope

Measuring ittle 7 Parts :Land IT,
Pendulums
Playground,Equipment
,Pbwders

Printing
Sinking and Floating
qools for the Classroom
Torch Batteries and Bulbs
Water
Wet Sand
Woodwork' .

REFERENCES

1. Beeler, N.F. and Brandley, F2M, Experiments with Electricit)i, Murrary, 1961

. 2. . Beeler, N.F. and Brandley, 'Ekperiments with a Micrbscope, Faber &
\ Faber, 1958'

3. Bulman, A.D.

4. Cooper,,B.K.

5. Dobinson, C.H.
1962

Model Making for Young Phsicists, Murrary-, 1963

Electricity at. Work, Weidenfeld and NicOlSon,. 1964.

Metals and Men (in Seience on the March Series) Longmans,

, Foicil L.A. Chemical Magic, Rout,ledge, 1961..
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7 Glenister, S.P. The Tedhnique of Craft Teacher, G. Harrap & Co. Ltd.
fWoodwork & Metalwork).

R. Heys, H.L. Chemistry Experiments at Home for Boys and Girls, Harap, 1959.

9. Morrison, L.W, Crystals, Diamonds and Transistors, Penguin, l966-.

,

10. Naylor, A.H. -Time and Clocks," Bodley Head, 1959.

11. Newbury, N.Y. Focus on Metals, Heinemann; 1965.

Saunc:lers, H.N. Beginning Science,' Nelson

Shirley, A.F. Metalwork (Techniques for School Workshops), HultOn
Educ. Publ.

Street, A. & Alexander, W. Metals in the Service of Man, Pengui-n, 1962.
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